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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter gives a short introduction to wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technique.
Integrated WDM receivers are key components in future WDM systems. The main elements
of integrated WDM receivers, wavelength demultiplexers and photodetectors are shortly dis-
cussed and the contents of the thesis is outlined.

1.1 Wavelength division multiplexing

The rapid expansion of optical communication networks has created a requirement to increase
the transmission capacity of these networks. The high capacity of optical networks basically
depends on a high-speed transmitter, a high-capacity optical fiber, and a high-speed receiver.
To increase the capacity of such networks, several techniques are utilized. One of the most
popular techniques is wavelength division multiplexing. Figure1.1 schematically shows a
simplified WDM link. At the transmitter, a wavelength multiplexer is used to combine the
modulated signals of the transmitter lasers operating at various wavelengths. The combined
wavelengths at the multiplexer are launched into the optical fiber and at the receiver the de-
multiplexer separates them and couples the light to the photodetectors. With this scheme an
ultra-wide bandwidth link is possible.

If the modules of aWDM network are built from discrete components, they will be ex-
pensive, also because each optical module must be tuned precisely to the correct wavelength.
On the other-hand, in order to enable the consumers to get access to broadband services such
as video-telephony and high-density television (HDTV), low cost and high capacityWDM net-
works must be developed. Monolithic or hybrid integration of the optical and electronic com-
ponents offers a promising path to move toward a high-speed, low-cost, and reliableWDM

network. Hybrid integration of optical-optical or optical-electrical components with different
fabrication technologies offers the advantage of integration of various functionalities realized

1



2 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of a point-to-pointWDM link (MOD=modulator,
PD=photodetector, pre-amp=front-end pre-amplifier).

in the most suitable technologies, but it requires additional packaging and bonding opera-
tions. Monolithic integration of the optical components offers the advantage of a compact size
that allows higher integration densities and easy and reliable connection between the different
components. In this thesis, both types of technology are employed: monolithic integration of
several optical components in planar technology on semi-insulating InP and hybrid integration
of two chips fabricated with incompatible technologies (optical and electrical in InP and GaAs
materials, respectively).

Monolithic integration of components in aWDM receiver or transmitter requires a material
that provides all the required functionality (generation, transmission, and detection of light) in
the operation wavelength window of the link. In the 1.55µm wavelength window, the optical
fiber has the lowest attenuation. For this reason, semiconductor materials operating in this
window are attractive to fabricate components forWDM. In1−xGaxAs1−yPy materials lattice-
matched to InP cover the entire wavelength range of 0.92-1.65µm and the use of InP/InGaAsP
semiconductor materials for monolithic integration of the optical transmitter or receiver de-
vices and is therefore the preferred material in this window. In addition, this material has the
capability of monolithic integration with electronic devices [1–4]. The current thesis is about
a monolithically integratedWDM receiver in InP/InGaAsP material, and its hybrid integration
with anRF receiver amplifier.

1.2 A comparison of various photodetectors

The most important features of a receiver module are the bandwidth (usually specified as the
3 dB bandwidth, i.e. the frequency at which the responsivity is reduced by 3 dB) and the re-
ceiver sensitivity (i.e. the minimum detectable power by the receiver). The latter is determined
by the external efficiency, the dark current, and the noise properties of the electronic pream-
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plifier that follows the photodetector. The bandwidth-efficiency product is a figure of merit
for photodetectors. Some other essential parameters are: stability of the characteristics with
respect to changes in temperature and voltage, low bias voltage, high reliability, small size,
low cost, and high sensitivity at the operating wavelengths [5].

One of the most common types of the photodetector is a vertically illuminated photodetec-
tor (VPD), shown schematically in figure1.2-a. In theVPD, light propagates across the depleted
intrinsic absorption layer created by the reverse bias voltage. In theVPD, a thick absorption
layer increases the efficiency and carrier transit time. TheVPD therefore suffers from a trade-
off between efficiency and bandwidth. The main advantages ofVPDs are a single epitaxial
layer structure, a simple fabrication process, and easy access to the wide input facet. In the
pin-VPD photodetector, the mobility of majority carriers in the n-layer is much larger than in
the p-layer. So, with illuminating the n-side instead of the p-side layer, it is possible to increase
the bandwidth. Tuckeret al.[6] reported a pin-VPD, having a bandwidth of 67 GHz with an
external quantum efficiency of 27%.

One of the approaches to increase the efficiency of the conventional pin-VPD is utilizing
mirrors to reflect the light through the absorbing material several times. This type of photode-
tector, as depicted in figure1.2-b, is called resonant-cavity-enhanced (RCE) photodetector. In
theRCE-VPD, the mirrors are Bragg reflectors which effectively increase the absorption length,
resulting in an increase of the quantum efficiency (at the cavity center wavelength) without sac-
rificing the electrical bandwidth [7]. The resistance of the mirrors limit theRC-bandwidth and
the center wavelength of the cavity shifts with temperature.

The pin-waveguide photodetector (pin-WGPD) is an option to increase the bandwidth-
efficiency product. TheWGPD is a side-illuminated photodetector in which the transparent
cladding layers and the absorbing (guiding) layer form an optical waveguide (figure1.2-c).
The photons enter the photodetector from the side. In theWGPD, a low transit time and a high
quantum efficiency is obtained with a thin absorption layer and a long absorption path. Due
to the thin guiding layer, the coupling efficiency is low which can be increased by using a
spot-size convertor [8]. The WGPD is well-suited for integration with other optical waveguide
components while keeping its performance high in a wide wavelength range. The integration
of the WGPD with passive or active optical components requires an epitaxial regrowth step,
which complicates the fabrication process. Wakeet al.[9] reported an InP-basedWGPD with a
50 GHz bandwidth and 40% external quantum efficiency.

The evanescent couplingWGPD(or twin-waveguide photodetector) is a good alternative for
theWGPD to avoid epitaxial regrowth. In the evanescently coupledWGPD, the pin-PD structure
is grown on top of the passive waveguide (see figure1.2-e). The advantage of this scheme is that
only single epitaxial growth with a simple fabrication processing is needed. In reference [10],
a bandwidth of 70 GHz and 90% internal quantum efficiency at 1.55µm wavelength is re-
ported. In reference [11], a tapered twin-guide photodetector with 11 GHz bandwidth and 0.3
and 0.55 A/W responsivity for bulk andQW-active layer material, respectively, is reported.

The performance of theWGPD is practically limited by parasitic elements. Decreasing the
thickness of the absorption layer results in a reduction of the transit time and an increase of
the capacitance. A mush-room mesa structure is suggested by Kato [12] to avoid the increase
of the junction capacitance due to the thin absorption layer. In this structure that is shown in
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Figure 1.2: The schematic figures of a)VPD, b)RCE-VPD, c)WGPD, d) mush-room mesa,
and e) twin-WGPD.
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figure1.2-d, the absorption layer is narrower than the cladding layers, which reduces the junc-
tion capacitance. The mush-room mesaWGPD in reference [12] showed 100 GHz bandwidth
and 50% external quantum efficiency.

The WGPD suffers from a large impedance mismatch between the photodetector and the
load. To overcome the bandwidth limitation of theWGPDand reduce the impedance mismatch,
a traveling-wave photodetector has been used [13]. This device is based on theWGPD, but it has
special electrodes designed for supporting of a traveling electrical wave, with a characteristic
impedance that is matched to the external load. Giboney [14] modeled and realized aTWPD

with 170 GHz bandwidth and about 50% quantum efficiency. Beling [15] recently reported a
periodic parallel-fedTWPD with 85 GHz bandwidth.

In this work, both a single and a twin-waveguide photodetector are investigated. The main
challenge for the realization of the twin-WGPD is to design a small area photodetector with an
optimum layer thickness for reaching a high efficiency (more than 90%) and a high bandwidth
(e.g. operational for a 40 Gb/s link). In this thesis the focus has been on development of a
WGPD which is compatible with the integration technology that is used for realisation of a
broad class of devices such asMMI -couplers andAWGs, optical amplifiers (for use as a pre-
amplifier) and phase-shifters (for making theAWG tunable).

1.3 An overview to the InP-based demultiplexers

An important component in theWDM-receiver is the wavelength demultiplexer. A wavelength
demultiplexer is an optical filter, which spatially separates the incoming wavelengths. Un-
til now, three different types of de/multiplexers are commercially available [16]: fiber-based,
micro-optic, and integrated-optic de/multiplexers. In fiber-based de/multiplexers, a combina-
tion of optical filters and fiber splitters offers multi-channel de/multiplexing. Most work on
micro-optic de/multiplexers was carried out in the early eighties by using collimating optics
and reflecting gratings. In the early nineties, integrated optic demultiplexers employedMZI

duplexers. Later on, grating-based devices (AWG and bragg-gratings) were used. In the next
section, we describe the de/multiplexers that are employed in InP-based photonic integrated
circuits.

Arrayed waveguide grating (AWG )

The AWG∗ is the most common demultiplexer in photonic integrated circuits. AnAWG is
a wavelength demultiplexer based on a planar array of waveguides that has been designed
such that it combines focusing and dispersive properties. With the focusing properties, the
light from an input waveguide is focused onto one of an array of output waveguides. Due
to the dispersive properties of the waveguide array, the focal spot moves to a different output
waveguide if the wavelength is changed. In this way, the different wavelengths are coupled to
different output waveguides (see figure1.3-a). The main design parameters of theAWG are the

∗Also known as phased-array (PHASAR) demultiplexer, phased-array waveguide grating (PAWG), waveguide grat-
ing router (WGR).
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central wavelength, the number of input and output channels, the channel spacing and the free
spectral range (FSR). Typical values of the insertion loss and crosstalk for the InP-basedAWG

are about 5 dB and -20dB, respectively.
TheAWG demultiplexer device was proposed for the first time by Smit [17] in 1988. Taka-

hashiet al. [18, 19] reported the firstAWG operating in the telecommunication wavelength
window. Dragone [20, 21] extended theAWG concept from 1×N to N×N devices. Takahashiet
al.[22] reported the first polarization independentAWG by using birefringence compensation in
the waveguide array. TheAWG demultiplexer is utilized as a building block in a number of op-
tical devices such as multi-wavelength transmitters, add-drop multiplexers, multi-wavelength
receivers, and wavelength converters [23].

Grating demultiplexer

A grating demultiplexer consists of a mirror surface with tiny periodic grooves. The incident
light to the surface of the grooves diffracts and causes patterns in the diffracted wave. The
interference pattern is wavelength dependent and certain wavelengths are only diffracted in a
given diffraction direction. (see figure1.3-b).

Grating demultiplexers usually operate at a low order, offering typically more than 50 nm
free spectral range for the demultiplexing of a large number of wavelength channels. However,
the insertion loss depends on the quality of the vertically etched reflection grating mirrors
and the crosstalk depends strongly on the correct position of the grooves. Huet al.[24] have
reported a grating demultiplexer with 10 dB insertion loss and−25 dB crosstalk.

Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) demultiplexer

A MZI -demultiplexer consists of twoMMI couplers (a splitter and a combiner) that are con-
nected by waveguides of unequal-length. It can be designed such that properly spaced wave-
lengths are each routed to a different output waveguide. In figure1.3-c a two-channelMZI

demultiplexer is shown. By cascading 2n−1 MZI demultiplexers, it is possible to realize an
n-channel wavelength demultiplexer. InMZI -based demultiplexers, the insertion loss can be
small and crosstalk and fabrication tolerance depend on the number of channels.

A special type of a four channelMZI demultiplexer with twoMMI s and four arms of unequal
length is proposed by van Dam [25]. The realized device showed an insertion loss of less than
4dB and a crosstalk of−13dB. The cross-talk of this device is very sensitive to width variations
of theMMI -coupler. This type of demultiplexer is only suitable for a small number of channels.

Bragg grating (BG) demultiplexer

This type of demultiplexer consists of a region in the waveguide in which the index of the
waveguide varies periodically. If the light beam couples to the periodic structure, multiple
reflections and transmissions occur. For specific wavelengths, the reflected waves are in phase
and total reflection occurs [26] (see figure1.3-d). TheBG can be combined with Y-junction or
MMI power splitters to increase the number of demultiplexed channels.
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Comparison

A comparison among grating-based demultiplexers shows that theAWG has more attractive
features for us: a simple fabrication process based on conventional waveguide technology,
whereas the grating demultiplexer requires an accurate design in combination with very deep
vertical etching (which complicates integration). However, due to the physical size and fab-
rication tolerances required to achieve high channel counts and narrow channel spacing in
the AWG demultiplexers, the grating demultiplexer may be deployed for extremely compact
photonic integrated circuits in the future. In theMZI and BG demultiplexers, the length and
fabrication tolerance depend on the number of channels, which restrict their use for a low
number of channels. In addition, in theBG demultiplexer, the output power is attenuated with
a factor ofN due to the use of the Y-junctions orMMI -couplers as power splitters.

1.4 Monolithic integrated WDM-receiver in InP material:
overview

This section addresses the history of the monolithic integration of theWDM-receivers that use
a combination of a demultiplexer, photodetectors, and/or a semiconductor optical amplifier
(SOA) on InP substrate for operation at 1.55µm wavelength.

Winzer [27] has reported the first integrated two-channelWDM receiver. TheWDM re-
ceiver consisted of aMMI power splitter, twoBG filters, one in each branch of theMMI power
splitter and two pin-photodiodes. The channel spacing of the demultiplexer was 450 GHz,
and 420 MHz bandwidth was reported. The external quantum efficiency of the channels and
the dark current were about 8% and 5 nA, respectively. This configuration leads to a 3-dB
additional loss due to theMMI -splitter.

A suitable way to increase the number of channels of theWDM receiver is to use a grating
demultiplexer orAWG. A WDM receiver with 42 optical channels using a grating demultiplexer
was demonstrated by Cremeret al.[28]. The photodiodes are integrated on top of the output
waveguides. The device has a 500 GHz channel spacing,−15 dB channel crosstalk, 90% in-
ternal quantum efficiency and an external quantum efficiency of 0.008 A/W. The low external
efficiency is mainly caused by the poor quality of the grating. Amersfoortet al.[29] have re-
ported the first integrated receiver with anAWG demultiplexer and four photodetectors. The
device had 200 GHz channel spacing. The realized device shows a considerable improvement
over insertion loss, crosstalk and external responsivity (which are 5dB,−21dB, and 0.12A/W,
respectively) with respect to the grating-based receiver in reference [28].

Due to similarity of the structure of theSOA and the photodetector (both use a pin-structure
but operate at forward and reverse bias voltage, respectively), Zirngibl [30] proposed and re-
alized the first pre-amplifiedWDM receiver by monolithic integration of a semiconductor op-
tical preamplifier, anAWG, and a photodetector array. The characteristics of the receiver are
−20 dB crosstalk, 0.5 A/W responsivity, 200 GHz channel spacing, and 3.5 GHz bandwidth.
The structure of the pre-amplifiedWDM receiver was the same as used in the multi-wavelength
laser [31] in which theSOA now served as a photodetector. The first monolithic integration of
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Figure 1.3: (a) Schematic layout of anAWG demultiplexer. (b) Schematic view of the
grating demultiplexer. (c) Schematic layout of aMZI -demultiplexer. (d) Schematic layout
of a bragg grating demultiplexer.
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a SOA preamplifier, a grating demultiplexer, and pin-photodiodes was reported by Cremeret
al. [32]. The crosstalk and responsivity are about−20 dB and 8 A/W, respectively, without
any information about receiver bandwidth. Later in 1996, they reported a pre-amplifiedWDM

receiver with a 2.5Gb/s bandwidth and−18.5dBm sensitivity [33]. The aboveWDM receivers
are fabricated on highly-doped substrates which limit the bandwidth. Our work, as described
in the second part of this thesis is an extension of this work toward higher bandwidth and
higher receiver sensitivity, the latter including an optical amplifier. To this end, the receiver
has been redesigned for fabrication in a butt-joint integration process. Calculation shows that
the highly-doped substrate limits the bandwidth to a few GHz. Steenbergenet al.[34] has re-
alized a high-speed eight-channel multi-wavelength receiver on semi-insulating substrate. The
MWR has been integrated with anAWG and an array of photodetectors with -20 dB crosstalk,
80% internal quantum efficiency, and 10 GHz bandwidth. In later work, the bandwidth is ex-
tended to 25 GHz using an improved design [35, 36]. In addition, it was hybridly integrated
with eight front-end trans-impedance traveling-wave amplifiers.

The firstWDM transmitter and receiver operating at 40 Gb/s were demonstrated by Menon
[37] and Xia [38] using monolithic integration of a laser, modulator, photodetector andAWG,
based on vertically stacked active and passive waveguides which are coupled using a tapered
coupler. The first commercialWDM receiver/transmitter which operates at 40 Gb/s is reported
by Nagarajan [39]. The device is realized by monolithic integration of a modulator, laser, pho-
todetector, variable optical attenuator, tunableDFB, andAWG, based on butt-joint integration
technology with an active layer that is based on quantum well and on bulk material for the
transmitter and the receiver, respectively. The realized device demonstrates an aggregate data
rate of 10×40 Gb/s. Recently, a pre-amplifiedDWDM receiver including aSOA, anAWG and
an array of photodetectors, up to 40, was reported by Nagarajan. The polarization independent
device has demonstrated a 22 dB on-chip gain at 250 mA bias current, -30 dB crosstalk, and
20 GHz electrical bandwidth for each channel at a bias voltage of -5 V [40].

In this dissertation, we present a pre-amplified 8×30 GHzWDM receiver in which the ac-
tive layer is based on bulk material on a semi-insulating InP. It has capability of monolithic
integration withSOA-based switches, lasers, and modulators [41, 42]. When we designed it, it
was the first high-speedWDM receiver with an integrated pre-amplifier. Recently Infinera [43]
has reported a very similar device with more channels operating at higher frequency. It requires
a more complicated fabrication process, however.

The main goal for researchers is to realize a single chipWDM receiver with a large number
of channels, high bandwidth (toward 40 Gb/s and for the next generation 100 Gb/s), high effi-
ciency, and low crosstalk. In table1.1, some figures of merit mentioned above are summarized.

1.5 Thesis outline

In this dissertation, two types of multi-wavelength receiver (MWR) are described: The first
is an eight-channel polarization independentMWR which comprises anAWG demultiplexer
monolithically integrated with eight photodetectors. The pin-photodetectors on top of the pas-
sive waveguide form a so-called a twin-waveguide. The advantage of this structure is that it
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Table 1.1: A comparison among variousMWRs. (∗) indicates theMWR with SOA preampli-
fier.

Author Demultiplexer no. of BW channel optical Year

type Channels (GHz) spacing (GHz) crosstalk

Winzer BG 2 0.42 450 -15 1990

Cremer Grating 42 – 500 -15 1992

Amersfoort AWG 4 – 200 -21 1994

Zirngibl∗ AWG 8 3.5 200 -20 1995

Schimpe Grating 2 3 – – 1996

Steenbergen AWG 8 10 400 -20 1996

Kikuchi∗ AWG 64 1.3 50 – 2002

Nikoufard AWG 8 25 200 -20 2003

Menon AWG 8 25 200 -12.9 2004

Nagarajan AWG 10 27 200 -25 2005

Nagarajan∗ AWG 10 & 40 20 200 & 50 -30 2007

only requires a single epitaxial growth step. The polarization independence of theAWG de-
multiplexer is achieved by birefringence compensation of the waveguide array in theAWG. It
requires a very accurate design and processing.

The secondMWR consists of a monolithically integratedSOA preamplifier, anAWG, and an
array of photodetectors. The structure of theSOA and the pin-photodetectors is the same and
the polarization independent operation of theAWG is obtained by using a deep-etchedAWG

with non-birefringent waveguides. The coupling loss and on-chip optical loss of theAWG

are compensated by theSOA preamplifier. The introduced noise of theSOA to the receiver is
filtered out by theAWG and thus the sensitivity of the receiver is enhanced.

This dissertation covers the following topics:

• Chapter one provides motivation and background for the work. TheWDM technique
and its key element, theMWR, are discussed. A brief description of various types of
photodetectors and de/multiplexers with their advantages and limitations is given. The
chapter is concluded with an overview of monolithically integratedMWRs with different
types of demultiplexers,AWG, photodetector-array, andSOA-preamplifiers.

• Chapter two describes the theory, design, and characterization results of the twin-WGPD.
The optical and electrical design characteristics (efficiency and bandwidth) of the twin-
waveguide photodetectors are described. The realized chips are characterized statically
and atRF-frequencies.
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• Chapter three describes the realization of a hybrid integration of aWDM-receiver includ-
ing a monolithically integratedAWG and an array of twin-WGPDs, with trans-impedance
traveling-wave amplifiers (TI-TWA). The optical and electrical chips are mounted on
a copper submount and interconnected via ribbon bondings. Firstly, the design and
characterization of the realizedWDM-receiver based on the twin-waveguide scheme is
presented. The measurement results of theTI-TWA and some test-bonding structures are
then described. Finally, the simulation and measurement results of the hybrid integrated
receiver consisting of an 8-channel opticalMWR and electricalTI-TWAs are given.

• Chapter four describes the theory and design parameters of theSOA-basedWGPD. The
static measurements on the availableSOAs showed that a reversely biasedSOA can be
used as aWGPD. Subsequently, the optimum length, width and the layer thickness of the
WGPD are determined to achieve the maximum bandwidth and efficiency. The fabrica-
tion process that has been used for the integration of theMWR with a SOA pre-amplifier
is described. Finally, the measurement results of the realized devices are presented.

• Chapter five addresses the design of an 8-channel high-speed polarization independent
MWR comprising aSOA, an AWG demultiplexer, and an array of photodetectors. The
design deals with the main parameters of theSOA, AWG, and passive components. The
sensitivity of the receiver with and withoutSOA is investigated to determine the sensi-
tivity enhancement of the receiver by theSOA. Finally the characterization results of the
realizedWDM receivers (SOA, AWG, andWGPD) are described.
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Chapter 2

Twin-waveguide pin-photodetector

This chapter describes the design, optimization, and characterization of the twin-waveguide
photodetectors. We realized high-speed and high-efficiency twin-waveguide photodetectors
that can be integrated with passive optical circuits.

2.1 Introduction

Optoelectronic integrated circuits are promising for use in optical communication networks be-
cause of their compact size, low cost, reliability, and good performance characteristics. High-
speed optical fiber communication requires photodetectors with high-speed response and high
efficiency.

In realization of a high-speed and high-efficiency photodetector two factors have to be
considered:

• Capability of integration with passive and active optical components. The cost of a
module is mainly determined by the fiber alignment tolerances that can be reduced by
integration with other components.

• A simple processing scheme can reduce fabrication cost due to single step epitaxial
growth and less processing steps.

Twin-WGPDs have the capability of integration with active and passive components such
as semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) [44, 45], multi-mode interference couplers (MMI )
[46], Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI ) [47], switches [44], and arrayed waveguide grat-
ings (AWG) [48–50]. In addition, twin-WGPDs have several advantages: single step epitaxial
growth, a simple fabrication process with low-cost potential, a high quantum efficiency, and a
high bandwidth [48, 51].

13
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Twin-waveguide photodetectors (Twin-WGPDs) have been the subject of research for more
than one decade [52–56]. Deri et al. [54] reported the first twin-WGPD with an external quan-
tum efficiency of 56% and a bandwidth of 11.2 GHz. Steenbergenet al. [48] reported a
monolithically integratedMWR consisting of anAWG with eight photodetectors that showed
an internal quantum efficiency of 80% and a bandwidth of more than 10GHz.The photodetec-
tor of Steenbergen is based on a non-symmetric twin guide structure with a graded doping level
in which it forms a pin-diode structure. Our work in this chapter is based on this structure but
aims at reaching an internal quantum efficiency of more than 90% and a 40GHz bandwidth. In
contrast with Steenbergen’s approach, we use a semi-insulating substrate and undoped wave-
guide layers [49, 57], which reduce the optical loss and improve the detector speed by reducing
the transit time. In addition, we use a synchronous coupler in the detector region, for improved
coupling. Since our n+-contact layer is on top of the waveguide, we do not need the deep
etch that Steenbergen used, but we cannot confine the light laterally in the detector region. To
still confine the light to the detector region, we use an adiabatic taper from 3µm to 10µm in
the optical access waveguide, which minimizes the light divergence.Xia et al. [58] reported a
twin-WGPDstructure integrated with a lateral taper with a bandwidth of more than 40Gb/s and
a responsivity of 0.75 A/W.

This chapter includes three main parts: design, fabrication and characterisation of the real-
ized twin-WGPDs. The electrical and optical properties of the used materials are presented in
section2.3. To get the best performance from the twin-WGPD, its quantum efficiency and band-
width should be optimized by a suitable choice of the layer structure, the width and the length
of the twin-WGPD. In the optical design of the twin-WGPD and based on a modal analysis
method, the layers thicknesses and the length of the twin-WGPD is optimized to reach a quan-
tum efficiency of more than 90% (see section2.4.2). The speed of the twin-WGPD is limited by
four mechanisms: drift transit time of electrons and holes across the depletion region,RC-time
constant of the photodetector structure, charge trapping in the barriers of hetero-structures, and
diffusion transit time of charges outside the depletion region which is explained and determined
in section2.4.4.

The fabrication process scheme and layer stack of the twin-WGPD is briefly described in
section2.5. In section2.6 the results of the static andRF-frequency characterisation of the
realized device are presented. The static measurements include the dark current, quantum ef-
ficiency, and capacitance. The frequency response of the twin-WGPDs is measured by three
methods: a direct measurement with a 20 GHz lightwave component analyzer, a heterodyning
technique and by extracting parameters of a model by measuring the output reflection coeffi-
cient of the twin-WGPD using a 40 GHz network analyzer.

2.2 Operation principles

A schematic view of a symmetric vertical twin-waveguide coupler is shown in figure2.1. The
structure consists of guiding and cladding layers with refractive indicesn2 andn1 (n2> n1),
respectively. The analysis of a vertical coupler can be carried out by using system mode analy-
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Figure 2.1: left) Cross-section of the vertical twin-waveguide. The even and odd modes
show the movement of the optical power in the input waveguide and the vertical twin-
waveguide. right) Cross-section of the twin-WGPD. The absorbing layer is located in the
upper part of the waveguide.

sis. The total field can be considered to be sum of the fundamental mode (even mode) and the
first order mode (odd mode) as [52, 59]:

EEEt = eeeee
−jβez+eeeoe−jβoz (2.1)

whereeeee andeeeo are the electric fields of the even and odd modes, respectively,βe = k0ne

andβo = k0no are the propagation constants,ne andno are the effective refractive indices, and
k0 = 2π/λ is the propagation constant of the vacuum. The transfer of the optical power from the
lower waveguide to the upper waveguide can be easily visualized and calculated as a beating
of the even and odd modes of the vertical coupler structure. As is shown in figure2.1, when
two modes are in phase, the light is mainly present in the lower waveguide. After propagation
over a distance equal to the coupling lengthLc = π/{βe−βo}= λ/{2[ne−no]}, the two modes
have opposite phase, so that the fields cancel in the lower waveguide and add coherently in the
upper waveguide.

Based on the concept of the vertical twin-waveguide coupler, a twin-WGPD is presented in
figure 2.1-right. In this configuration, an absorber layer is included in the upper waveguide
layer. More details about the twin-WGPD structure are given in section2.4.1. During propaga-
tion of the optical field in the twin-WGPD, a part of the field will be absorbed, which causes
the optical field to decay exponentially as:

EEEt = eeeee
k0Im(ne)ze−jk0Re(ne)z+eeeoek0Im(no)zejk0Re(no)z (2.2)

where Re(·) and Im(·) denote the real and imaginary parts of the even and odd modes. The
coupling length of the twin-WGPD follows fromLc = λ/{2[Re(ne)−Re(no)]}.
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2.3 Optical and electrical properties of
InGaAs(P)/InP materials

In this section, the basic optical and electrical properties of the InGaAs(P)/InP materials used in
the twin-WGPD structure are described. The properties of the In1−xGaxAsyP1−y materials can
be approximated using Vegard’s law. The properties of the quaternary material such as lattice
constant, bandgap energy, electron and hole masses can be interpolated from the properties of
the binary compounds GaAs, GaP, InAs, and InP as:

B(x,y) = xyBGaAs+x(1−y)BGaP+(1−x)BInAs +(1−x)(1−y)BInP (2.3)

whereB can be replaced by the lattice constant, energy bandgap, electron or hole mass.
In the quaternary material In1−xGaxAsyP1−y lattice matched to InP, the composition frac-

tionsx andy are related by the following expression:

x =
0.1896y

0.4176−0.0125y
(2.4)

which gives the composition of(x,y) = (0,0) for InP and(0.468,1) for In0.53Ga0.47As.
The bandgap energy and wavelength (λg = 1.2399/Eg(eV)) at 300◦K are related toy by:

Eg(eV) = 1.347−0.778y+0.149y2 (2.5)

The real and imaginary part of the refractive index,nr andni , of the undoped InGaAs(P)
materials are expressed as [60, 61]:

nr = (12.35+1.62y−0.055y2)0.5 (2.6)

ni =
λα
4π

(2.7)

whereα denotes to the optical absorption of the InGaAs(P) materials. Free carriers in a semi-
conductor reduce the refractive index ofnr. The refractive index reduction4n is proportional
to the electron concentrationN and the free space wavelengthλ according to:

4n =
−Nλ2e2

8π2ε0c2nrme

wheree is the electron charge,c is the velocity of light andme is the effective mass.
The electrical permittivity is the square of the refractive index[62]:

ε = εr + jεi = (nr + jni)2 (2.8)

Several basic optical and electrical properties of the InGaAs(P) material used in this chapter at
λ=1.55µm wavelength are summarized in table2.1.
In0.72Ga0.28As0.61P0.39 material, which has a bandgap wavelength of 1.3µm at room tempera-
ture, is denoted as Q(1.3).
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Table 2.1: Optical and electrical properties of the twin-WGPD materials.

material doping mobility refractive bandgap bandgap

(cm3) (cm2/Vs) index energy(eV) wavelength(µm)

i-InP n.i.d – 3.1693 1.35 0.92

p-InP 5·1017 90 3.1669-j0.6·10−3 1.35 0.92

Q(1.3) n.i.d – 3.3869 0.95 1.3

n-Q(1.3) 1·1017 2000 3.3727-j1.6·10−9 0.95 1.3

i-InGaAs n.i.d – 3.532–j0.088 0.718 1.73

i - Q ( 1 . 3 )

n - Q ( 1 . 3 )
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Figure 2.2: Transversal (left) and longitudinal (right) cross-sections of the twin-waveguide
pin-photodetector.

2.4 Optical and electrical design of the twin-WGPD

2.4.1 Twin-WGPD structure

The transverse and longitudinal cross-section of a twin-WGPD is shown in figure2.2. This
configuration is based on the twin-waveguide structure previously shown in figure2.1. The
layer thicknesses of the lower (passive) waveguide (see figure2.2-right) are chosen as a 600 nm
i-Q(1.3) waveguide and a 300 nm i-InP top cladding layer, grown on a semi-insulating InP
substrate. This layer stack was previously used in our group to fabricate passive waveguides,
MMI s, andAWG demultiplexers [63]. By selecting this structure, we can ease integration of the
twin-WGPD with such passive devices.

In the upper waveguide of the twin-WGPD, some changes are made to the purely passive
structure of figure2.1 to keep the twin-waveguide scheme while forming a pin-photodetector
configuration. For this reason, the upper guiding layer is replaced with a 400 nm highly n-
doped Q(1.3), a 100nm undoped Q(1.3) and a 100nm undoped InGaAs absorption layer, with a
total thickness of 600nm. With this choice we will have an almost symmetrical twin-waveguide
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structure. In addition, the top cladding layer is a p-doped InP layer to form a pin-junction.
The thickness of each layer in the pin-configuration is optimized in section2.4.3 to reach a
quantum-efficiency of more than 90%.

The highly-doped n-Q(1.3) layer with a doping level of 1·1019/cm3 acts as an n-contact
layer and as the upper waveguide layer. A non-intentionally doped Q(1.3) layer is used on top
of the highly n-doped Q(1.3) layer to match the index of the top guiding layer to the lower
guiding layer and also to make depletion region wider. The p-doped InP top cladding layer
has a charge concentration of 5·1017/cm3 that makes a low resistance path for carriers and
keeps the optical loss in the top cladding layer sufficiently low. The thickness of the p-InP
top cladding layer has to be sufficiently large to keep the optical field tail away from the metal
contact layers. As the photodetector length is short the optical attenuation of the doped layers
is negligible with respect to the absorption of the i-InGaAs layer, and a cladding thickness of
400 nm for the top p-InP cladding is sufficient to keep the absorption losses of the metal well
below the absorption in the detection layer.

On top of the pin-configuration, a highly p-doped Q(1.3) layer and a highly p-doped In-
GaAs contact layer are utilized. The highly p-doped Q(1.3) layer plays two important roles:
First, the p-Q(1.3) material has a bandgap wavelength between the p-InP and p-InGaAs materi-
als (see table2.1), therefore it can prevent charge trapping between the p-InGaAs contact layer
and the p-InP top cladding layer. Second, it has a doping concentration between the highly p-
doped InGaAs contact layer and the low-doped p-InP cladding layer to form a graded-doping
profile to prevent further optical loss in the cladding. Moreover, it decreases the path resistance
of the current from the depletion region toward the p-electrode. The dopant concentration of
the InGaAs contact layer should be high to create a very low contact resistance. Experiments
show that a 50 nm thick InGaAs contact layer with a doping concentration of 1.5 ·1019/cm3

is sufficient for a very low contact resistance of 2· 10−6Ωcm2 with a metalization layer of
Ti/Au (75/200 nm) [64]. The contacts have been designed in aGSG-configuration for the
radio-frequency (RF) coupling of the device.

2.4.2 Optical design

Based on electromagnetic theory, the electric and magnetic fields in the forward propagation
direction can be expressed as:

{E,HE,HE,H}(x,y,z) = ∑
m

cm{eeem,hhhm}(x,y)e−jγmz (2.9)

γm = βm+ jαm (2.10)

whereEEE andHHH denote the electric and magnetic fields as a function of the(x,y,z) position,
respectively,eee andhhh are the solutions of the Helmholtz’s equation in the transverse planex0y
respectively,m denotes the mode number,cm denotes the modal amplitude,γm is the modal
propagation constant,βm is the phase propagation constant, andαm is the attenuation constant
for themth mode. It can be shown that for a sufficiently wide twin-WGPDstructure indicated in
figure2.2, the expressions foreeem andhhhm can be written as the product of a lateral and transverse
field-distribution:
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{eeem,hhhm}(x,y) = {eeem,hhhm}(x) · {eeem,hhhm}(y) (2.11)

Therefore, expression2.9 can be determined in thex0y andy0z planes separately. Thus, the
electric and magnetic fields in they0z plane can be written as:

{E,HE,HE,H}(y,z) = ∑
m

cm{eeem,hhhm}(y)e−jγmz (2.12)

Determination of the electric and magnetic fields in a twin-WGPD is difficult because one
of the layers in the detector is strongly absorbing. In this chapter, a numerically stable mode
solver based on a scattering matrix formalism is used [65]. With this mode solver we deter-
mine the coupled modal propagation constants and the corresponding fields, both for the input
waveguide and for the photodetector. At the junction between the input waveguide and the pho-
todetector structure, the complex excitation coefficientcm of themth mode in the photodetector
is determined by calculating the overlap integral between the modal fields in the waveguide
and the photodetectors as:

cm = 0.5∑
n

bn

Z
y
(eeed

m×hhhw
n +eeew

n ×hhhd
m) · ẑdy (2.13)

wherem andn denote the mode numbers,w andd denote the waveguide and the twin-
WGPD, andbn denotes the modal amplitude in the input passive waveguide atz = 0. In the
special case that only the fundamental mode propagates in the input passive waveguide, we
haven = 0 and relation2.13can be simplified as:

cm = 0.5b0

Z
y
(eeed

m×hhhw
0 +eeew

0 ×eeed
m) · ẑdy (2.14)

The optical power of each mode in the planar structure is given by the magnitude of the
time-averaged Poynting vector as:

Sm =
1
2

c2
mRe{eeem×hhh*

m} · ẑ̂ẑz (2.15)

whereSm is the power of themth mode andcm is the modal amplitude. The total optical power
can be calculated by integration ofSm over the transverse cross-section of the structure as:

P(z) = ∑
m

Z
s
Sm ds (2.16)

The relation2.15is valid for a structure if the different modes have power-orthogonality. This
happens ifHHH=H∗H∗H∗ in the structure. However, in a lossy medium, this relation generally is not
valid and relation2.16has to be used.

In figure2.3, the real and imaginary parts of the electric and magnetic fields atz= 0 are
shown for a twin-WGPD structure with thicknesses of the n-Q(1.3), i-Q(1.3), i-InGaAs, and
p-InP layers of 400, 100, 100, and 400 nm, respectively. We excite the fundamental mode in
the passive input waveguide. As it is clear, only the fundamental and the first order modes
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propagate through the twin-WGPD. The real parts of the fields show that the structure is asym-
metric, which is caused by the presence of the higher refractive index of the InGaAs layer and
the high-doped Q(1.3) top guiding layer with respect to the non-doped lower guiding layer,
in spite of the equal thickness of the top and lower guiding layers. The imaginary part of the
fundamental and first order modes show that they have nearly equal amplitude and are in the
opposite phase. This brings one advantage that the total field in the input of the twin-WGPD

at z= 0 is real. So, the radiation field (defined as mismatch between the waveguide field and
the twin-WGPDfields) is real. In this specific structure, the power orthogonality exists between
the sum of all guided modes and the radiating field. Calculations show the coupling loss to
the radiation field (difference between the optical power in the interface of the input passive
waveguide and the twin-WGPD) is about 0.025 dB that is negligible.

The absorbed optical power in a lossy slab can be determined by [61]:

P = κ0(
ε0

µ0
)0.5

Z
V

nrni |E|2dsdz (2.17)

whereV denotes the absorbing material volume andκ0 denotes the propagation constant in
the free space. The current density generated by the absorbed optical power in the i-InGaAs
absorption layer at position(y,z) can be derived from2.17using the definition for the respon-
sivity as:

j(y,z) =
ηλe∆P
hc∆V

=
ηe2π

hc
(

ε0

µ0
)0.5nrni |E|2 (2.18)

whereη is the internal quantum efficiency,e is the electron charge,c is the light speed,∆V is
the differential volume in the absorption layer, andh is Plank’s constant. In the optimization
procedure described in the next sections, we assume that all incident photons are absorbed and
converted to electron-hole pairs in the twin-WGPD, i.e.η = 1. The total generated photocurrent
for a lengthl and absorption layer thickness ofd of the twin-WGPD can be determined by
integrating of the current density through the twin-WGPD as

I =
Z l

0

Z d

0
j(y,z)dydz (2.19)

Based on this solution and equations2.15, 2.16, 2.17, and2.18 the optical power distri-
bution and current density of the twin-WGPD are determined and shown in figures2.4 and
2.5-left. Figure2.4shows that the maximum power in the lower waveguide occurs at the posi-
tions z=0µm and z=60µm and in the upper waveguide (twin-WGPD) at the positions z=20µm
and z=80µm.∗

Figure2.5-right shows the generated photocurrent versus the twin-WGPD length for both
TE andTM modes that is determined from relation2.19for different lengths and an absorption
layer thickness ofd = 100 nm. Since there is no absorption in the beginning of the twin-WGPD,
no photocurrent is generated there.

∗Effective refractive indices of TE0 and TE1 are 3.3146 and 3.2716, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Electric (upper) and magnetic (lower) fields in the input passive waveguide
(“thick solid”) and the twin-WGPD for the fundamental (“-”) and the first order (“-.) modes
at positionz= 0. Left-side figures are the real part and right-side figures the imaginary part
of the electric and magnetic fields.
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Figure 2.4: Normalized optical power as a function of length and y-position for bothTE

(left) andTM (right) modes. Position y=0 is the interface of theSI-InP substrate and i-Q(1.3)
waveguide layer as indicated in figure2.2.
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Figure 2.5: (left) Normalized current density as a function of position z forTM (solid) and
TE (dot) modes. The maximum value of current density occurs at a twin-WGPD length of
about 20µm. (right) Total current as a function of length of the twin-WGPD for TE (solid)
andTM (dot) modes.

2.4.3 Optical optimization of the twin-WGPD structure

The basic objective in the optimization of the twin-WGPD structure is finding an optimized
layer thickness and length of the pin-photodetector in which we combine a high quantum
efficiency (preferably higher than 90%) with a large bandwidth. Based on the calculations
described in subsection2.4.2we have chosen the layer structure as described in Table2.3 as a
starting point of the optimization.

The amount of absorbed power in the photodetector as a function of the photodetector
length and the InGaAs layer thickness for a matching layer thickness of 500 nm are presented
in figure2.6-a,b for both theTE andTM modes. The oscillatory behavior is due to the real part
of the refractive index of the absorbing layer. In fact, these oscillations can be observed only
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with an absorbing layer which has a real index higher than the real index of the i-Q(1.3) film
layer [56]. It can be seen that the optimum absorbing layer thicknesses are 100 and 120 nm for
TE andTM modes, respectively.

The n-Q(1.3) layer has two roles in the photodetector structure: firstly, it acts as the core
of a waveguide layer for the upper waveguide that is matched to the lower waveguide in order
to enhance the coupling efficiency from the lower passive waveguide to the upper photode-
tector structure. Secondly, it acts as a (highly n-doped) contact layer for the detector pin-
configuration. The matching-layer is proposed for the first time by Deriet al. [56]. They
achieved a higher quantum efficiency and a shorter length by adding this layer to their evanes-
cently coupledWGPD structure. In this way they changed their evanescently coupled wave-
guide detector into a synchronously coupled detector. In figure2.6-c,d, the absorbed optical
power versus length and matching layer thickness forTE andTM modes are presented. It is
seen that for a 500 nm matching layer thickness, the highest absorption and, correspondingly,
the smallest detector length is achieved.

The thickness of the p-InP cladding layer has to be sufficient to avoid excessive absorption
of the tails of the optical field in the p-InGaAs contact and metalization layers. The absorbed
optical power as a function of the length and thickness of p-InP layer for bothTE and TM

modes is shown in figure2.6-e,f. It can be seen that for a photodetector with a length of 60µm,
a p-InP layer with a thickness of more than 300 nm is required to absorb more than 90% of the
optical power in the detector layer.

The effect of changing the thickness of the n-Q(1.3) layer on the i-InGaAs absorption layer
thickness and the length of the twin-WGPD is shown in figure2.7. It shows that with a reduction
of the n-Q(1.3) layer thickness from 400nm to 200nm, we have to increase the of the i-InGaAs
layer with about 50 nm thickness to reach a 90% quantum efficiency. Whereas, the length of
the twin-WGPD will be reduced with about 10µm.

In conclusion, a twin-WGPD with a n-Q(1.3) layer thickness of 400 nm, an i-Q(1.3) layer
of 100 nm, an i-InGaAs layer of 100 nm, and a p-InP layer of about 400 nm with a length of
about 60µm is required to absorb an optical power of more than 90%.

2.4.4 Electrical design

The electrical design of the twin-WGPD concerns the design of a structure with a maximum
RF-bandwidth. The bandwidth limitations of the twin-WGPD are carrier transit time, parasitic
elements, and charge trapping in the hetero-junctions.

Drift transit time

The electron-hole pairs generated by the absorption of photons in the depletion region are
moved to the p- and n-doped layers with a time delay determined by their drift velocity. Kato
[66] determined the transit time bandwidth of the waveguide photodetector as:

ftr ∼=
3.5v̄

2πddep
(2.20)
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Figure 2.6: Coupling efficiency of the pin-photodetector layers forTE (left) andTM (right)
polarised modes as a function layer thickness and detector length. Results are shown for
variation of three layers: the detector layer (a and b), the Q1.3 matching layer (c and d) and
the p-doped cladding layer (e and f). In the optimization procedure for each layer, the layer
thickness of other layers was kept constant at the value described in section2.4.2.
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Figure 2.7: 90% optical power absorption contours for three different n-Q(1.3) layer thick-
nesses (“*” for 400 nm, “♦” for 300 nm, and “+” for 200 nm) vs. detector length and
i-InGaAs layer thickness.

whereddep is the depletion region thickness and ¯v is defined as:

1
v̄4 =

1
2

(
1
v4

e
+

1

v4
h

)
(2.21)

whereve andvh are electron and hole velocity in the depletion region that are given by [67]:

ve =
µeE +βvsat,eEγ

1+βEγ (2.22)

vh = vsat,h tanh

(
µhE
vsat,h

)
(2.23)

whereE is the electric field through the depletion region and the parameters of expressions2.22
and2.23for InGaAs material are listed in table2.2. Based on these values the velocities of the
electron and holes are plotted in figure2.8. It is noticed that for an electric field higher than
20 KV/cm, the electrons and holes reach their saturation velocities.

The depletion layer thickness can be determined from expression:

ddep=
[

2ε0εr(Vbi−V)
eNd

]1/2

(2.24)

whereVbi is the build-in voltage,V is the applied reverse bias voltage, andNd is the impurity
concentration in the depletion region. For a depletion region withNd = 3 ·10+16 /cm3 , Vbi '
0.5 V andεr = 13, a depletion layer thickness of about 150 nm at a reverse bias voltage of 0 V
is found, which is in agreement with our experiments results. This value gives a transit time
bandwidth of about 50 GHz.
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Table 2.2: Electrical parameters of the InGaAs material for equations2.22and2.23.

description value

electron mobility (cm2/Vs) 10500

hole mobility(cm2/Vs) 420

electron saturation velocity (cm/s) 5.4·106

hole saturation velocity (cm/s) 4.8·106

β 7.4·10−10

γ 2.5
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Figure 2.8: Carrier velocities vs. electric field for InGaAs material (“dot” for holes and
“solid” for electrons).

RC-elements

The RC-elements of the twin-WGPD are shown in figure2.9. The separation of charges in the
depletion region is equivalent to a parallel plate capacitor. The equivalent junction capacitance
is given by

Cpd =
ε0εrA
ddep

(2.25)

whereA is the area of the capacitor plates corresponding to the area of the depletion region,
ddep is the thickness of the depletion region,ε0 is the vacuum permittivity andεr is the relative
permittivity of the intrinsic InGaAs layer. The ohmic resistance of the n-Q(1.3), p-InP bulk
material and contact layers can be determined from

Rp =
dp

eµhNpA
(2.26)
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Figure 2.9: Physical interpretation of theRC-elements of the twin-WGPD. In this figure,
wc =6 µm, dp= 360 nm,ddep=200 nm,dn=320 nm, andwn= 8 µm.

Rn =
wn

eµeNndnl
(2.27)

Rs =
ρc

wcl
(2.28)

wheredp is thickness of the p-InP layer,Np is its doping level,µh is its hole mobility,wn is
the distance from the middle of the mesa to the n-contact,µe is the electron mobility in the
n-Q(1.3) layer,Nn is its doping level anddn its thickness ,l is the length of the photodetector,
ρc is the specific contact resistance of the p-InGaAs layer, andwc is the width of the contact
opening on the p-mesa. The dark resistanceRd indicates the current leakage of the twin-WGPD

at the reverse bias voltage and without illumination.
An approximation for theRC-limited bandwidth that only takes into account the junction

capacitance and the series resistances is given by [66]

fRC =
1

2πRCpd
(2.29)

whereR is the summation of the series resistances includingRp, Rn/2, Rs andRL=50Ω. The
values ofwn, dp, wc, anddn are indicated in figure2.9. Based on these values and a twin-WGPD

length of 60µm a junction capacitanceCpd=106 fF and a resistanceR=56Ω are predicted.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic view of the pin-photodetector structure in the twin-WGPD (top) and
energy-band diagram under the reversed bias voltage (down). Charge trapping is illustrated
in notches.

Charge-trapping in hetero-junctions

As shown in table2.1, the bandgap energy of the p-InP layer and the p-InGaAs contact layer
are 0.72 and 1.73 eV, respectively. When electron-hole pairs that are generated in the deple-
tion region, travel towards the contact layers, they can be trapped in the barriers of the double
hetero-structures [68]. Charge trapping causes recombination of electron and holes in het-
erostructure junctions and decreases the speed of carriers traveling toward electrodes. For this
reason, a p-Q(1.3) layer with an energy bandgap of 1.3 eV is placed between p-InGaAs and
p-InP layers to reduce the effects of the barrier (see figure2.10). We used the simulation results
obtained by Steenbergen [64] to determine the barrier height.
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Figure 2.11: (left)- Bandwidth vs. length of the twin-WGPD with a width of 8µm. (right)-
Bandwidth vs. width of the twin-WGPD with a length of 60µm. In both figures, “*” , “.”,
and “solid” refer toftr, fRC, and ft, respectively.

Diffusion transit time

The diffusion transit time is defined as the time that it takes for the carriers generated outside
the depletion region to diffuse to that region. In the twin-WGPD, the depletion layer is bounded
by layers with a wider bandgap. If the intrinsic region is fully depleted, and if the bandgap
of the layers adjacent to the absorption layer is lower than energy of the incident photons, all
of the incident photons will be absorbed in the depletion region and no carriers are generated
outside the depletion layer. As a result, no bandwidth reduction due to diffusion effects will
occur [69].

Twin-WGPD bandwidth

If we assume that the limiting factors for the bandwidth are independent of each other, the
3-dB bandwidth of the twin-WGPD can be approximated as [66, 70]

1

f 2
t

=
1

f 2
tr

+
1

f 2
RC

(2.30)

where ft is the 3-dB electrical bandwidth andftr and fRC are defined in relations2.20and2.29,
respectively. In figure2.11, the bandwidth of a twin-WGPD as a function of length and width
and the other parameters as indicated in figure2.19, is presented. It can be seen that the twin-
WGPD with the length and width of 60 and 8µm, respectively, has a bandwidth about 25 GHz.
Figure2.11-left also shows that for a too short twin-WGPD, ftr is dominant.
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Table 2.3: Layer stack with specifications of the twin-WGPD and passive waveguide.

layer material doping level function thickness

# (cm−3) (nm)

1 InGaAs 1.5·1019 p-contact 60

2 InGaAsP(1.3) 8·1017 p-doped 50

3 InP 5·1017 p-doped 410

4 InGaAs intrinsic absorption 100

5 InGaAsP(1.3) intrinsic index match 100

6 InP intrinsic stop etch 10

7 InGaAsP(1.3) 1·1019 n-contact 390

8 InP intrinsic cladding 190

9 InGaAsP(1.3) intrinsic stop etch 10

10 InP intrinsic cladding 100

11 InGaAsP(1.3) intrinsic guiding 600

12 InP intrinsic substrate 500

13 SI-InP SI – –

2.5 Fabrication of the twin-WGPD

2.5.1 Epitaxial growth

The twin-guide layer stacks were grown with Low-Pressure Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epi-
taxy (LP-MOVPE). In this technique, the carrier gases are injected in a relatively low-vacuum
chamber, typically less than 76 mTorr, and at anRF-heating temperature of 625◦C. For the
InGaAsP/InP based materials, the vapor sources are usually AsH3, PH3, In(CH3)3, Ga(CH3)3,
and Zn(CH3)3 for the dopant [64, 71]. The specification of the fabricated wafer including layer
thickness and dopant profile is shown in table2.3.

2.5.2 Processing scheme

In order to process the photodetector, a number of 5 different masks have been used. A mask
for the definition of the p-mesa (mask #1), a mask to define the p- and n-contacts (mask #2),
a mask for the definition of the passive waveguides (mask #3), a mask for the definition of
the contact opening in the SiN passivation layer† (mask #4), and a mask for the definition of
the metal pattern (mask #5). In the following steps, the fabrication of the twin-WGPD with the
passive waveguides is briefly described.

†In this thesis, SiN is equal to SiNx
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1. Orientation: The orientation of the photodetectors has to be in the direction [011]. The
used evaporation machine at TU Delft could not cover the metal on the side walls with
a side wall angle of 90◦ or more. Therefore, a wet chemical etch for the definition of
p-mesa and n-region was utilized to create side walls with slopes less than 90 degrees.

2. Definition of the p-mesa:At first, a 100 nm SiN was deposited on the wafer by Plasma
Enhanced Chemical vapor Deposition (PECVD). This layer served as a mask for the
p-mesa etching. Then a layer ofHPR-504 photoresist is spun onto the wafer. The p-
mesa pattern was defined on the photoresist using the mask #1 and after lithography, the
pattern was transferred to the SiN-layer with aBHF etching solution (see figure2.12-a).

3. RIE-etch of the p-mesa:H2:CH4 dry RIE-etching is used to etch the p-InGaAs/Q(1.3)
top layers (see fig2.12-b) away everywhere except at the contact regions.

4. Selective wet chemical etching of the detector mesa:Etching the p-InP protection
layer with the solution HCL:H3PO4 (1:4), etching the InGaAs absorption layer with the
solution H2SO4:H2O2:H2O (1:1:10), and etching the InP stop layer with the solution
HCL:H3PO4 (1:4) (see fig2.12-c).

5. SiN deposition: Removal of the SiN on top of the p-mesa and then redeposition of
100 nm SiN on the wafer (see fig2.12-d).

6. Definition of the n-contact: The second mask is used to remove the SiN everywhere
except in the p- and n-contact regions. Then the highly n-doped Q(1.3) layer is wet-
chemically etched (see fig2.12-e).

7. Definition of the passive waveguide:Removing SiN on the n- and p-contact region with
a BHF solution and then redeposition of 100 nm SiN to define the passive waveguides.
Subsequently, mask #3 is used to define the passive waveguide pattern on the SiN-layer
followed byRIE-etching of the (shallow) waveguides.

8. Opening contact:Using mask #4, the n- and p- contacts are opened by chemical etching
of the SiN-layer (see fig2.12-f).

9. Metalization: The metalization pattern was defined using mask #5 and a negative pho-
toresist. Ti/Au (70/200 nm) is evaporated on the chip by an evaporation machine at a
low temperature . Finally, the processing is followed by a lift-off (see figure2.12-g).

In figure2.13, a SEM photograph of the realized device is shown. The p-contact metalization
in the middle and two n-contact metalizations in both sides of the p-mesa can be seen in the
twin-WGPD part. It also shows the input optical passive waveguide and the output electrical
probe-pad.
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Figure 2.12: Fabrication scheme of the twin-WGPD.
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Figure 2.13: SEM photograph of the twin-WGPD.

2.6 Optical and electrical measurements

To determine the electro-optical behavior of the twin-WGPD, a number of twin-WGPDs with
lengths of 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70µm have been measured. The measurements are classi-
fied as static and high-frequency measurements. In the static measurements, the responsivity,
quantum efficiency, dark current, and capacitance are measured. The frequency-response of
the twin-WGPDs is determined in three ways: using an optical-heterodyning technique, with
a 20 GHz lightwave component analyzer, and by measuring the output reflection coefficient
of the photodetectors with a 40 GHz network analyzer. Meanwhile, the parameters of an
equivalent-circuit small-signal model of the device have been extracted from the output reflec-
tion coefficient measurements [57].

2.6.1 Static characterization

Quantum efficiency and responsivity

The quantum efficiency and responsivity of the twin-WGPDs are measured by coupling the
optical beam from a tunable laser source to theAR-coated facet of the input passive waveguide
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Figure 2.14: left) Internal (“♦”) and external (“*”) quantum efficiency as a function of the
detector length at –5 V bias voltage. right) Measured photocurrent vs. input optical power
for various lengths of the photodetector: 30µm (“�”), 40µm (“©”), 60µm (“♦”), and 70µm
(“?”).

via a tapered lensed fiber. The measured internal and external quantum efficiency for various
twin-WGPDs at−5 volts bias voltage and a wavelength of 1530 nm are shown in figure2.14-
left. The internal quantum efficiency is calculated by measuring the twin-WGPD responsivity
and considering an estimated 4.5 dB coupling and connector loss. It demonstrates that more
than 90% of the optical power is absorbed by a photodetector with a 60µm length, coinciding
with the device simulations. The responsivity of the photodetectors can be determined about
0.4 A/W for a 60µm long device.

The measured photocurrent at –5Volts biased voltage and 1530 nm wavelength is presented
in figure2.14-right. It can be seen that behavior of the photodetector is linear respect to input
optical power.

Capacitance and dark current

The capacitance as a function of the applied bias voltage is measured with a multi-frequency
LCR-meter at different frequencies in a dark environment and with anAC-signal amplitude of
100 mV. In figure2.15-left, the measured capacitance versus bias voltage for a 60µm long
device at 1 kHz frequency is shown. For a reverse-bias voltage larger than 5 Volts, the pho-
todetector is fully depleted. The capacitance is also measured for different lengths of the pho-
todetector and the results are depicted in figure2.15-right. The measured capacitance includes
both the photodetector and parasitic capacitances of the probe-pad.

The I -V characteristics of the photodetectors were measured for several photodetectors. A
dark current of less than 10 nA at−5 Volts was observed.
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Figure 2.15: left) Capacitance vs. voltage measured for a 60µm long twin-WGPD at a
frequency of 1 kHz with 100 mVAC-signal amplitude. right) Capacitance vs. twin-WGPD

length measured at−5 V bias voltage, with 1 MHz frequency and 100 mVAC-signal am-
plitude.

2.6.2 High-frequency response

Heterodyning technique

In order to determine the frequency response of the twin-WGPD, an optical heterodyning tech-
nique is used [72–74]. This technique is based on the mixing of twoCW laser beams with
different wavelengths in a directional coupler. The beating of the optical fields creates a signal
modulated with a frequency equal to the frequency difference of the lasers.

In figure 2.16, a schematic view of the heterodyne measurement setup is shown. One of
the tunable lasers generates an optical signal at a fixed wavelengthλ1 and the wavelength of
the second tunable laser is tuned atλ2 = λ1 +4λ. The two generated optical fields are mixed
in a 50% coupler. One of the coupler outputs is connected to a wavelength meter to measure

the frequency difference of the two tunable lasers asfRF = c
(

1
λ1
− 1

λ2

)
. The other output of

the coupler is connected to anEDFA to boost the optical power. A lensed fiber-tip is used to
couple the light into the input waveguide of the twin-WGPD.

If we assume that the optical fields of the signals generated by the tunable lasers have a
difference polarization angle ofφ, the optical power that reaches the twin-WGPD is:

P(t) = 0.5
(
P1 +P2 +2

√
P1P2 cosφ cos(ωt)

)
(2.31)

whereω1 = c/λ1, ω2 = c/λ2, ω = ω1−ω2, andc is the velocity of light. The photocurrent
generated by the photodetector due to this optical power is given by:

ip(t) = I1 + I2 +2
√

I1I2 H(ω) cosφ cosωt (2.32)

whereH(ω) is the frequency response of the twin-WGPD, I1 = ℜP1 andI2 = ℜP2 andℜ is the
responsivity of the photodetector.
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A HF-probe transfers the generated electrical current,ip(t) to a 40GHz digital oscilloscope
via a bias-tee andHF-coaxial cables. The measured voltage by the digital oscilloscope can be
expressed as:

Vp(t) = Z0
(
I1 + I2 +2

√
I1I2 Hm(ω) cosφ cosωt

)
= Vp,dc+Vp,ac (2.33)

whereZ0 = 50 Ω is the input impedance of the digital oscilloscope,Vp,dc = Z0(I1 + I2) is DC-
part,Vp,ac = 2Z0

√
I1I2Hm(ω) cosφ cos(ωt) is theAC-part of output voltage, andHm(ω) is the

measured frequency response. The frequency response of the twin-WGPD from the measured
AC-part ofVp(t) can be determined as:

Hm(ω) =
Vp,ac

2Z0
√

I1I2 cosφcos(ωt)
(2.34)

If the polarization angle between the optical signals is constant,φ= constant, thenHm(ω) is
proportional with the measuredAC-voltage.

To measure the frequency response of the twin-WGPD, one of the tunable lasers is fixed at a
wavelength of 1550 nm and the beat frequency of the generatedRF-signal is tuned by varying
the wavelength of the other tunable laser.

The measured frequency response includes the frequency response of the digital oscillo-
scope,RF-coaxial cables,RF-connectors, bias tee, andRF-probe. For this reason, it is required
to de-embed the measured frequency response of the twin-WGPD. The transmission of all com-
ponents is frequency-dependent , the frequency response of the twin-WGPD can be determined
by [75]:

H(ω) = Hm(ω)γp (2.35)

whereHm(ω) is the measured frequency response,γp is the response of the probe, bias
tee,RF-cables and digital oscilloscope. To findγp, a photodetector with a known frequency
response is utilized.

The frequency response of the twin-WGPD with a detector length of 60µm and a width
of 8 µm is shown in figure2.17, in both before and after de-embedding. The presence of the
ripples is due to a standing wave between the probe-tip and the twin-WGPD.

Lightwave component analyzer

A direct method to characterize the frequency response of a twin-WGPD is by using a lightwave
component analyzer. A Lightwave component analyzer, HP8703A, with a frequency range of
20 GHz has been utilized to determine the frequency response of the twin-WGPDs. The mea-
sured frequency response of the 60µm long device is shown in figure2.18. The measurement
result reveals a bandwidth of more than 20 GHz, a ripple with a resonance frequency of 2 GHz,
and an increasing mismatch with rising frequency. This ripple is due to the impedance mis-
match between the probe and the twin-WGPD. One major drawback of this measurement is
the restriction to 20 GHz due to the maximum frequency of the instrument. However, because
of the internal calibration of the instrument, this is a straightforward method to measure the
frequency response of the twin-WGPD.
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Figure 2.16: Measurement setup that is used for measuring the frequency response of the
twin-WGPD with the heterodyning technique.
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Figure 2.17: Relative frequency response of a twin-WGPD with 60 µm length and 8µm
width, that is measured with a heterodyning setup. (a) Before de-embedding and (b) after
de-embedding.
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Figure 2.18: Relative frequency response of a twin-WGPD with 60 µm length and 8µm
width, that is measured with a 20 GHz lightwave component analyzer.

2.6.3 Small-signal equivalent-circuit model

For the design and development of a receiver, an accurate and efficient model of the twin-WGPD

is required. The modeling of the twin-WGPD allows us to understand the complex phenomena
of the optical and microwave interaction. In addition, an accurate model of the photodetector
can help in the design of a transimpedance-preamplifier. This goal can be achieved by per-
forming an output reflection-coefficient measurement and fitting the parameters of a suitable
model to the measured data using an dedicated software [76]. The relation between output
reflection coefficientΓ and output impedanceZ(ω) is given by:

Z = Z0
1+Γ
1−Γ

(2.36)

whereZ0 = 50Ω is the characteristic impedance of the measurement system.
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Figure 2.19: The small-signal equivalent circuit of a twin-WGPD including the probe-pad
elements.
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Figure 2.20: (left) Measured and fitted output reflection coefficient vs. frequency for a
twin-WGPD with 60 µm length shown on a Smith chart (measurement “solid” and fitted
model ”5”). (right) Measured output reflection vs. frequency for the twin-WGPD with
various lengths.

In order to extract the equivalent-circuit model of the twin-WGPD, an on-wafer network
analyzer measurement was performed in a range of 50 MHz to 40 GHz without illumination
of the photodetector. Figure2.19shows an equivalent-circuit model of the twin-WGPD. In this
model,Cpd is the junction capacitance of the reverse-biased detector;Rd is the dark current
resistance;Rs is the series resistance;RL is the load resistance; andLs, Csh, andGsh are the
equivalent-circuit elements of theCPW transmission line [8, 10].

Figure2.20-left shows the measured and fitted output reflection coefficient of a twin-WGPD

with a length of 60µm and a width of 8µm on a Smith chart. By measuring the output reflec-
tion coefficient for several lengths of the twin-WGPDs (see figure2.20-right), the value of the
junction capacitance and the series resistance are determined which is depicted in figure2.21.
As we can see, the extracted components are in good agreement with the calculated values. In
these measurements, the average values of the shunt resistanceRsh=25 KΩ, the series induc-
tanceLs=55pH, the dark current resistanceRd=1.5KΩ, and the shunt capacitanceCsh=0.15pF
for various length of devices are extracted.
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Figure 2.21: Junction capacitance and series resistance of the twin-WGPD extracted from
output reflection coefficient measurements. Solid lines are simulated values for series resis-
tance and junction capacitance.

2.7 Conclusion

The structure of the twin-WGPD is based on a vertical twin-waveguide scheme in which two
modes (even and odd) propagate through the guiding layers. Several twin-WGPDs with lengths
varying between 30 and 70µm (with 10µm steps) and 8µm width were fabricated. The mea-
sured internal quantum efficiency for the different lengths of the photodetector demonstrates
that more than 90% of the optical power is absorbed in a 60µm long twin-WGPD, which
matches with device simulations.

To measure the frequency response of the twin-WGPDs, three approaches are used: a het-
erodyning technique, extraction of an equivalent-circuit model of the twin-WGPDs by measur-
ing the output reflection coefficient, and using a lightwave component analyzer. The hetero-
dyning technique shows a 25 GHz bandwidth for a 60µm long twin-WGPD which is in good
agreement with the bandwidth that follows from the extracted model (see figure2.22). The
measurements with a 20 GHz lightwave component analyzer also illustrate that the bandwidth
is greater than 20 GHz. This comes close to the best results reported for twin-guide WGPDs:
a bandwidth of 25 GHz [37, 58].
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Figure 2.22: Frequency response of a 60µm long and 8µm wide twin-WGPD that is mea-
sured by two methods: heterodyning (solid) and output reflection coefficient technique
(dot).
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Chapter 3

Hybrid integration of a MWR and
TI-TWA

In this chapter, the design and realization of a hybrid integrated WDM receiver, including
a monolithic integrated eight-channel, high-speed and polarization independent optical re-
ceiver (comprising an AWG demultiplexer and eight photodetectors) and a trans-impedance
traveling-wave amplifiers are described. Before the components were hybridly integrated, sev-
eral optical and electrical measurements were carried out to characterize the optical multi-
wavelength receiver, electrical amplifiers and bondings. The optical and electrical chips were
then mounted on a submount, ribbon-bonded and characterized. The hybrid integrated re-
ceiver shows a bandwidth of over 18 GHz for each of the measured channels.

3.1 Introduction

The realization of aWDM receiver requires the combination of several components such as a
demultiplexer, photodetectors and front-end amplifiers. In figure3.1, a schematic configuration
of the MWR is presented. An optical signal with eight modulated wavelengthsλ1, λ2,..., λ8

enters anAWG demultiplexer where the wavelengths are spatially separated and each signal is
routed to one of the eight photodetectors. In each photodetector, the modulated optical signal is
converted into an electrical current signal and subsequently, in the front-end trans-impedance
traveling amplifier (TI-TWA), the input current is converted to an output voltage for further
processing. Electronic signal processing stages can process the voltage signal to extract the
information.

Monolithic integration of all components in InP-based materials has been a great challenge
for researchers for more than one decade. An early example of an integratedWDM receiver

43
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of aWDM receiver which comprises anAWG demultiplexer,
eight pin-photodetectors (DET) and eight front-endTI-TWAs.

including an integrated front-end amplifier was reported in reference [1] and showed good op-
eration at a bit-rate 2.5Gb/s. The main challenge in the integration of all components is the de-
sign of a layer stack in combination with the processing steps. In collaboration with the Kungl
Tekniska Hogskolan (KTH) in Stockholm we have worked on a monolithic integration of an
AWG with eight photodetectors and eight front-end amplifiers based onHBTs (Heterojunction
Bipolar Transistors). A major challenge in this integration scheme was to find a layer stack and
a process scheme that would yield the right properties for integration of the waveguides, the
photodetectors and theHBT-transistors. The integration of theAWGs with the photodetectors
was successful, while the integration with theHBTs posed more problems than expected and
could not be successfully completed within the duration of the project (EuropeanACTS DE-
MON project). We then decided to develop aMWR with separate GaAs-based Trans-Impedance
Amplifiers∗ and integrate them in a hybrid way with the InP chip containing theAWG and the
photodetectors. In this chapter the design, realization and experimental results of this device
will be described.

Section3.2, describes the design of a polarization independent, high-speed, eight-channel
WDM receiver. The structure of anAWG demultiplexer, methods for achieving polarization
independence, and the specification of the designedAWG are presented. A short description
of the fabrication is given in section3.3. In section3.4 two types of measurements are pre-
sented: static andRF-measurements. Static measurements include the determination of the
dark currents and the quantum efficiencies of each channel and the measurement of the spec-
tral response of theMWR. RF-measurements concentrated on the output reflection coefficient,
a parameter extraction model and the bandwidth characterization andRF-responsivity.

∗The design of theTI-TWA was carried out atTNO-FEL, The Hague, in the Netherlands and the amplifiers were
fabricated in a commercial foundry.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic view of theAWG.

In sections3.5, the design and characterization of GaAs-based front-endTI-TWA for a
40 Gb/s receiver are presented. The measurement results include theS-parameters and noise
figure (NF). In section3.6, several simulation and measurement results for wire bondings and
ribbon bondings are presented and then compared. They show that ribbon bonding has a lower
transmission attenuation and lower reflection compared to wire bonding. In section3.7 the
measurement results of the hybrid integrated receiver are presented.

3.2 Design of a polarization independent MWR

3.2.1 Basic AWG-operation principle and design parameters

The basic operation of theAWG is explained by using figure depicted in figure3.2. It consists
of two de/focusing slab regions (or free propagation regions) which are connected by an array
of waveguides with a constant length difference4L. The light enters from the input waveguide
into a slab region, the free propagation region (FPR), in which the optical field diverges and is
coupled into the array arms. After traveling through the array waveguides, the light beam now
converges on a focal point in the end of the secondFPR, where it is coupled into the output
waveguide. The path-length difference in the array arms results in an equal phase delay in each
waveguide which changes with wavelength. This causes a tilt of the phase front in the output
FPRand a changing of the location of the focal point as a function of wavelength.

For a signal which enters the first slab region under an angleϕ and the second slab region
under an angleφ, we can derive theAWG equation based on diffraction theory as [77]:

Ns(λ)dasinϕ+Ng(λ)4λ+Ns(λ)dasinφ = mλ (3.1)

whereNs andNg are the effective indices in the slab region and waveguide, respectively,da is
the separation of the array waveguides at the slab-array interface, andm is the grating diffrac-
tion order, which is determined by choosing4L , and represented as:

m=
Ng(λc)4L

λc
(3.2)
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whereλc is the central wavelength for whichϕ = φ = 0.
In a practical design of anAWG, the number of channels, the central wavelength, and the

channel spacing are some of the input parameters for the design . The waveguide spacing of
the array waveguides at theFSRshould be chosen as small as the lithographic resolution allows
in order to minimize the coupling losses between the slab and the waveguide array. However,
irregular filling of the gap between those waveguides introduces variations in the phase transfer
of the array which increases the crosstalk. So in a practical design, the spacing gaps are chosen
somewhat larger than the lithographic resolution. The focal length is determined from the
maximum acceptable excess loss for the outer wavelength channels, or from the required free
spectral range, which is the spacing between adjacent diffraction orders.

In table3.1, a list of the design parameters of theAWG that we used is summarized. The
AWG demultiplexer has eight channels with a channel spacing of 400GHz (3.23 nm) and a free
spectral range of 38.47 nm, operating around a central wavelength of 1556 nm. The width of
the normal waveguides is 3µm and in the polarization compensation region (see section3.2.3)
they are 1.5µm wide. This is the smallest width that still avoids excessive phase errors due to
process deviations and also yields an acceptable propagation loss. The lateral transition from
3µm to 1.5µm is done adiabatically with a 50µm linear taper. A minimum radius of curvature
of 500µm is chosen to have a low radiation loss in the curved parts of theAWG.

3.2.2 Polarization dispersion compensation methods

A polarization independentAWG is used for mostWDM communication networks, where the
polarization at the receiver is undefined. The polarization dependency of theAWG originates
from the polarization dependency of waveguides in theAWG which is a result of the difference
in index contrast in the transverse and lateral directions.

There are different ways to compensate the birefringence of anAWG reported in refer-
ence [63]: inserting a compensating waveguide section in each of the arms of theAWG, using
non-birefringence waveguides, using a half-wave plate in the arms of theAWG, and using an
AWG with a special design to overlap the imaging ofTE andTM polarization for two different
diffraction orders. Below, the advantages and disadvantages of each method are explained.

The square waveguide (figure3.3-a) is a straightforward way for obtaining a polarization
independent waveguide. However, this method requires a square waveguide embedded in an
isotropic material [78]. A small deviation of the dimension of the core, will bring polarization
dependence. The raised-strip waveguide (figure3.3-b) with a proper width and waveguide
layer thickness ratio makes it an option also for high-contrast waveguides that can be used in
compactAWGs.

In the half-wave plate method (figure3.3-c), a half-wavelength plate is inserted in the mid-
dle of theAWG. The inputTM mode is converted to theTE mode and theTE input mode
converts into theTM mode. This method is applicable to waveguides with a small numeri-
cal aperture (NA) in which the light can travel across the half-wavelength distance with small
diffraction losses. In InP-based waveguides with largeNA, this method is not applicable. The
method was first applied in silica-based [79] and LiNbO3 [80] AWGs.
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Table 3.1: Design parameters of the polarization independentAWG demultiplexer

Parameter Value

InP cladding layer thickness 300 nm

Q(1.3) waveguide layer thickness 600 nm

Etch depth 400 nm

Width of normal waveguides 3µm

Width of the compensated section 1.5µm

Etch depth of the compensated section 200 nm

Minimum gap between array waveguides at fan-out500 nm

Minimum gap between input/output waveguides 2.4µm

Minimum bending radius 500µm

Number of array waveguides 59

Length of the free propagation region 581.15µm

Array acceptance factor 4

Compensation length increment 18.286µm

Central wavelength 1.556µm

Channel spacing 3.229 nm

Free spectral range 38.472 nm

TE-TM shift before birefringence correction 5.45 nm

Array order (m) 35

If the free spectral range (FSR) of the AWG is chosen equal to the polarization dispersion,
ordermof theTE polarized mode will be matched to orderm−1 of theTM mode, (figure3.3-d
[81]. The main disadvantage of this method is that all wavelength channels should fit within
the FSRdesigned for the polarization dispersion whereas for the waveguide which we use the
polarization dispersion is usually in the order of 4 nm. This is too small to support theFSR

required for our application (8×3.2 nm).
The polarization dispersion of anAWG can be compensated by replacing a part of the wave-

guide in the array arms with a compensating waveguide that has a different birefringence. This
method was applied to a silica-basedAWG for the first time by Takahashi [82] and for the first
time to an InP-basedAWG by Zirngibl [30]. This method requires accurate information about
the refractive indices of the materials, the waveguide geometry, and a good fabrication process.
A small deviation in the waveguide width and the layer thickness can bring a noticeable shift
in the polarization dispersion [64]. This method was used in our design, and will be discussed
in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic view of the (a) buried waveguide with an equal width and thickness
W (b) raised strip waveguide with a thicknessD and a widthW (c) using a half-wave plate
in the arms of theAWG (d) matchingTE andTM modes.

3.2.3 Array arm birefringence compensation

Among the various way of the polarization dispersion compensation methods, the method of
replacing of a part of the array arms with a compensating waveguide that has a different bire-
fringence is chosen (see figure3.7). In order to increase the birefringence in the compensating
waveguide, and hence reduce the required length, we reduce the InP top-cladding layer thick-
ness. Figure3.4 shows that the birefringence strongly increases when the InP cladding layer
thickness is reduced from 300 nm (for a normal waveguide) to 100 nm (for a dispersion com-
pensated waveguide).

In a non-compensatedAWG, the length difference of theAWG arms at the central wave-
lengthλc is given by

∆L =
mλc

N(λc)
(3.3)
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Figure 3.4: Calculated birefringence as a function of the InP cladding layer thickness for a
waveguide width of 1.5µm at 1.55µm wavelength.

in which N(λc) is the effective index at central wavelengthλc andm is the order of the
AWG demultiplexer. The different effective index forTE and TM modes creates a shift at
central wavelength equal to

∆λpol = λTE
NTE,λTE−NTM,λTE

NTE,λTE−λTE
∂NTM

∂λ |λTE

(3.4)

in which NTE,λTE, NTM,λTE , λTE andλTM are the modal effective indices and center wave-
lengths for theTE andTM polarizations, respectively.

In the polarization dispersion compensatedAWG, an increment length ofδL with a differ-
ent birefringence is inserted between two adjacent waveguides in the array arm. The phase
difference,∆ϕ, at the output of arms due to the different arm lengths of the array arm,δL and
∆L, for TE andTM modes are:

∆ϕTE = κ0(∆LNTE +δL(NTE−nTE)) (3.5)

∆ϕTM = κ0(∆LNTM +δL(NTM −nTM)) (3.6)

in which N andn are the effective refractive indices in the normal and the compensated wave-
guide structure, respectively. In the polarization independent structure, we have∆ϕTE=∆ϕTM ,
from which a relation for the incremental lengthδL follows as

δL = ∆L
∆N

∆n−∆N
(3.7)

where∆N = NTE−NTM and∆n = nTE−nTM are the waveguide birefringence in the normal
and compensated waveguide structures, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Array arms before inserting a different waveguide for the polarization disper-
sion compensation (left) and after (right).

A large birefringence can be achieved by completely removing the top cladding layer [48],
but this results in high coupling loss between the two waveguide structures. For this reason
we chose a wide, shallowly etched waveguide with a thick InP top cladding layer in the ar-
ray waveguides and removed only a part of the cladding layer in the compensation sections,
which resulted in a low-loss polarization-independentAWG demultiplexer. In figure3.5, the
configuration of the array arms before and after inserting the compensation section is shown.

In practice, a mask for the triangle part is designed and fabricated after the chip has been
characterized. This is feasible for research purposes, but not for industrial fabrication. So, the
birefringence is experimentally determined from the wavelength shift between theTE andTM

response of theAWG and the shape of the triangle is then designed to compensate birefringence.
In figure3.6, a measured spectral response of the multi-wavelength receiver before etching of
the polarization-dispersion compensating triangle is shown. The shift of central wavelength
for TE andTM polarizations is about 5.45nm, which is about 1nm different from the simulated
value. The spurious peaks in the spectrum are due to various optical paths that existed between
output and the input of theAWG before cleaving into single cells. The insertion loss of the
AWG is about 4.5 and 5.5 dB forTE andTM polarized light, respectively.

3.2.4 Photodetector design

The structure and the optical and electrical behavior of the photodetector based on the twin-
guide scheme are explained in chapter2. The photodetector structure is placed on top of the
waveguide layers. The specifications of the layer stacks in the photodetector structure are
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Figure 3.6: Spectral response of theAWG before etching of the polarization compensation
triangle forTE (solid) andTM (dot) polarized light.

presented in table2.3. The width and length of the twin-WGPD are chosen 8µm and 60µm, re-
spectively, which results in a quantum efficiency of more than 90% and a frequency bandwidth
of about 40 GHz (without considering the parasitic elements of the probe-pad).

The p- and n-contacts are arranged in a ground-signal-ground (GSG) configuration to ease
on-wafer measurements (see more details in figure2.13). The p-contact is located on top of
the p-mesa with a width of 6µm which is sufficient to allow for a possible misalignment of the
mask during lithography (the misalignment of lithography is maximum 1µm). The n-contact
electrodes on top of the n-doped layer are placed on both sides of p-mesa. The separation
gaps between p- and n-contacts are 4.5µm and the width of ground electrode is 21µm. The
probe-pad is situated on the semi-insulating InP with signal and ground widths of 50µm and
separations of 50µm (the pitch of signal and ground electrodes is 100µm). The length of
the probe-pad is 230µm which can be reduced by 50% for the next designs to decrease the
parasitic elements. The probe-pad and photodetector electrodes are connected by an angled-
taper transition with a length of more than 100µm. The photodetectors are placed on both sides
of the receiver-chip, spaced by 900µm, which reduces the electrical crosstalk between the
channels (see figure2.13). In this circuit layout, in order to save space, each optical waveguide
is placed at a 90◦ angle with respect to theRF-probe-pad. Since the pads are relatively small,
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of aMWR. TheAWG demultiplexer is in the middle and the eight
photodetectors are in the upper and lower sides of chip. Two photodetectors on the right-
hand side are the photodetectors for calibration of the device. The polarization-dispersion
compensating triangle is visible in the middle of theAWG arms.

the additionalRF-loss this might induce is negligible. The pads end at the edge of the chip, so
that the bond wire connections to the pre-amplifier can be kept short.

The optical access waveguide entering the photodetector is tapered with an adiabatic taper
with a length of 100µm from a width of 3µm to an output width of 10µm. This wide waveguide
minimizes the light divergence under the detector mesa, where it is no longer laterally confined.
On each of the four corners of p-mesa an additional 3×3µm2 square is positioned, to prevent
the etching of the p-mesa corners by the chemical as indicated in figure3.8-right.

3.3 Fabrication

The fabrication process of the eight-channelMWR is identical to that used for the twin-WGPD

which is described in section2.5. A photograph of the realized device and twoSEM photos
are shown in figures3.7and3.8. In figure3.7, the realized device including theAWG (with the
triangle part in the middle of array arms) and the eight photodetectors on both sides of the chip
is shown. The good quality of the fabrication processing for both theAWG and the p-mesa of
the photodetector can be seen in figure3.8.

An additional fabrication step was used for etching the polarization dispersion compen-
sation triangle. In this chemical-etch step, which is performed directly after the metalization
evaporation and lift-off, the wafer is locally etched to partly remove the InP top cladding layer.
This is done using HCL/H3PO4 in the triangle windows defined by soft-baked photoresist.
During etching, gas forms that results in an irregular etching and rough surfaces. An etch-stop
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Figure 3.8: SEM photographs of (left) the fan-out section in theAWG and (right) the p-mesa
of the photodetector. Both photographs show a good quality of processing.

layer at 200 nm from the waveguide layer in combination with a slight over-etch is used to
overcome this problem.

The input facet of the photodetector wasAR-coated with SiO2 , with a thickness optimized
for a wavelength of 1.55µm. Part of the coating is deposited on top of the chip, and this is
visible as a band on the right part of the chip in figure3.7.

3.4 Characterization of the optical multi-wavelength re-
ceiver

In this section, the characterization of the monolithic integratedAWG and eight twin-WGPDs is
presented. The realized device is characterized by static measurements, including dark current,
quantum efficiency, andAWG transmission spectral response. Subsequently, theMWR is char-
acterized atRF-frequencies by measuring the output reflection coefficient of the photodetectors
andRF-transmission response.

3.4.1 Static characterization

I-V curves

The I-V curves of the eight photodetectors in a dark environment, at room temperature and
without illumination were measured using a Keithly source-current meter. The dark current
measurements at various bias voltages are shown in figure3.9. The leakage current is very
small, rising from 1nA at−1V to less than 10nA at−4V. The dark current density, calculated
usingJ = I/S, is equal to 2 A/m2 at−1 V and 42 A/m2 at−5 V whereS= 8×60µm2 is the
area where the current flows through the p-mesa.
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Figure 3.9: Dark current measurement results for the eight photodetectors.

It should be noticed that the dark current has two components, a bulk component which
scales with the surface and an edge component which scales with the detector perimeter. The
low dark currents for the eight photodetectors illustrate that all of them form a pn-junction and
that the quality of processing is good. These dark current measurements also demonstrate that
the breakdown voltage of the photodetectors are at a reverse bias voltage of less than−10 V.

Spectral response

The generated photocurrents of the eight photodetectors were measured by launching an opti-
cal field via a lensed fiber tip to the anti-reflection (AR) coated input facet of theMWR using
a tunable laser source (TLS). The wavelengths were swept from 1530 nm to 1565 nm and a
Keithly source-current meter provided aDC-bias voltage of−5V and monitored the generated
photocurrent (see setup in figure3.10). Figure3.11-left shows the measured photocurrent vs.
wavelength at a bias voltage of−5 V and a tunable laser power of 2.5 dBm at a dark environ-
ment without control of the temperature. The temperature of theMWR is changed during the
measurement which shifts the central wavelength of each channel about 0.13nm/◦C (The tem-
perature of laboratory was 20◦C). The central wavelength of channels are 1537.05, 1540.25,
1543.6, 1546.95, 1550.1, 1553.4, 1556.65, and 1560 nm that are very close to the values ob-
tained from the simulation. By choosing a different input waveguide of theMWR, a shift of one
channel-spacing (400 GHz or 3.2 nm) in the central wavelength of all channels occurs. The
electrical crosstalk of theMWR was measured to be less than−38 dBe (−19 dBo).

The spectral response of theMWR for both TE and TM polarizations are measured by
launching an optical field from a tunable laser via a polarizer and a microscope objective into a
waveguide at theAR-coated input facet of theMWR . The generated photocurrent of each of the
eight channels is shown in figure3.11-right for bothTE andTM polarizations. The crosstalk be-
tween the channels is less than−19dB and insertion losses are about 4.5 and 5.5dB forTE and
TM polarizations, respectively. The insertion loss is determined by measuring the transmission
through theAWG before cleaving, when theAWG had an optical output. The non-uniformity
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Figure 3.10: Measurement setup for static experiments. A computer controls theTLS and
the Keithly source-current meter in which the wavelength and power of theTLS and the
output voltage of the Keithly are set, and then it records the generated photocurrent via the
Keithly.
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Figure 3.11: (left) The generated photo-current vs. wavelength of theMWR. Light was
coupled into the chip with a lensed fiber. (right) Optical response of theMWR vs. wavelength
for TE (dot) andTM (solid) polarizations. Light was coupled into the chip with a microscope
objective and a polarizer.
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of the channels is about 1 dB and the residual polarization dispersion is smaller than 1 nm and
increased during the measurement. A part of the dispersion shift comes from a temperature rise
during the characterization of theMWR. The response of the photodetector of channel two is
reduced by approximately 15 dB, most likely due to a defect in the optical waveguide leading
to that detector.

Responsivity

The responsivity and efficiency of channels have been determined by measuring the output
power of theTLS, the output current of the photodetectors and the on-wafer and coupling
losses. To characterize each channel, the output power of the tunable laser vs. wavelength
was measured before performing each measurement. The spectral power of each channel was
then recorded to find the central wavelength of each channel. The external responsivity of the
photodetectors is determined for each channel at different bias voltages, see figure3.12. The
internal and external responsivities and the quantum efficiency of a channel are determined
as follows: theTLS output optical power for e.g. channel three was−3.2 dBm (0.48 mW) at
central wavelength of 1543.6 nm. The measured current was about 55µA at a bias voltage
of −5 V. This corresponds to a responsivity of 0.11 A/W or an 9% external efficiency. By
considering 4 dB coupling loss, 0.5 dB connector, polarization control and optical fiber losses
and anAWG insertion loss of 4.5 dB forTE and 5.5 dB forTM (total loss about 9 dB), we
determine an internal responsivity of about 0.88 A/W for the photodetector of channel three,
which is equal to 71% internal quantum efficiency.

The external efficiencies are between 8% and 11.5% at a reverse bias voltage of−5 V for
various channels. From figure3.12we also see that that the external responsivities of the pho-
todetectors are approximately constant from 0 to−7V which indicates that the photodetectors
are fully-depleted.

3.4.2 RF-characterization

Three methods forRF-characterization of theMWR chip were carried out to determine several
parameters of the photodetectors. Each method can present some information about theRF

behavior of the photodetectors and theMWR. From the output reflection coefficient, we can
determine several parameters: the 3-dB bandwidth, the parasitic elements, and the depletion
thickness. Characterizing with a lightwave component analyzer is a straight-forward way to
measure the 3-dB bandwidth of theMWR. Measuring the pulse response of the receiver is a
way to determine 3-dB bandwidth and to understand the effects of various rise times on the
frequency response. TheBER and eye diagram measurements show the expected behavior of
the receiver in real optical networks. The main goal for all measurements was finding the 3-dB
bandwidth and then to compare the results of these methods.
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Figure 3.12: External responsivity as a function of the bias voltage for eight photodetectors
measured at the top of the passband of each channel.

Output reflection coefficient measurement

On-wafer output-reflection-coefficient measurements are performed in the frequency range
50 MHz to 40 GHz using a network analyzer in a dark environment at different bias voltages.
Figure3.13 shows the output reflection coefficient of a photodetector at bias voltages of 0,
−2, −5, −7, and−10 Volts. Since the geometrical dimensions of the photodetector are small
compared to theRF-wavelength, the device can be modeled by an equivalent circuit of lumped
elements, depicted in figure2.19. The parameters of the model are determined through fitting
the measured data to the model. TheS-parameters resulting from the model with the fitted
parameters, are denoted asSsimulated. The measured and simulatedS-parameters agree better
than 0.1% using the error function:

error=
N

∑
i=1

(Ssimulated,i −Smeasured,i)/Smeasured,i (3.8)

The photodetector elements including photodetector capacitance and series resistance,Cpd

andRs, are bias voltage dependent, which is shown in figure3.14. With increasing the reverse
bias voltage, the depletion thickness becomes wider and the capacitance of the photodetector
will decrease from 250 fF at 0 V to 150 fF at−10 V. During the measurements it was observed
that increasing the reverse bias voltage over−10 V no longer changes the output reflection
coefficient. The depletion thickness, calculated according to relation2.24, as a function of the
reverse bias voltage is shown in figure3.15. At bias voltage 0 V, the depletion thickness is ap-
proximately equal to thickness of the non-intentionally doped region. The parasitic elements
of the equivalent circuit are also determined by using a commercial optimizer software (Ag-
ilent’s Advanced Design System:ADS) as: Lsh' 120 pH,Rsh'20,Csh'150 fF. The value of
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Figure 3.13: Output reflection coefficient of a photodetector at bias voltages of 0,−2, −5,
−7, −10 volts on the Smith chart.
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Figure 3.14: (left) Capacitance of a photodetector vs. bias voltage. (right) Series resistance
of the photodetector vs. bias voltage.
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Figure 3.15: Calculated depletion thickness as a function of the reverse bias voltage deter-
mined from the capacitance shown in figure3.14-left.

Table 3.2: List of the extracted photodetector capacitance and series resistance of five chan-
nels determined from output reflection coefficient measurements at−10 V bias voltage.

Cpd(fF) 172 155 155 160 156 152

Rs(Ω) 14.6 10.9 14.6 13.4 10.9 11.6

Lsh depends on the placement of theRF-probe on the probe pad. If theRF-probe is close to the
photodetector, its value will be considerably lower.

In figure3.16, the frequency response of a photodetector as a function of the reverse bias
voltage is shown. The bandwidth of the photodetector increases from 10 GHz at 0 V to more
than 22 GHz at−10 V bias voltage. It also demonstrates that at a frequency of 20 GHz, in-
creasing the reverse bias voltage from 0 V to−10 V, the frequency response will be increased
about 3 dB, which is in agreement with characterization ofLWCA.With increasing the bias
voltage from−7 V to−10 V, however, the bandwidth will increase by less than 10% because
the photodetector is almost fully depleted at voltages below−7 V.

The output reflection coefficient for each of the eight-channels of theMWR is shown in
figure3.17. For unknown reason, two of channels show an improper response. The extracted
values for the capacitances and series resistances of the eight photodetectors at−10 V bias-
ing voltage are listed in table3.2. The differences between the channels is due to the non-
uniformity of the layer thickness and the non-planarity of the processing including etching rate
at the different points of the wafer and the evaporated Ti/Au thicknesses. In figure3.18, the
normalized frequency response of some channels is plotted, showing bandwidth changes from
18 GHz to 22 GHz.
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Figure 3.16: Normalized frequency response of a photodetector vs. frequency for various
bias voltages of 0,−2,−5,−7, and−10 V. With increasing the reversed bias voltage from
0 V to−10 V, the bandwidth of the photodetector increases about 10 GHz.

RF-responsivity

A straightforward way to measure the frequency response of theMWR is using a lightwave
component analyzer (LWCA). A lightwave component analyzer can measure a receiver’s trans-
fer function as a ratio of theRF-current output from the receiver to the intensity modulated
optical input power expressed in A/W or in dB as (see figure3.19):

Responsivity(dB)= 20log10
ℜ(A/W)
1(A/W)

(3.9)

In figure3.20, a setup for measuring the optical/electrical (O/E) response with an external
tunable laser source (TLS) and a lightwave component analyzer is shown. TheLWCA HP8703A

has an internal tunable laser source at wavelength 1300 nm, so we need an external tunable
laser at the desired wavelength for each channel of theMWR. As shown in the figure, for
calibrating the measurement system, we should connect the input and output of the optical
and electrical ports of theLWCA, separately, by an optical and an electrical thru connection.
A polarization controller (PC) is used between theTLS and theLWCA to achieve a maximum
signal level. After calibration of theLWCA at the center wavelength of each channel, we
can measure theRF-responsivity of theMWR with sweeping the frequency from 130 MHz to
20GHz (see figure3.21). We apply the biasing voltage to the photodetector via a bias tee and a
Keithly current-source meter, and monitor theDC-photocurrent generated by the photodetector.
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Figure 3.17: Output reflection coefficients of the photodetectors of all channels at−10 V
bias voltage. Two channels show a non-perfectRF-behavior.
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Figure 3.18: Normalized frequency response of five channels at−10 V bias voltage. The
3-dB bandwidth changes from lowest value 18GHz to maximum value of 22 GHz.
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Figure 3.20: A lightwave component analyzer with an external tunable laser source (oper-
ating int the 1550nm wavelength window) with the electrical and optical thru connectors to
calibrate the setup.

The RF-responsivity of a photodetector for bias voltages of 0,−2, −5, −7 and−10 V
is shown in figure3.22. By increasing the bias voltage from 0 V to−10 V, the bandwidth
is increased by about 5 dB at 20 GHz which is in good agreement with the result shown in
figure3.16. In figure3.23theRF-responsivity of a photodetector is shown forTLS output pow-
ers of−1, 0, 3, 5, 8, 10, and 13dBm at−10V bias voltage. It can be seen that with increasing
the optical power, theRF-power is increased by twice the optical power from 0 to 10dBmTLS

powers. For powers of theTLS exceeding 10 dBm, the internal modulator of theLWCA was
saturated. An important note in figures3.22 and3.23 is that in both figures the experimen-
tal results are partly not de-embedded for adapters, and bias-tee.If we assume a conservative
RF-loss of about 4 dB (at 20 GHz) for all components, we can find a good agreement between
the two methods of extracting parameters from the output reflection coefficient measurements
by fitting the model, and from a direct measurement using the lightwave component analyzer
depicted in figures3.16and3.22. To investigate theRF-coupling from adjacent channels, we
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Figure 3.21: A measurement setup to characterize theMWR chip. A Keithly source-current
meter is used to apply a bias voltage and to measure theDC-current. The modulated optical
field from theLWCA enters theMWR chip via a fiber tip and theRF-signal is collected by a
RF-probe.

adjusted theTLS wavelength to the adjacent channel wavelength and measured anRF-crosstalk
less than−30 dB as is depicted in figure3.24.

3.5 Design of the trans-impedance traveling-wave amplifier

A trans-impedance traveling-wave amplifier (TI-TWA) for amplifying the signal from the inte-
gratedMWR has been developed byTNO-FEL. A short description of the design criteria and
the characterization results will be given here.

In the design of theTI-TWA matched with the photodetectors in theMWR, the following
constraints have to be considered:

• A high-speed front-end amplifier suitable for a 40 Gb/s optical receiver. According to
rules of thumb, 30 GHz bandwidth is sufficient to support a 40 Gb/s data rate.
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Figure 3.22: RF-responsivity for bias voltages of 0,−2,−5,−7,−10 V and aTLS power
output of +13 dBm at a central wavelength channel of 1546.95 nm, measured with the
LWCA.
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Figure 3.23: RF-responsivity for theTLS output powers of−1, 0, 3, 5, 8, 10, and 13 dBm
at a bias voltage of−10 V and a wavelength of 1543.6 nm, matching the channel center.
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Figure 3.24: RF-responsivity of a channel and an adjacent channel. The maximumRF-
crosstalk is about−30 dB.
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Figure 3.25: Schematic view of a 3-stage cascode-CS FETs traveling-wave amplifier.

• An input and output configuration of ground-signal-ground (GSG) with a pitch of 100
and 150µm, respectively, and the photodetector pitch of 900µm.

The promising option to realize a high-bandwidth and low input impedance amplifier is a
traveling-wave topology with a cascode connected common source (CS) GaAs-FETs. A sim-
plified schematic view of theTI-TWA is shown in figure3.25. As we can see in the schematic
view of theTI-TWA, theM-derived sections are utilized to improve the impedance matching at
the end of band near the cut-off frequency.
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Figure 3.26: Photograph of a realizedTI-TWA. TheRF-input and output pads with theDC-
bias pads of theFETs and photodetector are shown. TheGSGpitches of the input and output
ports are 100 and 150µm , respectively.

The main reasons that cascodeFETs configuration was used instead of singleFET, are gain
ripple and gain roll-off. In the singleFET scheme, the backward traveling waves at the drain
line are fed back to the gate line whereas it can influence the forward signal available on the
gate which results some ripples atS21.

3.5.1 Characterization of the trans-impedance traveling-wave amplifier

The TI-TWA was designed and realized inTNO-FEL in a multi-project run. In figure3.26the
photograph of a realized cell of the amplifier chip is shown. To applyDC-bias voltages of the
drains, sources, and gates of the amplifier three pads are used. Moreover, a pad for applying
theDC-bias voltage of the photodetector (photodetector) and a pad for monitoring the voltages
of the gates (sense) are considered. In figure3.26, the pad configuration for applying theDC-
voltage and theRF-pads are shown. TheRF-in signal and ground pads should be bonded to the
photodetector.

The TI-TWAs were characterized by using a 40 GHz network analyzer after calibration of
the instrument. The sequence of applying theDC-voltages to the gate, drain, and photodetector
pads is important, because it can prevent a flow of excess current through the device. To turn
off the device, this sequence should be reversed. In table3.3, a list of the optimumDC-voltage
and maximum current of each pad is described.

The measured S-parameters of one of theTI-TWAs are shown in figure3.27. The peak in
S21 can compensate the roll-off in the end of band of frequency response of the photodetector.
The forward gain of the amplifier is better than 6 dB and the input and output reflection losses
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Table 3.3: Biasing voltage and the maximum current of each pad in theTI-TWAs.

Pad name Voltage (V) Current (mA)

RF-out Ground 0

RF-out Signal 4

RF-out Ground 0

RF-in Ground 3-5

RF-in Signal −0.2

RF-in Ground 3-5

Drain 6 19.6-25.6

DC-ground 0 20-30

sense 2

Gate 0.6 1.8-3.5

Photodetector 3-5

are less than 10 and 20 dB, respectively, for a drain voltage of+6 V and a gate voltage of
−0.45 V at frequency range 0-30 GHz.

The noise figure (NF) of a TI-TWA is measured from 2 to 20 GHz shown in figure3.28. It
indicates that theNF is about 4.5dB over the complete frequency range. The frequency range is
limited to 20 GHz due to the maximum range of the available instruments. The characterized
TI-TWAs showed a good performance, compatible with the requirements and suitable for a
40 Gb/s receiver.

3.6 Mounting and bonding

Submount

Hybrid integration of the optical and amplifier chips requires a special submount due to height
difference of the InP-substrate (optical chip) and GaAs-substrate (amplifier chip) as indicated
in figure3.29. The InP-based optical circuits has a wafer with a 350µm thickness whereas
GaAs-based circuit amplifier has a 100µm thick substrate.

Dimensions of the opticalMWR and TI-TWAs (with three amplifiers) chips are
3.10×4.7 mm2 and 2×3 mm2, respectively. Therefore, on each side of the optical chip, an
amplifier chip with three amplifiers is employed and two non-connected photodetectors are
used to align the fiber tip to the input passive waveguide and also to indicate the central wave-
length of channels. For the thermal stability of theAWG a copper submount is employed. As
is shown in figure3.29, a horizontal trench with a width of 3.55 mm is milled in the middle of
submount (see figure3.29-right) to place the optical chip. An additional vertical trench (see
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Figure 3.27: Measured S-parameters of aTI-TWA with bias voltages ofVdrain=6 V and
Vgate=−0.45 V. The transmission gain of the amplifier is more than 6 dB and the input and
output reflection losses are less than 10 and 20 dB, respectively, at a frequency range 0-
30 GHz.
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Figure 3.28: Measured noise figure of aTI-TWA. The measurement frequency range was
limited to 20 GHz due to the available experimental instruments.
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Figure 3.29: Top (left) and front (right) view of the submount. The dimensions of the
submount are indicated. The optical chip is placed in the middle and the electrical chips are
placed on both sides of the submount as indicated in figure3.34-left. The height difference
between the optical and electrical chips is about 250µm.
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Figure 3.30: Schematic view of the wire/ribbon bonding. (a) top view (b) cross-section.

figure3.29-left) in the front of the optical chip serves to prevent the coverage of facet of the
optical chip by excess glue.

Bonding

The RF-connections play an important role in the packaging of the microwave and photonic
circuits. By using the coplanar waveguides (CPW) on the optical and electrical circuits, shorter
bonds can be used, which result in less microwave attenuation. A schematic view of the
wire/ribbon bonding is shown in figure3.30.

The wire and ribbon bonds are equivalent with a parasitic inductance, which is frequency
dependent. TheRF-coupling between adjacent bonds is important and frequency dependent.
TheRF-coupling increases with increasing frequency. Flip-chip technology is a better method
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.31: Photographs of the (a)wire and (b) ribbon bondings. Wire diameter and ribbon
width are 17µm and 50µm, respectively.

for RF-applications, compared to the wire or ribbon bonding due to the short connection
lengths. Flip-chip also brings a high level of integration to opto-electronic devices and im-
proves the performance of the module and reduces the parasitic elements.

The advantages of the ribbon bonding to the wire bonding are: higher pull strength than
round wire because of the larger surface contacts and ribbon bonding has a lower impedance
and inductance due to the skin effect at high frequencies. To investigate theRF-transmission
properties of the wire and ribbon bondings, several simulations were carried out with Agilent’s
Advanced Design System (ADS) software on the wire and ribbon bondings. In simulations, it is
assumed that gold has a thickness of 250nm on a 350µm thickSI-InP substrate. The patterns of
theCPW-transmission lines, which are used in simulations, are plotted in ref. [83] and the spec-
ifications of theCPW are presented in the next paragraphs. Two parts of theCPW-transmission
lines are connected by three wires (with a diameter of 17µm) and then three ribbons (with
a width of 50µm) as indicated in figure3.31. Figure3.32 shows simulation results for both
wire and ribbon bondings. A comparison between the simulation results demonstrates that two
bonding types have a similar behavior until 10 GHz but for higher frequencies ribbon bonding
shows an improvement of more than 5 and 10 dB at 40 GHz forS12 andS11, respectively. So,
simulation results demonstrate that the ribbon bonding is more suitable than wire bonding due
to lower microwave attenuations. Before bonding the real optical and electrical chips, several
ribbon and wire bondings are realized on the test samples as indicated in figure3.31. The
coplanar waveguide structures were made on aSI-InP substrate with a center conductor width
of 15.4µm, a gap of 10µm, and a ground plate width of 55µm. The thickness of the evaporated
Ti/Au was 25/250 nm. To measure the S-parameters of the ribbon bonding, twoCPWs were
butt-joined and interconnected with ribbon-bonds. At first, the chips were cleaved and both
parts were glued with Epotek on a Si-substrate. Both parts were then interconnected with the
gold ribbons with a width of 50µm and a length of about 500µm. The air gap between the
two chips was about 10µm. The S-parameters of the interconnectedCPW-transmission lines
were measured by a network analyzer at a range of 50 MHz to 40 GHz. In figure3.33, the
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Figure 3.32: S-parameters of the simulated wire and ribbon bondings. “♦” (S12) and “©”
(S11) are simulation results for ribbon bonding and the solid lines are simulation results for
wire bonding.
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Figure 3.33: S-parameters of the simulated and measured ribbon bondings. “♦” (S12) and
“©” (S11) are simulation results and the solid lines are measurement results.
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Figure 3.34: (left) The realized hybrid integrated receiver with the optical chip in the mid-
dle and theTI-TWAs on both sides. (right) A microscope photograph of the ribbon bondings
which connect the bond-pads (GSG) of a photodetector to theTI-TWA.

measurement results ofS11 andS12 for ribbon bonding are presented. The simulation results
are shown on the same plot to compare the simulated and measured results. They show a good
agreement e.g. less than 2dB forS12 at 40 GHz.

In conclusion, the comparison between simulation results of wire and ribbon bondings and
simulated and measured results of the ribbon bondings, shows that ribbon bonding has a better
RF-behavior at frequencies over 10GHz and is suitable up to 40 GHz.

3.7 Hybrid integrated MWR and TI-TWA

In figure3.34-left, a realized hybrid integrated receiver is shown. It consists of an optical
receiver in middle and sixTI-TWAs in both sides. The hybrid integrated receiver is mounted
and glued with a conductive epoxy on a copper submount (the schematic view of submount
is depicted in figure3.29). The photodectors andTI-TWAs were then connected by ribbon
bonds, with a width of 40µm and a length of about 300µm (see figure3.34-right). The width
of ribbon heel on the probe-pad is usually broadened under pressure of the bonding machine.
As indicated in figure3.34, six of the eight photodetectors are bonded to theTI-TWAs. This
allows us to characterize both adjacent and opposite channels, which may show differentRF-
crosstalk. Two photodetectors were not connected and were used to align the fiber-tip to the
input waveguide and for finding the wavelength of each channel.

The integratedWDM receiver is characterized by a light-wave component analyzer. The
setup is similar to the setup which is used to characterize the optical-part of theWDM-receiver.
An external tunable laser source is used, which causes the light-wave component analyzer to
operate at a wavelength window around 1.55µm. A bias-tee is not needed in this setup, as the
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Figure 3.35: The measured frequency response of three channels in the hybrid integrated
WDM receiver.

DC bias-voltage for the photodetectors is provided by theTI-TWA. For this, in addition to the
RF-probe on the amplifier, three needles are employed to apply the bias voltages of drain, gate
and photodetector of 6 V,−0.45 V, and 5 V, respectively. The bias voltages of drain, gate and
photodetectors are slowly increased and measured with three volt meters while simultaneously
measuring the current of each pad three current meters to monitor the current. Without the
bias-tee, the calibration of the setup becomes simpler. The normalized frequency response of
three channels is presented in figure3.35. The frequency response of the best channel shows a
bandwidth over 20 GHz and the two other channels have bandwidths of about 18GHz .

3.8 Conclusion

We have described the design and realization of a hybrid integratedWDM receiver for a high-
speed communication network. We first presented the design, realization and characterization
of an eight-channel, polarization independent opticalMWR with a bandwidth around 23 GHz.
A submount was fabricated to mount the optical-MWR chip andTI-TWAs. Then, several ex-
periments on ribbon- and wire bondings were carried out, showing that ribbon bonding has a
better electrical behavior compared to wire bonding at frequencies above 10GHz. In addition,
the TI-TWAs were characterized and a bandwidth of about 33 GHz was measured, which is
suitable for a 40 Gb/s receiver. Finally, the opticalMWR and sixTI-TWAs were mounted and
bonded. Three channels were characterized and the best channel showed a bandwidth of over
20GHz. For 40Gb/s operation it is required to improve the bandwidth of the twin-WGPDs. Our
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results are close to the best results reported so far: 25 GHz bandwidth for a twin-guide MWR
without integrated front-end amplifier [84] .



Chapter 4

Waveguide pin-photodetector

This chapter describes the design and characterization of awaveguide pin-photodetector (WGPD)
based on butt-joint integration of a transparent waveguide and a detector based on a reversely
biased Semiconductor Optical Amplifier(SOA). DC-measurements on short SOA-sections have
demonstrated that the SOA can be utilized as a photodetector. In this chapter, the static and
high-frequency behavior of the photodetector are investigated and characterized.

4.1 Introduction

An important issue in the design of a photodetector is choosing a material which has sufficient
absorption at the operation wavelength. The detector is designed for use at a wavelength of
1.55µm since the optical fiber propagation loss is minimal at that wavelength. The bandgap
wavelengthλg of In1−xGaxAsyP1−y material that is lattice matched to the InP substrate is be-
tween 0.92µm and 1.65µm for y varying fromy= 0 toy= 1, so that it is suitable for use in the
1.55µm wavelength window. For convenience, quaternary material with a bandgap wavelength
of, for example,λg = 1.25µm is referred to as Q(1.25).

A passive ridge waveguide consists of a guiding layer embedded between cladding layers.
Confinement of the light in the transversal direction is obtained by the guiding layer with a
higher refractive index with respect to the cladding layers. InP is used for the cladding layers,
which have a refractive index of 3.17 at a wavelength of 1.55µm. By changing the composition
of the quaternary InGaAsP material, the index of refraction can be chosen between that of InP
(nInP = 3.17, λ = 1.55µm) and Q(1.55) (nQ(1.55) ≈ 3.55, λ = 1.55µm). A larger index contrast
between guiding layer and cladding/buffer layers increases the optical confinement, as well
as the electro-optical effect, which is used in phase shifters. We use Q(1.25), which gives
sufficient optical confinement and electro-optical effect and is sufficiently far from the band
edge of Q(1.55), where the light is absorbed. Confinement of the light in the lateral direction

75
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Figure 4.1: IntegratedWGPD and passive waveguide based on butt-joint coupling.

is achieved by etching through the top cladding layer into, or completely through the guiding
layer.

The layer structure of theWGPD is similar to the passive waveguide structure, except for
a thin absorbing layer in the center of the guiding layer and a different doping of the layer
stack. The absorbing layer is made of Q(1.55) material and it absorbs the incoming optical
field and transduces it to the photocurrent. Material with a higher bandgap, such as InGaAs,
would have an even larger absorption but Q(1.55) is chosen because the same structure is used
for fabricating theSOA, which needs Q(1.55) material.

A pin-WGPD can be realized by p- and n-doping of the cladding layers of the waveguide
structure and keeping the absorbing layer undoped to create a pin-junction. Additionally, the
electrical contacts layers are added to the structure to apply the reverse bias voltage. The
reverse voltage applied to the contacts, creates an electric field across the absorbing layer and
parts of the adjacent layers, which is used to sweep away the photo-generated carriers (see
figures4.13and4.1).

In the design of aWGPD many requirements have to be taken into account. The three
most important issues in the design and optimization of theWGPDstructure are: high quantum
efficiency, high bandwidth, and monolithic integration with passive waveguides. The quantum
efficiency is determined by the design of the optical waveguide structure and the bandwidth by
the design of the electrical structure of theWGPD. This chapter describes the optimization and
design of theWGPD to obtain high bandwidth, while maintaining a high quantum efficiency.

The theory of theWGPD including the quantum efficiency and bandwidth is discussed in
section4.2. In section4.3, the optimization strategy is described and in section4.4, the layer
stack parameters that determine the quantum efficiency, the 3-dB bandwidth, and the suitability
for monolithic integration of theWGPD and the passive waveguides are derived. TheWGPD

layer stack discussed in this chapter is previously used for the realization of theSOA in a
ringlaser [85] and a wavelength converter [86, 87]. For this reason, in this thesis, the waveguide
photodetector is sometimes calledSOA-basedWGPD.
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Heinrich Hertz Institute recently reported a receiver with a bandwidth up to 110 GHz [88]
and a responsivity of 0.73A/W at 1.55µm wavelength. This photodetector has been monolith-
ically integrated with a traveling wave amplifier and a circularly-toothed planar logarithmic-
periodic antenna. The dimensions of the photodetector are 5× 20µm. Integration of these
detectors withAWGs in aMWR has not yet been reported.

4.2 WGPD quantum efficiency and bandwidth

When an optical field propagates through theWGPD, it is absorbed and generates electron-
hole pairs if the photons have an energy larger than the semiconductor bandgap. The current
generated in the absorption layer and in the adjacent layers, consists of two parts: a drift current
originating from the electron-hole pairs created in the depletion layer, and a diffusion current
originating from the photo-excited carriers generated outside the depletion layer. Because the
diffusion velocity is much smaller than the drift velocity it causes a long trailing edge at the
end of each pulse which increases the interference between different pulses and hence the Bit-
Error Rate (BER). It can be avoided by completely depleting the absorption layer, where the
carriers are generated.

Three types of photon absorption or loss can occur in the intrinsic and the adjacent layers
[60]: interband absorption (αIB), free-carrier absorption (αFC) and scattering loss (αS). The
αS and theαFC result from loss of photons without generation of carriers. Usually, the active
region has a low doping level and it is allowed to neglectαFC. TheαS is due to irregularities
at the interfaces of the layers or the side-wall of the mesa. Because only part of the field
propagates in the absorption layer,αIB is reduced by the confinement factorΓ. Therefore, the
absorbed photons that generate the photo-current are described by the extinction coefficient
ΓαIB .

The total amount of power absorbed in the Q(1.55) semiconductor as a function ofz is
given by [89]:

Pabs(z) = Pinηin(1−R)
ΓαIB

α
(1−e−αz) (4.1)

wherePin is the incident power,l is the length of theWGPD, R is the reflection coefficient on
the facet of the chip and the air,ηin is the fiber to chip coupling efficiency, andα is the total
loss coefficient, given by

α = ∑
i

(ΓiαIB +ΓiαFCi +(1−Γi)αFCx+αSi) (4.2)

whereΓi , αFCi , andαsi are the confinement factor, the free-carrier absorption loss, and the
scattering loss in theith layer. The external quantum efficiency of theWGPD can be obtained
from:

ηext =
Pabs

Pin
= ηin(1−R)

ΓαIB

α
(1−e−αl ) (4.3)
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SinceΓαIB � αFC,αFCi,αS, eq.4.3simplifies to the more familiar expression

ηext = ηin(1−R)(1−e−αl )

The responsivity of theWGPD is the ratio of the generated current to the incident optical power.

ℜ =
Iph

Pin
=

eλ
hc

ηin(1−R)(1−e−αl ) (4.4)

whereIph is the generated photo-current,λ is the wavelength,e is the electron charge,h is
Plank’s constant, andc is the speed of light.

There are several limitations to the bandwidth of theWGPD which are due to the junction
RC-elements [90], the drift transit time, the diffusion transit time, and the charge trapping at
the heterojunctions as discussed in chapter2 for the twin-WGPD.

In theWGPD structure, to avoid charge trapping, several changes with respect to the twin-
WGPD structure described in Chapter 2 are carried out. The absorption layer, Q(1.55), is sur-
rounded by two Q(1.25) layers which have a bandgap wavelength between the InP cladding
and the Q(1.55) absorbing layers. For the n-contact side in order to lower the n-contact resis-
tance, a thin layer of highly n-doped InGaAs is placed on the highly-doped n-InP layer which
functions as a contact layer to reduce contact resistance.

4.3 Optimization strategy

So far, the basic features and concepts of theWGPD have been discussed. In the following
sections, we focus on the optimization strategy which is carried out. The main optimization
parameters of theWGPD are: the thickness of the guiding and cladding layers, the width and
length of the ridge, and the doping level of the layers.

To design a high-speed and high-efficiencyWGPD, trade-offs between the main parameters
are necessary. High-efficiency requires a long and wideWGPD that causes an increase of the
junction capacitance and, consequently, degradation of the theRC-bandwidth. The thickness
of the cladding layers has to be sufficient to prevent absorption of the optical mode in the
InGaAs p-contact layers and the metal. However a thick cladding layer gives rise to increased
series resistance and a decreasingRC-bandwidth. If the active layer thickness increases, a
higher quantum efficiency with a shorter length is possible. For a small transit time a thin
active layer is required, however. A high-doping level for the p-cladding and the n-buffer is
required to obtain a low-series resistance, but it increases the optical loss. In the following
subsections, the effects of these parameters on the quantum efficiency and theRC- and transit
time bandwidths are investigated.

4.4 Optical and electrical design of the WGPD

In the design and optimization of theWGPD geometry, several requirements have to be ful-
filled. The layer thickness and doping profile of the layers, and the width and length of the
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Figure 4.2: Schematic cross-section of theWGPD used in the optical and electrical design.
W = 2µm, dp= 1300 nm,dn= 200 nm, anddi= 500 nm.

WGPD are major parameters to design a high-speed and high-quantum efficiencyWGPD. In
this section, the effects of parameters on theWGPD performance is investigated. The cross
section of theWGPD which is used to derive the optimal configuration suitable for the fabri-
cation process is shown in figure4.2. As stated in the previous sections, three main issues in
the design of the optimalWGPD are the quantum efficiency, the bandwidth, and the monolithic
integration with the passive waveguide. The quantum efficiency is determined by the optical
design (subsection4.4.1), the bandwidth by the electrical design (subsection4.4.2), and the in-
tegration of theWGPD and a passive waveguide requires careful consideration of the doping
profile and layer stack thickness (subsection4.4.3).

4.4.1 Optical design

One of the most important parameters in the determination of the quantum efficiency (eq.4.3) is
the optical attenuation in the Q(1.55) bulk material. In order to determine the optical absorption
of the Q(1.55) material, the absorption of severalSOAs with different lengths, 2µm width, and
a 120 nm thick Q(1.55) has been measured. The layer structure of theWGPD is identical
to the SOA structure that is previously used in the multi-wavelength ring laser [85]. Optical
power is launched from anEDFA into the reversely biasedSOA. A part of the incident power
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Figure 4.3: Attenuation vs. length for aSOA-section measured at a wavelength of 1.55µm
under different bias voltages (0, –2.5, and –5Vs). ; The solid curve is a trend line.

is absorbed by theSOA and the transmitted power is measured at the output facet by anOSA

instrument. The difference between the measured and the incident optical power gives us the
absorption of theSOA-section. In figure4.3, the optical attenuation for the different lengths of
the SOA, measured at a wavelength of 1.55µm is shown, form which we findΓα = 250/cm.
The confinement of the optical power in the 120 nm thick active layer is about 27% which
gives us for the bulk absorption of the Q1.55 materialα = 930/cm.

Based on equation4.1, three methods are possible for increasing the quantum efficiency:
increasing the length of the detector (l ), increasing the field confinement in the active material
(Γ) by increasing the thickness of the active layer in the transversal direction or by increasing
theWGPD width in the lateral direction, and increasing the interband absorption (αIB).

The effect of the detector length and the active layer thickness on the quantum efficiency
can be seen in figure4.4-a, the quantum efficiency can be increased by increasing the length
(with a constant active layer thickness) or by increasing the active layer thickness (with a
constant length).

In this dissertation, we use theWGPD in a Multi-Wavelength Receiver (MWR,see chapter5).
The MWR operates in the wavelength window from 1530 nm to 1560 nm. Consequently, the
quantum efficiency variation of theWGPDs has to be investigated in this wavelength range. In
order to determine the variations of the quantum efficiency, the optical attenuation of theSOA

structure has been measured as a function of wavelength at 0,−2.5, and−5V bias voltage. The
quantum efficiency versus wavelength (figure4.4-b) has been calculated using eq.4.3. With
increasing reverse bias voltage, the dependence of the absorption on wavelength is reduced.

Moreover, in accordance with the scattering matrix (SMM) method, the optical power as a
function of the length of theWGPD is determined and shown in figure4.5-b for both theTE and
TM modes. According to figure4.5-a, a length of 60µm is sufficient for 90% internal quantum
efficiency. These results are in a good agreement with figure4.4. The refractive index of the
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Figure 4.4: (a) Internal quantum efficiency as a function of the active layer thickness and
detector length for aWGPD with 2µm width. (b) Quantum efficiency vs. wavelength for a
60µm longWGPD at three different reverse bias voltages of 0,−2.5, and−5 volts.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Normalized optical power as a function of z-position (propagation direc-
tion). (b) Generated photocurrent as a function of z-position forTE andTM modes.

Q(1.55)-material is assumed to ben = 3.55− j0.021. In figure4.5-a, the generated photo-
current vs. photodetector length is determined which shows that for aWGPD with a length
varying from 50 to 100µm, the increase in the photocurrent is less than 10%. The normalized
power distribution is plotted for a 100µm long device (see figure4.6). It shows that the major
part of the power is in the guiding layers (Q(1.55) and Q(1.25) layers) .
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Figure 4.6: Normalized optical power as a function of length and y-position for theTE (a)
andTM (b) mode. Positionx = 0 is defined in figure4.2.

4.4.2 Electrical design

Based on expressions2.20and2.24, the main parameters that determine theRC- and transit time
bandwidths are: the series resistances (Rp, Rn, RC,P), the junction capacitance (Cpd), and the
depletion layer thickness (di) as shown in figure4.7. To increase theRC-bandwidth the series
resistance and the junction capacitance have to be reduced. In order to decrease the series
resistance, it is required to increase the doping levels of the p-doped cladding and the n-doped
buffer layer or to increase the width or the length of the p-mesa. The junction capacitance of
the WGPD can be reduced by increasing the depletion layer thickness and by decreasing the
width and the length of theWGPD. Based on eq.2.20, a 45 GHz transit time bandwidth of the
WGPDwith avsat,p = 4×106 cm/s anddi = 500nm is predicted. In figure4.8, the effects of the
various parameters of theWGPD including ridge width, n-substrate thickness, 500 nm lower
p-InP cladding layer thickness and doping, film layer thickness, and the lengthLnof the lateral
n-type current channel on theRC- bandwidth are shown as determined by using eq.2.29. Then
the total bandwidth can be determined by eq.2.30. By increasing the ridge width of theWGPD

from 1µm to 4µm, theRC-bandwidth reduces from 110GHz to 50GHz and the total bandwidth
drops about 10 GHz. The thickness of the n-buffer layers has no much influence on theRC-
bandwidth shown in figure4.8-b. The effect of the doping level of the cladding layers on the
bandwidth is important and shown in figure4.8-c. By increasing the doping level from 1e16 to
1e19 /cm3 the conductivity increases exponentially and the series resistance Rp decreases, so
theRC-bandwidth increases more than 60GHz and the total bandwidth improves about 15GHz.
However, this also increases the optical attenuation, therefore the doping level of the claddings
is graded. The cladding thickness should be sufficiently thick to keep the optical attenuation
low but it increases the series resistanceRp . We have chosen a graded doping level with a total
1500 nm cladding layer thickness to reach to about 40 GHz total bandwidth.
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Figure 4.7: The small-signal equivalent-circuit of aWGPD.

In fact, both the transit-time bandwidth and the RC-bandwidth are dependent on the deple-
tion layer thickness, but in an opposite way. For the parameters chosen in the present design
with the thick depletion region, the transit time is dominant. This can be observed in figures4.9.
Increasing the thickness of the guiding layer has directly affected on theRC- and the transit
time bandwidths in which has shown on figures4.8-e and4.9.

The total bandwidth of theWGPDbased on equation2.30is shown in figure4.9as a function
of the depletion layer thickness for the structure shown in figure4.2. It is important to notice
that the total bandwidth shows a maximum at the point wherefRC = ftr, and that the maximum
shifts towards smaller depletion layer thickness with decreasing detector length. The optimum
depletion layer thickness obtained from figure4.9versus length for the different detector widths
is shown in figure4.10-a. It can be seen that the optimum bandwidth is only attainable with a
specific depletion layer thickness (a constant length). In figure4.9, the 3-dB bandwidth versus
length for different mesa-width is presented which shows more than 40 GHz bandwidth for a
90µm long and 2µm wide photodetector.

The RF-attenuation of theWGPD originates from two sources: theWGPD itself and the
probe-pad. In principle theRF-attenuation originates from the signal and ground electrodes
and the semiconductor material between them. By using a thick electrode with a very low
resistance (close to perfect conductor), it is possible to lower theRF-attenuation caused by the
electrodes of theWGPD and the probe-pad. By increasing the doping level of the cladding and
the waveguide film layers it is also possible to decrease theRF-attenuation, this will increase
the optical attenuation, however. So there is a trade-off between the optical attenuation and
the RF-attenuation created by the doping level of the layers. The (RF-) attenuation of the
WGPD is determined using theMOLCAR software∗. In figure4.11, the simulated results for two

∗MOLCAR is a microwave software which simulate multi-layer circuits based on the method of lines which is
written by the FernUniversitat in Hagen (Hagen, Germany).
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Figure 4.8: The RC bandwidths of theWGPD as function of the a) width, b) n-InP buffer
layer thickness, c)p-InP cladding doping level d) lower p-InP cladding thickness e) guiding
layer thickness f)Ln. For each figure, the parameters that are kept constant, are according
to the values shown in figure4.2.
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Figure 4.11: TheRF-attenuation of theWGPD for 1 and 2µm wide ridge. In the simulations,
the width of the signal electrode has been taken 1µm wider than ridge and the thickness of
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photodetectors with ridge widths of 1µm and 2µm is shown. The width of the signal-electrode
at top of the p-contact is taken 1µm wider than ridge width, which is determined by the electro-
plating process that is used. The attenuation of the generatedRF-signal in a 100µm longWGPD

is less than 0.8dB at 40GHz. TheRF-attenuation can be further reduced by reducing the ridge
width. A wider ridge leads to a larger junction capacitance and, consequently, largerRF-
currents to charge it. These larger currents will produce largerRF-losses due to the resistance
of the doped cladding layers. To achieve a lowRF-attenuation it is important that the gold
electrodes are sufficiently thick. This can be achieved by electro-plating [91].

In figure4.12-d & -c, the cross-section and top-view of the probe-pad are shown, respec-
tively. The probe-pad electrodes are placed on a polyimide layer. TheRF-attenuation and
impedance of the probe-pad is determined using theADS (Momentum) software which cal-
culates these parameters by discretizing the region and solving the Maxwell’s equation in the
nodes of each mesh. Figure4.12-b shows that theRF-attenuation is very low (less than 0.1 dB
at 40GHz) due to the very low conductivity of the polyimide andSI-InP. The impedance curve
(figure4.12-a) shows a low value of about 13Ω up to 40 GHz. The low value is caused by
the transition part between the probe-pad and the detector. This impedance creates a 58%
mismatch between the probe pad impedance (50Ω) and the photodetector impedance.

4.4.3 Monolithic integration of the WGPD with passive waveguide

The layer structures in the detector section and in the passive waveguide sections are shown
in Figure4.13. As can be seen from the figure many layers are shared between the active and
the passive sections: all substrate layers and most of the upper cladding layers, except for a
thin InP-layer directly on top of the waveguide, which is undoped (non-intentionally doped)
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Figure 4.13: (a) layer stack of the active and passive parts of aSOA. More details are in
table4.1 (b) Top view of the active-passive mask that is used to define the active regions.
The width of each stripe is 20µm.

in the passive section in order to keep the propagation loss low, and highly doped in the active
section in order to keep the series resistance for the detector low. Because it is the aim of this
part of thesis to use a reversely biased SOA as a detector and to remain compatible with the
active-passive integration process used for other applications, the freedom in the choice of the
layer stacks is limited. In this section we will analyse the performance of the active-passive
integration process for detector applications and we will study how the design of the detector
can be optimized. The main trade-offs that have to be made are between the series resistances
of the detector, which requires high doping levels and thin cladding layers, and the optical
propagation loss of the passive waveguides, which requires a low doping level and thicker
cladding layers in order to keep the light away from the highly doped layers. Next subsections
describe these trade-offs and discuss a compromise between them.

Cladding layer

Optical losses are much higher in p-doped material than in n-doped material, so the doping pro-
file of the upper p-doped cladding layer is most important for the design of the monolithically
integrated detector. The p-doped upper cladding serves for optical confinement of the light
in the waveguide and it forms the electrical channel for carrying the current generated in the
absorption layer to the outside world. The upper cladding consists of a number of InP-layers
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Figure 4.14: Absorption of the optical field in the InGaAs contact layer as a function of
the cladding thickness for a 200 nm thick InGaAs contact layer and aW=2µm wide (see
figure4.2).

with a stepwise increasing doping level and a highly doped InGaAs layer on top. The InGaAs
layer is required to form a good electrical contact to the metal layer on top of the detector. It
has a higher index than the waveguide layer and is highly absorptive (nInGaAs= 3.7− j0.28).
Therefore, the thickness of the InP cladding layers has to be sufficient to isolate the waveguide
from the InGaAs layer and keep the absorption of the guided mode in this layer sufficiently
small. Figure4.14shows the optical propagation loss of the guided mode in the detector wave-
guide with a 200 nm InGaAs contact layer as a function of the InP cladding layer thickness.
As the absorption losses in a detector are typically in the order of 1000 dB/cm, it is seen that
an InP layer thickness larger than 500 nm is sufficient for keeping the losses in the top InGaAs
layer negligible.

Absorption in the p-doped InP cladding is a major source of loss in the transparent wave-
guide sections. The dominant absorption mechanism for p-InGaAsP material (including p-InP
material) is intra-valence band absorption, which is given by [92]:

αP = 9.9×10−17p dB/cm (4.5)

for λ = 1.55µm and 1016 < p < 1019 cm−3.
Figure4.15 shows the optical loss and the electrical resistance against the doping level

in the p-doped InP cladding. It can be seen that the resistance increases from a few ohms at
p= 1×1018/cm3 to a tens of ohms atp= 1×1017/cm3 doping level. An optimal compromise
between low loss and low resistance is obtained by using a graded doping profile, where the
doping starts at a low level close to the waveguide layer, and increases in layers that are further
away of the guided mode. More than 95% of the optical power is confined in a region that
extends 200 nm on both sides of the waveguide layers. By keeping the first 200 nm of the
top-cladding in the passive waveguide sections undoped (or n.i.d), a low optical attenuation is
attainable. In theWGPD, a 200 nm n.i.d InP cladding layer will create an additional resistance
about 100Ω for a 60µm long photodetector. Therefore, in the detector section an InP layer
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Figure 4.15: The optical loss and InP-cladding resistance vs. doping level for aWGPDwith
a 60µm long and 1000 nm cladding thick. In practice, layers have graded.

with a doping level of 3×1017/cm3 is applied, which will reduce the resistance of this layer
to a few ohms and increase the optical loss with around 1.5dB/cm, which is no problem in the
detector section. In the upper 1300 nm of the InP cladding layer the doping level is increased in
two steps from 3×1017/cm3 in the lower 300 nm to 1×1018/cm3 in the upper 1000 nm. The
increased doping level creates a low resistance path for the carriers in theWGPD. Because of
the low doping level close to the waveguide the additional optical loss of is kept below 2dB/cm
in the passive waveguide (see figure4.15).

In conclusion, in the passive waveguide, a n.i.d level for a 200 nm thick InP cladding
layer on top of the guiding layer and a doping level of 3×1017/cm3 for the next 300 nm and
1×1018/cm3for the upper 1000 nm give a good compromise between the requirements for the
passive waveguide andWGPD with an additional propagation loss below 2 dB/cm due to the
p-dopant and a resistance below 15Ω for a detector with dimensions of 2×60(µm)2.

Buffer layer

Similar to the upper cladding layers, the doping profile of the lower n-doped buffer layers is
important from the view points of optical loss and electrical resistance. The passive waveguide
requires a n.i.d buffer layers for low optical loss whereas theWGPD requires a high-doped
layers to acquire a low resistance semiconductor. The free-carrier optical loss (αFc) and the
specific resistance of the n-doped InP material are given by [92, 93]:

αn =
n×10−19

0.342−0.0172log10(n)
(cm−1) (4.6)

ρn = 10−0.918log10(n)+13.88 (Ωcm) (4.7)
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for doping levels of 1016 < n < 1018 cm−3.
An optimal trade-off between low optical loss in the passive waveguide and low resistance

in theWGPD is made by choosing a graded doping level for the n-doped buffer layer. The first
InP buffer layer below the guiding layer is n-doped with a thickness of 200 nm and a doping
level of 5×1017/cm3 and the second layer has a thickness of 900 nm and a doping level of
1×1018/cm3.

Guiding layer

Based on figures4.8and4.9, a good control of the depletion layer thickness is required in the
WGPD to obtain a maximum bandwidth. i.e. for a 1µm wide and 90µm long device, a 300 nm
thick depletion layer is required to obtain more than 50 GHz bandwidth while with a 500 nm
thick depletion layer only 40 GHz bandwidth is attainable. The thickness of the depletion
layer can be controlled by the bias voltage, in combination with a proper doping profile. In
order to keep the depletion layer sufficiently thin it may be required to add some doping in the
Q1.25 waveguide layers. Fortunately the doping levels required to reduce the depletion layer
thickness at low bias voltages are so low that they do not introduce large optical losses.

4.5 Fabrication Technology†

In the photonic integrated circuits, the bandgap energy of all materials in the passive waveguide
should be larger than the photon energy and for the active components (SOA and photodetec-
tor) the bandgap of the active layer should correspond to the photon energy. Otherwise, the
passive waveguide will suffer optical loss and the active devices will give insufficient gain or
absorption. So we need different layer stacks in the active and passive sections. To achieve this
several techniques are used. Two important techniques are the twin-guide integration scheme
and the butt-joint integration scheme.

The fabrication steps of a photonic integrated circuits start with epitaxial growth of the
layer stack. In this thesis, two types of receivers are realized: the first is based on the twin-
guide scheme with a single epitaxial growth step and the second one is based on active-passive
integration with a butt-joint coupling technology which uses two epitaxial regrowth steps. In
this chapter, the fabrication technology of the butt-joint active-passive scheme is explained,
the fabrication technology of the twin-guide scheme has been presented by Steenbergen in
reference [64]. At first, we shortly introduced the epitaxial growth technology , then the other
processing steps of the realized devices are described. The second part of this section briefly
describes the passivation and planarization technique using polyimide and three methods of
metalization including evaporation, sputtering and electroplating.

†This section concerns to fabrication technology of the passive components, WGPD and SOA.
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4.5.1 Epitaxial regrowth

The second realizedMWR (including WGPD) in this thesis is based on the butt-joint active-
passive integration of InP/InGaAs(P) materials onSI-InP. The applied regrowth technique is
low pressure Metal-Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (LP-MOVPE), which is one of the most pop-
ular technologies to produce III-V semiconductor devices. In the following subsections, the
epitaxial regrowth and fabrication process scheme are described. The wafers are grown by the
PSNgroup at Eindhoven University of Technology.

The layers stacks are grown in three steps on a 350µm thick SI-InP substrate wafer. In the
first step, the layer stacks of the lower cladding were grown including the n+-InP, n+-InGaAs,
and n-InP layers. In the same step the active waveguide layers including Q(1.25), Q(1.55),
and Q(1.25) are grown and on top of the waveguide layers, a layer of p-InP is grown. A
100 nm thick SiN masking layer was deposited withPECVD to define the active regions with
an optical lithography. The width of the active regions is restricted to maximally 50µm in
order to avoid deposition on the SiN mask in the next regrowth steps. The pattern of the active
regions is shown on figure4.13in which each active stripe has a width of 20µm and a number
of different lengths is included.

In the passive regions the upper layers grown in the first epitaxy step were etched away
by a combination of dry etch process (RIE) and chemical selective etch solutions down to
and including the Q(1.55) layer. In the second step, a 360 nm Q(1.25) waveguide layer and a
200nm InP cladding layer were grown in the passive regions. The SiN mask layer on the active
regions was removed by a HF solution In the third step epitaxy step the InP cladding layers
with a graded doping level and a 200 nm p+-InGaAs layer were grown . Finally, a 20 nm InP
protection layer was deposited which will be explained later (see figure4.13-a).

After the epitaxial growth steps, the thickness of each layer is measured by the deposition
of SiN on a small piece of the grown material, selectively removing the layers one by one and
measuring the step height after removal of each layer. The specification of the layer stack in
the passive part is listed in table4.1. The measured thickness is used to adjust the etch depth
during theRIE-etch processing and to determine the optical attenuation, e.g. for the Fabry-
Perot measurement, we have to know the thickness of the layers to calculate the reflection of
the facets.

4.5.2 RIE-etch

In order to realize aMWR including SOA, photodetector,AWG, and shallow and deep passive
waveguides on theSI-InP, a chip with a five different levels is required (see figure4.16). The
lowest level, that we name the “substrate level”, reaches into theSI-InP, it is used to isolate the
n-contacts of different components. All probe pads of the photodetectors are positioned on this
level. The next level is used for the deeply etched passive waveguides and the photodetectors.
This level is coincides with the top of the n+-InP layer, it is used to define the lateral n-contacts
and is realised by a combination ofRIE and selective chemical etch-steps. The third level is
the shallow waveguide level, which is etched 50 nm in the quaternary waveguide layer. It is
used both in the shallow passive waveguides and theSOAs. The next level is the isolation level,
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Table 4.1: Layer stack and specifications of the regrowth material.

WGPD Passive waveguide

material doping thickness material doping thickness

(1/cm3) (nm) (1/cm3) (nm)

p-InGaAs 2·1019 200 p-InGaAs 2·1019 200

p-InP 1·1018 1000 p-InP 1·1018 1000

p-InP 5·1017 300 p-InP 5·1017 300

p-InGaAsP 3·1017 20 p-InGaAsP 3·1017 20

p-InP 3·1017 200 p-InP n.i.d. 200

p-Q(1.25) 1·1017 50 n-Q(1.25) 6·1016 360

p-Q(1.25) n.i.d 140 – – –

n-Q(1.55) n.i.d 120 – – –

n-Q(1.25) 6·1016 190 n-Q(1.55) 6·1016 140

n-InP 5·1017 200 n-InP 5·1017 200

n-InGaAs 2·1019 10 n-InGaAs 2·1019 10

n-InP 1·1018 900 n-InP 1·1018 900

SI-InP — 350µm – – 350µm

it is realised by removing the InP protection layer and the InGaAs contact layer using aRIE-
etch and it is applied in all the passive waveguides. The upper level is the top of the InGaAs
p-contact layer, which is opened by chemical etching of the InP protection layer in the active
regions where the photodetector and theSOA devices are realised.

The dryRIE-etching machine, which is used in the fabrication process, operates with two
planar electrodes. One of the electrodes is grounded and the otherRF-powered (see figure4.17-
a). The wafer is placed on theRF-powered electrode. Beneath the wafer a 2” -InP substrate is
placed in order to improve the uniformity of theRIE-etch. The most popular gas mixture for
III-V materials is CH4/H2. The main parameters which determine the etch rate and the quality
of the waveguides are chamber pressure,RF-power, and gas flow rate. Depending on these
factors, the etching mechanisms are a combination of chemical and physical etching. The ion
bombardment can also affect the optical and electrical properties of the material. Figure4.17-b
shows a schematic cross-section of four different shapes of the etched waveguides that can
occur depending on the choice of the etching parameters and the thickness of the mask on top
of the waveguide. TheRIE-etch processing is optimized for a 50 nm SiN mask.

Despite of optimisation of the etching process some polymer deposition occurs during the
RIE-etch process, which is removed by applying an alternating sequence of CH4/H2 and O2

etch steps to etch the InGaAsP/InP. The O2 etching is used to remove the polymers deposited
in the previous CH4/H2 etch step. For the dry etching of InP/InGaAs(P) materials, a mixture
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Figure 4.17: (a) Dry RIE-etch machine configuration. (b) schematic cross-section of four
typesRIE-etched ridge with the mask on top.

of CH4/H2 (100/80SSCM) gases is applied at a chamber pressure of 60 mTorr with 200 W
RF-power at a frequency of 13.56MHz.

After each 120 seconds of CH4/H2 etch, a 12 seconds O2 etch at a pressure of 100 mTorr
and anRF-power of 200 W is applied to remove the deposited polymer.

The measured etch rates for InP/InGaAsP/InGaAs are about 55/33/25 nm/minute, respec-
tively. The etch rate depends on the material composition, the doping level, and the ratio of
the masked to non-masked surface regions. Therefore, in order to achieve accurate control the
etch depth has to be measured during the etching process.

4.5.3 Passivation and planarization with polyimide

An essential requirement for a receiver is a low dark current. Therefore, the photodetectors
and SOAs should be passivated in order to avoid degradation of the device performance. In
the receivers based on the twin-guide scheme, we found that passivated photodetectors with
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a 350 nm SiN passivation layer showed a dark current of less than 10 nA at a 5 V reverse
bias voltage. In order to be compatible with the active-passive integration process as it is
used for other devices, we decided to apply polyimide (PI-2737) for passivation of the present
MWR. Polyimide exhibits a good thermal and mechanical stability (>300◦C), and it has a good
chemical resistance.It has a refractive index of 1.62 at 1.55µm wavelength. The procedure
consists of two series of steps, one for passivation and one for planarisation. The latter is
necessary to make the surface sufficiently flat to be able to open the polyimide selectively
above the p-contacts, while keeping it closed above the waveguides where the contact layer
has been removed.

For passivation, a layer of polyimide was spun at a speed of 6000RPM, and a pre-bake series
was applied at temperatures of 100, 150, and 200◦C for about 5, 5, and 10 min., respectively, on
in-line hot plates. After spinning a second polyimide layer, the procedure with the hot plates
was repeated and a final curing step in a convection oven under Nitrogen gas was applied.
The polyimide was cured for an hour at 300◦C,which is the maximum temperature of the
oven. Curing of the polyimide occurs by removal of the solvents or other volatiles and also by
imidization of the polyimide. It leads to hardening of the material. For optimal adhesion of the
polyimide to the semiconductor material, an adhesion promoter (VM -653) is spun at a speed of
2000RPM prior to the spinning of the first layer of the polyimide.

After this passivation step another series of polyimide deposition steps is applied in order
to planarise the surface sufficiently for selective opening of the metal contacts. For effective
planarisation of the deep regions, a layer of the polyimide was spun and prebaked at a tem-
perature of 100◦C for 3 min. Then the polyimide was exposed by a negative substrate mask
(i.e. the mask used for definition of the substrate level) and the exposed parts were removed
by developing and rinsing in PyralinDE-9040 and Butyl acetate for 30 sec, respectively. This
step was repeated several times until the surface was sufficiently flat. The deep parts were also
covered in a similar way by using a negative deep mask.

Every time after spinning and curing of two layers, the height profile was measured with a
Tencor profiler. The polyimide layers have to be spun and cured several times until the height
differences of the polyimide in the different points of the wafer are less than the thickness of the
InGaAs contact layer and protection layer to avoid that the passive waveguide will be opened
and metalised too. We applied 14 layers in order to achieve a sufficiently planar surface. Since
the temperature of annealing is at 325◦C, a final curing is done in a programmable oven from
200 to 325◦C in steps of 25◦C with a duration of 5min for each step.

After coating the wafer with polyimide, we need to open the p-contact of the photodetectors
and theSOA. Polyimide can be isotropically etched in the barrel etcher by a gas mixture of
O2 / CF4. The etch rate depends on the pressure of the gas composition andRF-power. A
gas composition of 5SSCMCF4 and 45SSCMOxygen under a power of 300 Watt yields a fast
etch-rate of 300 nm/min and a composition of 15SSCM Freon and 35SSCM O2 yields a slow
etch-rate of 50 nm/min (see figure4.18-a).

Dry etch-back of the polyimide is also possible in aRIE-etch machine. Experiments
showed that with a gas mixture of 20SSCMO2 and 2SSCMCHF3, under a 50 WattRF-power
and a 15mTorr pressure, an etch rate of 100nm/min was achieved. The dryRIE-etch is suitable
for opening the polyimide on the lateral n-contact regions with a Ti or Au mask. The gas mix-
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Figure 4.18: (a) Etch back after polyimide spinning. (b)A photograph of the seed layer
which is deposited by a sputtering machine.

ture attacks the Ti, therefore the thickness of Ti has to be sufficient, to leave sufficient material
for the contact. This depends on the thickness of the polyimide layer that has to be opened.
The gold is not attacked by the etch.

4.5.4 Metalization

The metalization of theMWR chip is accomplished with a combination of evaporation and
sputtering. The main drawback of the evaporation technique is that it cannot cover sidewalls
whereas in the photodetector, we require to make interconnections over height steps between
the p- and n-contact metalization and probe-pads. Sputtering, on the other hand, has a good
coverage of the sidewalls but, as a result, it is not suitable for lift-off. For both evaporation and
sputtering deposition of thick gold layers on the wafer is costly. Therefore, a third technique,
electro-plating, is used for selective deposition of thick gold layers. Electroplating of gold
requires a seed layer on all surfaces of the wafer where the gold has to be deposited. This seed
layer is deposited in the sputtering machine as depicted in figure4.18-right. In conclusion, a
combination of three methods is used to deposit the contacts and a thick layer of gold.

The metal layer stack for the p- & n-contact consists of three layers: 25 nm Ti, 75 nm Pt,
and 300nm Au. The deposition has been done using an e-gun evaporation machine. To obtain
a low contact resistance the metalization has been annealed in a rapid thermal annealer, in a
nitrogen gas atmosphere at 325◦C for 60 sec.

High frequency devices such as photodetectors and modulators require a thick electrode to
obtain a lowRF-loss. Calculations shows that a gold layer with a thickness of at least 1.5µm
has a sufficiently lowRF-attenuation [42].

Two types of electroplating are 1)a constant current mode (galvanostatic) and 2) a constant
voltage mode (potentiostatic) [94, 95]. In the figure4.20-b, the curve of current vs. potential
with a rotating electrode is depicted. In the galvanostatic technique, the current is controlled
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Figure 4.19: (a) Schematic diagram for the potentiostatic technique. e1, e2, e3 are working,
reference, and counter electrodes, respectively. (b) Gold plating setup.

and the voltage is measured. The drawback of this technique is that the current density changes
during the electroplating, which results in a change of the working point from the crystalliza-
tion regime to a regime in which the quality of the layers is degraded by gas formation or to a
regime with a very low deposition rate.

To solve this problem, a potentiostatic technique is used. In this technique the voltage
is kept constant and the current is measured. A schematic view of the electro-plating setup
is depicted in figure4.19-a. The potential of the working electrode, e1, is controlled by the
potentiostat with respect to the reference electrode e2 and the current i(t) is measured during
the electroplating. A pulsed voltage is applied between the work and reference electrodes [96].
In figure4.20-a, the measured current response is shown while the pulse voltage is oscillating
between -0.575 V (for a 5 sec.) and -0.4 V (for 30 sec.). Both values are in the working region.

Using a pulsed voltage instead of a constant voltage has several advantages: preventing
H2 gas formation by applying a special voltage, less surface roughness, and small grain size.
In figure4.19-right, the plating setup is demonstrated. The bath contains an ammonium gold
sulphide solution and has to be maintained at a constant temperature of 50◦C. A pH-meter is
also used to check the characteristics of the bath solution prior to the start of the electroplating.
It should have a pH of 9.5.

4.5.5 Processing scheme

In figure4.21 the various processing steps for the fabrication of the integrated active-passive
waveguide devices are illustrated. The paragraph labels correspond to the numbers of the
figures.
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Figure 4.20: (a) Variation of the current of the working electrode vs. time during the
electroplating. (b) Potential-current curve of the working electrode at a typical rotation
speed. Three regimes of the working points, gas formation and low-deposition are indicated
on the curve.

A. Definition of the passive and active regions:A 85 nm thick SiN mask is deposited in a
PECVD machine. This thickness is sufficient to the shallow, deep, and substrate regions
2.7µm deep using aRIE-etch. TheRIE-machine recipe was also optimized for an 80 nm
thick SiN mask layer. Next the passive waveguide, photodetector andSOA ridge patterns
were defined in the SiN with positive resist (HPR 504) and vacuum contact lithography
using a Karl Suss MA6 mask aligner.

B. Substrate etch:A layer of negative resist (MAN 440) is spun on top of the SiN mask layer.
The substrate pattern is defined in the photoresist by using a negative (dark) mask. Next,
a 100nm Ti layer, which serves as a protection mask for the first etch step, is evaporated
on top of the photoresist. The processing is followed by the lift-off of the photoresist in
acetone and isopropanol for about 30 minutes. In the first step of theRIE-etch, 1.25µm
is etched.

C. Deep etch: In step 2 the Ti-layer is dissolved in a solution of 4 gram oxalic acid, 25 ml
KOH (4M), and 50 ml H2O2 (30%) for about 210” . Another Ti mask is used to define
deep parts by using a negative photoresist, Ti evaporation, and a lift-off. Subsequently,
the secondRIE-etch step is employed in which the height is about 370 nm for deep part
and 1840 nm for substrate parts.

D. The first waveguide etch:After removal of the Ti, the thirdRIE-etch step is carried out by
using the SiN mask layer. The etch depths for the shallow, deep and substrate regions
after this step are about 1200, 1800, 3000 nm, respectively.
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Figure 4.21: Processing scheme that is used in the fabrication of theMWR on SI-InP.
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E. Removing the SiN from the passive waveguides:By using the mask for the active region
definition which is used in the first epitaxial regrowth step, in combination with a posi-
tive photoresist, all the non-active regions are exposed. Next, SiN is removed from the
passive waveguides by a buffered HF solution.

F. The second waveguideRIE -etch: After removal of the photoresist, all waveguides areRIE-
etched. In this step, the InP protection layer and the InGaAs contact layer are etched
away from the top of the passive waveguides. The shallow, deep, and substrate regions
are alsoRIE-etched 50 nm in the guiding layer, 100 nm through guiding layer, and more
than 200 nm in theSI-InP substrate, respectively.

G. Planarization and passivation:According to the previous description, a number of poly-
imide layers are spun on the wafer and etched back after each step in order to arrive at
a planarised surface. After this procedure the polyimide is etched backed in the barrel
etcher to open the p-contacts of theSOA and the photodetector.

H. The n-contact opening: The n-contact openings for theSOA and the photodetector are
defined in a negative photoresist (MaN 440) after which Ti is evaporated. After lift-off,
the polyimide is etched away on the n-contact regions by using theRIE-etch machine.

K. Removal of the InP protection layer: By etching-back of the polyimide on the p- and n-
contact regions, the InP protection layer and the n-InP buffer layer are chemically etched
away with a solution of HCL:H3PO4 to ensure that the p- and n-contact metalization are
on the p- and n-InGaAs contact layer, respectively.

L. Contact metalization: The metalization pattern of the p- and n-contacts is defined in
negative photoresist. The contact layers Ti/Pt/Au (25/75/300 nm) are evaporated (see
figure4.23). The Ti layer is utilized to make a low electrical contact in connection with
the underlying InGaAs p- and n-contact layers. The Pt is a barrier material to prevent
interdiffiusion of Au into the InGaAs layer during the annealing step after the contact
metalization.

M. Seed layer: A 100 nm Au was sputtered on the surface of the chip to ensure that the
sidewalls and the surface of the chip are covered with a thin layer of gold. Figure4.18-
right shows aSEM picture of the seed layer on the sidewall and surface of the chip.

N. & O. & P. Electro-plating: A thick layer of photoresist (AZ 4533) is spun on top of the
chip. A mask which defines the patterns of the p- and n-contacts and the probe pads of
theSOA and the photodetectors is utilized for exposing the photoresist. Next, a layer of
gold with a thickness of more than 1.5µm is electroplated through the openings in the
photoresist. The photoresist is dissolved in the AZ-developer after a floating exposure.
The seed layer is removed in Degussa Entgoldungslösung 645 solution. After removing
the seed layer, some tracks of the plated gold can be observed which can make a short
circuit between two devices. In figure4.24, the gold-plated signal and ground electrodes
on theSOA (left) and the photodetector (right) are shown. Finally, by using the SiNRIE
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Figure 4.23: Ti/Pt/Au evaporated pattern for the photodetector with a 2µm wide p-mesa.
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Figure 4.24: The electrode pads of (left) theSOA and (right) the photodetector after plating.

machine, the polyimide is removed from the chip except beneath the gold-plated regions.

4.6 Characterization

Several static andRF-measurements are carried out on theWGPDs. The static measurements
include dark current and responsivity of the photodetectors at different bias voltages and wave-
lengths. TheRF-measurements are carried out to determine the output reflection coefficient
(S22) andRF-responsivity, including the 3-dB bandwidth of the photodetectors.
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Figure 4.25: Dark I-V curves for several photodetectors.

4.6.1 static measurements

The measurement setup for the static measurement is the same as the setups used for the char-
acterization of the twin-WGPDs. The dark current vs. biasing voltage swept from -4V to 0.5V
is shown in figure4.25for 40, 60, 500, and 1000µm long devices. It shows that the dark cur-
rent is less than 20 nA at voltages smaller than –4 volts which demonstrates a reasonable dark
current for the devices which are passivated with polyimide. The longer devices show more
dark current at higher bias voltages.

4.6.2 Responsivity and efficiency

The static responsivity of the photodetectors has been determined by launching an optical
power of -10 dBm from a tunable laser into the detector chip, applying a bias voltage and
measuring the detector current via two needles on the p- and n-electrode of theWGPD using
a Keithly current meter. The wavelength of the tunable laser has been swept from 1440 to
1600 nm. By accounting for the optical fiber and connector losses of 0.5 dB, a fiber-chip cou-
pling loss of 4dB and a passive waveguide loss of 2dB, the responsivities of the photodetectors
have been determined. The internal responsivity of a 70µm longWGPD is shown in figure4.26
at bias voltages of –1, –5, and –10 V. The output power of the tunable laser is constant dur-
ing measurement while changing the wavelength. The internal responsivity decreases beyond
the bandgap wavelength of the absorbing (Q1.55) layer as we determined in figure4.4-b. By
applying a larger reverse voltage across the depletion layer, the depletion layer broadens and
more photons are absorbed which results in a higher responsivity.

We expect that the efficiencies exponentially increase with increasing length of the pho-
todetectors (see figure4.4-a). However, because of the non-uniformity of the wafer and the
processing the photodetectors are not similar, and the efficiencies do not increase exponen-
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Figure 4.26: Internal responsivity as a function of wavelength for a 70µm long photode-
tector at bias voltages of –10, –5, and –1 volts.

tially with increasing device length. The internal efficiency is also determined for a 70µm
long device at two biasing voltages of –5 and –10 V which show a more than 5% increase of
the efficiency due to broadening of the depletion layer. Figure4.26shows that the absorption
layer is not fully depleted at –5 V. From the figure4.26two effects are visible: with increasing
bias voltage the absorption increases, and the band edge shifts to longer wavelengths. The first
effect can be explained by widening of the depletion layer, the second by the Franz-Keldysh
effect.

4.6.3 RF-measurements

Electrical and optical/electrical measurements have been carried out to evaluate the photode-
tectors. A 20 GHz lightwave component analyzer has been used to measure the frequency
response and the output reflection coefficient of theWGPDs.

output reflection coefficient (S22)

The output reflection coefficients of several photodetectors have been measured at a bias volt-
age of−5V by a 20GHz lightwave component analyzer as shown in figure4.27-a. The results
have been obtained by de-embedding the measurement setup for the effects of theRF-cables,
the bias-tee and theRF-probe. The measured output reflection coefficients (|S22|) for the pho-
todetectors with 70, 110, 400, and 900µm long show that for the short devices (70 and 110µm)
the 3-dB of the|S22| is well above 20GHz and for the long devices (400 and 900µm) the 3-dB
of |S22| is below 20 GHz.

RF-responsivity

TheRF-responsivity of several photodetectors has been obtained by coupling light from a tun-
able laser to theWGPDs and measuring theRF-signal using anRF-probe, bias-tee,RF-cables
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Figure 4.27: (a)output reflection coefficient vs. frequency for several photodetectors at
−5 V bias voltage. (b)RF-Responsivity vs. frequency for 60µm long photodetectors at bias
voltage−4 and−8 V and 1.5µm wavelength.

and 67 GHz lightwave component analyzer. The bias voltage is set to−4 and−8 V and the
wavelength is set to 1.5µm. The measuredRF-signals are shown in figure4.27-b. It shows a
bandwidth of about 30 GHz at−4 and−8 V bias voltages which is in agreement with the out-
put reflection coefficient measurement. So, it confirms that theRC-bandwidth is dominant. By
increasing the bias voltage the depletion layer thickness increases and more photons contribute
to the photocurrent, while at the same time the junction capacitance decreases so that the 3-dB
bandwidth increases. TheRF-responsivities show resonances with a period of 3.3 GHz which
result from a mismatch between photodetector and probe that was not completely removed by
the calibration.

4.7 Conclusions

To design a high-speedWGPD with a high-quantum efficiency that can be monolithically in-
tegrated with passive waveguide devices andSOAs, we require a compromise between the
specifications of theWGPD and the passive waveguide. The effects of the width, length, and
active layer thickness on the internal quantum efficiency have been investigated, from which it
appears that the internal quantum efficiency is mainly determined by the length of the detector.
Once the length is fixed the width has to be chosen as small as possible in order to reduce
the capacitance of the detector and make the RC-limited bandwidth as large as possible. The
capacitance can be further reduced by increasing the depletion layer thickness, but this will
cause the transit time to increase. Here a compromise has to be made, which is dependent on
the chosen detector length.
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It is demonstrated that with a graded doping level and choosing a suitable thickness for the
cladding and buffer layers, a good trade-off between the electrical resistance in theWGPD and
optical loss in the passive waveguide is possible.

Based on calculations, it is determined that with a 100µm long and 2µm wide p-mesa,
and 500 nm etch depth of theWGPD, 90% quantum efficiency and 42 GHz bandwidth are
achievable. Further, it is shown that with a graded doping level and a proper thickness for the
cladding layers, the additional optical loss of the passive waveguide as a result of the doping
of the top cladding layer can be restricted to about 3.5 dB/cm.

The maximum bandwidth is found as an optimum between a small drift time (thin depletion
layer) and a small capacitance (thick depletion layer). From Figure4.10 it is seen that for a
detector with 10µm length and 2µm width the optimum is around 60 GHz. By reducing the
detector width to 1µm, this could be increased to around 100 GHz. This requires a more
difficult technology, however. A further increase can be achieved by applying a Traveling
Wave detector design, in which the speed of the lightwave is matched to that of theRF wave.
Using this approach the Heinrich Hertz Institute has reported bandwidths up to 110GHz. This
is about the limit of the present approach.

SeveralWGPDs have been characterized to evaluate the dark current, efficiency and 3-
dB bandwidth. The measurement results demonstrate a very low dark current (about 15 nA
at –4 bias voltage) and more than 65% internal efficiency for a 60µm long device at –5 V
bias voltage and 1.5µm wavelength. The output reflection coefficient andRF-responsivity
measurements show a 30GHz bandwidth for a 60µm long device.



Chapter 5

Design of a pre-amplified MWR on
SI-InP

In this chapter design and preliminary experimental results on the development of a multi-
wavelength receiver (MWR) with an integrated optical pre-amplifier on a semi-insulating sub-
strate are presented. The semi-insulating substrate is required for improvedRF-performance.
The receiver chip consists of a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), an AWG-demultiplexer
and an array of waveguide-photodetectors (WGPDs). The use of a semi-insulating substrate
required development of lateral n-contacts. Experimental results are reported in this chapter.

5.1 Introduction

Integration of a pre-amplifierSOA in a MWR brings a number of advantages for application
in optical communication networks. Losses associated with coupling from fiber to chip and
on-wafer losses are compensated, the optical sensitivity can be enhanced and the number of
packaging steps is reduced.

In this chapter, we report design and some characteristics of the first high-speedMWR with
a monolithically integrated pre-amplifierSOA, anAWG and an array of eight pin-photodetectors
on SI-InP substrate. Until recently this device was the first high-speedWDM receiver with an
integratedSOA preamplifier. The semi-insulating substrate enhances the dynamic performance
of the receiver. First we discuss the concept of the pre-amplifiedMWR. Next the main features
of a SOA including optical power gain and gain saturation and effects of facet reflection on gain
are investigated. The dynamic performance of theMWR is characterized by the bit-error-rate
(BER) and the sensitivity of the receiver which is determined by the noise contributions of the
different components (section5.4). It is shown that using a pre-amplifierSOA, the sensitivity

107
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can be enhanced substantially when theSOA has sufficient gain and theAWG has a sufficiently
low crosstalk.

In section5.5we discuss the basic components of the pre-amplified receiver: the semicon-
ductor optical amplifier, the compactAWG demultiplexer, the multi-mode interference mode
filter, the passive waveguides, adiabatic tapers and shallow-deep transitions. Finally, in section
5.6some experimental results on lateral side contacts, necessary for high-speed operation, are
described.

Steenbergenet al.[34, 48, 97] reported a twin-guideMWR consisting of anAWG and four
photodetectors. The bit-error-rate (BER), measured with and withoutEDFA pre-amplifier at
1.2 Gb/s for aPRBSof 27–1 showed an increase of 25 dB sensitivity by using anEDFA. A WDM

receiver composed of aSOA, an AWG demultiplexer, and a photodetector-array was reported
by Zirngible et al.[98]. They showed that a sensitivity better than –31 dBm at 5 Gb/s is
attainable. Kikuchi [99] described a 64-channelWDM wavelength-selective receiver including
64 SOAs, two AWGs, and a photodetector with−14 dBm sensitivity at 10−9 BER for an NRZ

signal at 1.25 Gb/s. A transmitter/receiver with a capacity 40 Gb/s per channel (aggregate data
rate of 400 Gb/s with 10 channels) has been commercially applied [39]. The receiver includes
an AWG and an array of 10 photodetectors which show a 26 GHz bandwidth adequate for a
40 Gb/s capacity of the individualWDM channels.This device did not include a preamplifier
SOA. The active layer in the transmitter and the receiver are bulk and quantum well materials,
respectively. Recently, Infinera has reported a receiver including aSOA, AWG and an array of
photodetectors for 40 channel operating at 40 Gb/s [40, 43]. In this chapter we will discuss the
design and some experimental results on the development of a 4 channel MWR with 40 Gb/s
channel capacity and an integrated pre-amplifier.

5.2 Concept of the pre-amplified MWR

Figure5.1 shows a schematic view of the pre-amplifiedMWR which consists of aSOA, an
eight-channel polarization independentAWG, and eight photodetectors. In this schematic a
modulated optical signal is launched via the input port (1) to the pre-amplifierSOA. The
amplified signal, includingSOA noise enters into theAWG to separate the received wavelengths
and to suppress the out-of-bandSOA noise. The separated wavelengths are then transformed
to an electrical signal in the detectors. By using input port 2 we can characterise the receiver
without theSOA. With this configuration, we can easily investigate the performance of the
MWR with and withoutSOA. It is also possible to compare the performance of theMWR using
anEDFA instead of theSOA.

5.3 Semiconductor optical amplifiers

After the advent of optical amplifiers, the use of all-optical (O/O) networks is increasing. In
such networks the number of conversions of the signal from the optical to the electrical domain
(O/E) and vice versa is strongly reduced. Further optical amplifiers reduce the relative contri-
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Figure 5.1: A schematic view of an eight-channelMWR.

bution of the electrical noise generated by the photodetector and the electrical pre-amplifier.
An optical amplifier itself adds some noise, however, which is discussed in section5.4.3.

Optical amplifiers play an important role in the development and the expansion ofWDM

networks. The three main applications of the amplifiers in such networks are as transmitter
booster amplifier, linear optical repeater, and receiver pre-amplifier. In aMWR, the SOA op-
erates as an optical pre-amplifier to compensate the coupling loss and on-wafer optical losses
occurring in the passive integrated circuit.

In a SOA, a number of parameters and effects have to be studied. The main ones are optical
power gain and gain saturation, the effect of facet reflection on gain, and the noise behavior.
The last one will be discussed later in section5.4.

Optical power gain and gain saturation

For aSOA with an input optical signalPin = P0 the amplified signal at the output, for a bias
currentIb, can be described as:

Pout = GsPin +Pn (5.1)

whereGs = Pout
Pin

|λ=λ0
is the ideal single-pass gain of theSOA (without noise) andPn is the

optical noise added by theSOA. The equation that describes the propagation of the optical
power through theSOA is:

dP(z)
dz

= g(z)P(z) (5.2)

wherez is the position (z= 0 is the input facet of theSOA) in the direction of the light propa-
gation andg(z) is the gain at positionz, defined as:

g(z) =
g0

1+ P(z)
Psat

(5.3)
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wherePsat denotes the saturation power, i.e. the power where the gain is reduced with 3 dB,
andg0 is the gain at low input power. By substituting eq.5.3 in eq.5.2, the single pass gain
can be determined as:

Gs = e
R l
0 g(z)dz (5.4)

If we assume a uniform gain profile for theSOA (g(z) = g), which is attainable at low input
powers (no saturation) by uniform injection of the bias current into the active layer,Gs =
exp(gl). The optical gaing follows from the material gain of the active layergm, the fraction
Γ of the confined power in the active layer, and the total internal lossαs of theSOA, as:

g = Γgm−αs (5.5)

The material gaingm depends on the bias currentIb and has a wavelength dependence that can
be approximated by a parabolic curve with a peak gain of

gm = a(N−N0) (5.6)

wherea is a gain constant,N is the carrier density, andN0 is the transparency density. At low
signal levels and neglecting any non-radiative contributions from the bias current, the carrier
density is related to the bias current as

N =
Ibτ
eV

(5.7)

whereV is the volume of the active layer,e is the electron charge andτ is the recombination
time constant. The relation between bias current and photon emission may be approximated
by the steady state rate equation:

Ib
eV

=
N
τ

+
ΓgmP

hν
(5.8)

wherehν is the photon energy andP is the optical power. This relation describes a balance
between injected carriers (Ib

eV), the spontaneous emission (N
τ ) and the stimulated emission

( ΓgmP
hν ).
The saturation output power (see eq.5.3), at which the gain of theSOA has fallen by 3 dB

from its unsaturated value, is given by the relation:

Psat=
dwhν ln2

Γτa
(5.9)

whered is the active layer thickness andw is theSOA width.
TheSOA gain may show polarization dependence due to the difference in the confinement

factor Γ for the TE and TM polarizations because the active layer is not symmetrical with
respect to the transverse dimensionsx andy.
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Figure 5.2: Calculated reflectivity as a function of the waveguide facet angle for a 3µm
wide waveguide. At an angle of 11.5 degrees the reflectivity is reduced below10−5.

Effects of the facets reflection on gain

One of the principal problems for aSOA is the reflection at the facets, which will cause ripple in
the spectral transmission curve. In the literature, three methods for suppressing the reflections
are utilized:AR-coating, angled input and output waveguides, and a window facet structure.

The most popular method to achieve low facet reflectivity is by usingAR-coatings. Re-
flectivities as low as 10−4 can be achieved with high-qualityAR-coatings. Another method
is to apply a window facet structure, a non-guiding diffraction region between theSOA and
the cleaved-end facet. With this method a reflectivity in the order of 10−4 is reported [100].
Combination of the two will reduce the reflectivity further.

In figure5.2 the dependence of the reflectivity of a tilted input/output waveguide on the
tilting angle [87, 101–103] is shown. It is seen that with a tilted passive waveguide with a
width of 3 µm and an angle of 11.5 degrees, a reflection in the order of 10−5 is predicted.
It is extremely sensitive to the facet angle, however, and can only be realised in a narrow
wavelength window.

The reflection at the facet of theSOA creates a gain ripple due to Fabry-Perot resonances.
The gain ripple of theSOA is determined as:

r i = 20log

(
1+G

√
R1R2

)(
1−G

√
R1R2

) (5.10)

With a gain of 20dB and a gain ripple below 0.1dB the reflectivity should be kept below10−4.

5.4 Sensitivity of the MWR

In a receiver, photons are converted to electron-hole pairs, that generate an electrical signal. In
this process, the optical signal will be distorted by unwanted noise, so that the receiver perfor-
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Figure 5.3: (left) A front-end receiver consisting of a pin-photodetector and an electri-
cal amplifier. (right) An optically pre-amplified receiver with an optical passband filter to
suppress the noise.

mance is limited by the noise characteristics. In order to enhance the receiver performance it
is important to know the noise contribution of the different receiver components.

In this section, we describe the noise and sensitivity in two types of receiver that are shown
in figure 5.3. In the front-end receiver, consisting of a pin-photodetector and an electrical
post-amplifier (see figure5.3-left), an input optical signalPs couples to the photodetector with
a quantum efficiencyη. The generated photocurrent is then amplified in the electrical post-
amplifier. The bandwidth and input impedance of the electrical amplifier are denoted asBe

andRL(= 50Ω), respectively.
In the optically pre-amplified receiver, indicated in figure5.3-right, the optical signalPs

is first amplified in theSOA. The noise added by theSOA is filtered when it passes through
the optical filter. The photodetector detects both the signal and the residual noise power. In
figure5.4, the signal and noise power level at different positions in an optically pre-amplified
receiver are schematically shown.

In subsection5.4.1the noise in the different components of a receiver is described and in
subsection5.4.5the receiver sensitivities for the two types of the receiver are then determined.
TheSOA and photodetector parameters that are used in this section are listed in table5.1. Based
on these parameters, a discussion on the sensitivity enhancement in the optically pre-amplified
receiver is given.

5.4.1 Receiver noise

The noise sources in a receiver can be classified roughly into two categories [104]: the first is
originating from the intrinsic physical effects in theSOA and the photodetector, e.g. thermal
noise and shot noise. The other comes from the interaction between the different signal and
noise components, such as beating between the signal and the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise.

The characteristics of some noise distributions depend on the signal: when the optical
signal is zero, the noise disappears. This is for example the case for the beating between the
ASE noise generated by theSOA and the optical signal in the photodetector. However, most
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Figure 5.4: Signal and noise level in a pre-amplified receiver.

Table 5.1: Values of the used parameters in the sensitivity calculation of theMWR.

parameter description value

e electron charge 1.6 · 10−19 C

h Plank’s constant 6.63· 10−34 Js

k Boltzmann’s constant 1.38· 10−23 J/K

T temperature 300 k

Bo optical bandwidth 1.6 nm

Be electrical bandwidth 33 GHz

Ps input optical power –

λ wavelength 1.55µm

η quantum efficiency 100%

RL load resistance 50 Ω
R total resistance 60 Ω

Idark dark current 10 nA

G SOA gain 20 dB

ν frequency 193.55 THz

ηin input loss 0 dB

ηout optical filter insertion loss 0 dB

nsp population inversion 2.5
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of the intrinsic physical noise sources are independent of the optical signal. For example shot
noise due to the dark current and the thermal noise in the photodetector. The major noise
distributions in the receiver components are:

• SOA noise contributions: amplified spontaneous emission, spontaneous-signal (sp-sig)
beating noise, and spontaneous-spontaneous (sp-sp) beating noise.

• Photodetector noise contributions: shot noise and thermal noise.

• AWG noise contribution: signal-crosstalk beat noise.

Each noise source creates a noise current component in the photodetector. In the following
sections we will first discuss the photodetector noise, and then theSOA andAWG noise contri-
butions.

5.4.2 Photodetector shot and thermal noise

The shot noise in the photodetector is due to the random generation and recombination of the
carriers. This random fluctuation leads to a noise power

Nsh = 2e(Is+ Idark)Be (5.11)

whereIs = ηPse/(hν) is the DC-photocurrent,η is the quantum efficiency,e is the electron
charge,h is Plank’s constant,ν is the frequency,Idark is the dark current andBe is the electrical
bandwidth of the photodetector and the electrical post-amplifier. The shot noise is proportional
to the photocurrent and the dark current and to the photodetector bandwidth.

All dissipative (resistive) elements in electronic devices generate thermal noise. It is caused
by the thermal fluctuations of the carriers in the semiconductor. The noise-contributing ele-
ments of a pin-photodetector are the dark current shunt resistance and the series resistance in
the p- and n-doped cladding layers. The thermal noise of a resistance is given by

Nth =
4KTBe

R
(5.12)

whereK is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute temperature (K) andR can be replaced by
the resistive elements of the load and the pin-photodetector.

5.4.3 SOA noise

The noise in aSOA originates from spontaneous recombination of the electrons and holes in
the active layer. The photons emitted in this process can be amplified which leads to a further
increase of the spontaneous emission power of theSOA. The amplified spontaneous emission
power of theSOA is given by [105, 106]:

Psp =
hνBogmnsp{exp[(gm−αs)L]−1}

(gm−αs)
(5.13)
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wheregm is the material gain coefficient,αs is the internal loss coefficient of the ampli-
fier, L is the amplifier length,nsp = N/(N−N0) is the population-inversion parameter,N0 is
the transparency carrier density,N is the injected carrier density,Bo is the bandwidth of the
optical filter. By defining theSOA gain asG = exp(gm−αs)L and assuming thatgm � αs,
equation (5.13) can be simplified to the well-known expression:

Psp = hνBonsp(G−1) (5.14)

In the case thatgm = αs (i.e. G = 1), relation (5.13) reduces to:

Psp = hνBonspLαs (5.15)

For an optical amplifier we can define a figure of merit to describe the noise performance. The
degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a SOA due to theSOA noise can be described
by a noise figureF as [107]:

F =
(S/N)i

(S/N)o
≈

1+2ηnsp(G−1)
G

(5.16)

where(S/N)i is the input signal-to-noise ratio,(S/N)o is the output signal-to-noise ratio, and
η is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector. The generated photocurrent due toASE-noise
and signal are given by

isp = Feηoutη(G−1)Bo (5.17)

is =
ηeGtotPs

hν
(5.18)

whereGtot = Gηinηout is the total path gain.
In the photodetector, there is noise from beating between the signal and theASE-noise

and from beating of theASE-noise with itself. This beating creates two photocurrent noise
components [108]:

Ns−sp = 2e2Fηinη2
outη

2G(G−1)PsBe/(hν) (5.19)

Nsp−sp = 0.5F2e2η2
outη

2(G−1)2(2Bo−Be)Be (5.20)

whereNs−sp is the signal-spontaneous beat noise andNsp−sp is the spontaneous-spontaneous
beat noise.

The noise contribution of aSOA caused by the signal photocurrent and theASE photocur-
rent is given by

Nsh = 2e(is+ isp)Be (5.21)

The total equivalent noise of theSOA in the photodetector is the sum of all noise compo-
nents:

NSOA = Ns−sp+Nsp−sp+Nsh (5.22)

The noise contributions of the photodetector and theSOA for a pre-amplified receiver as
a function of input power for an optical filter with bandwidths of 1.6 nm and 50 nm are
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Figure 5.5: Spectral power density of noise and signal as a function of input power for a
receiver with an optical filter passband width of 1.6 nm (left) and 50 nm (right). Gain of the
SOA is 25 dB.

shown in figure5.5. It can be seen that for an input power of more than−30 dBm, the signal-
spontaneous beat noise is dominant and for a very low input power, the total noise is dominated
by the thermal noise (see figure5.5-left) and the sp-sp beat noise (see figure5.5-right). For
a receiver with a narrow passband optical filter (e.g. 1.6 nm bandwidth), the signal power is
higher than the total noise until−42 dBm and for a wideband filter (e.g. 50 nm bandwidth)
the signal power exceeds the total noise for an input power greater than−35 dBm. This means
that the signal-to-noise ratio of an optically pre-amplified receiver can be enhanced by using a
narrow passband optical filter between theSOA and the photodetector.

5.4.4 AWG signal-crosstalk beat noise

We analyse the noise level for anAWG with one input andN output waveguides. A light beam
with wavelengthsλ1, ...,λN is separated by theAWG into N separate wavelengths. Since the
AWG is not ideal, a small amount of the optical power in each wavelength appears at the other
output waveguides [109, 110].

We define the optical field consisting of the signal and the crosstalk in theithchannel as

Ei(t) = ∑
j

√
2Ei j sin(ωit +φi j (t)) (5.23)

The subscriptsi, j (i, j = 1 toN) denote the output waveguide and the channel number, respec-
tively, Ei j andφi j are the amplitude and phase of thej th channel in theith output waveguide,
andωi is the optical signal angular frequency. The optical power in channeli, Pi(t), corre-
sponds to| Ei(t) |2, therefore the generated photocurrents due to signal and crosstalk in the
photodetectors in channeli are
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Ii = ℜ

(
E2

ii + ∑
j=1, j 6=i

2Eii Ei j cos(φii (t)−φi j (t))

)

+ℜ

(
∑

i, j=1(i> j,i 6= j)
2Eii Ei j cos(φii (t)−φi j (t))+ ∑

j=1, j 6=i

E2
i j

)
(5.24)

Whereℜ is the responsivity of the photodetectors and the first and last terms are the generated
currents due to signal and crosstalk, respectively. The second term is signal-crosstalk beat
noise and the third term is crosstalk-crosstalk beat noise. The current corresponding to the
third and fourth terms can be neglected in comparison to the first and second term.

The noise power of each beat noise component is given by 2E2
ii E

2
i j . Therefore, the total

noise power of each channel is∑ j 2E2
ii E

2
i j . The relative noise intensity of each channel can be

determined as the crosstalk normalized to the signal power of the channel:

σ2
RIN =

N

∑
j=1, j 6=i

2E2
ii E

2
i j(

E2
ii

)2 (5.25)

If we define the crosstalk as the ratio of the signal power to the crosstalk power for the
worst channel,Rx = PX

Ps
, and we assume that the noise is present only when a “1” is received

(P1 = Ps, P0 = 0), and that the error probabilitiespe(1) = pe(0) = 0.5, then theRIN of the
signal-crosstalk beat noise is

σ2
RIN = Rx(N−1) (5.26)

From this equation it is seen that the relative intensity noise of each channel contains the
crosstalk components of the other channels in the desired channel.

5.4.5 Receiver sensitivity

The receiver sensitivity is the minimum amount of the optical signal power that is required to
obtain a specific signal-to-noise ratio. It can be described by the so-called Q-factor. Assuming
a Gaussian distribution for the noise it can be derived from the signal and the noise power in
the "0" and "1" as [108]

Q =
√

S1−
√

S0√
N1 +

√
N0

(5.27)

whereS1 and S0 are the electrical signal powers in the receiver for "1" and "0" (mark and
space in digital communication) andN1 andN0 are the total noise powers for "1" and "0" in
the receiver. In a digital system, if we assume that the probability for "0" and "1" is equal
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(Pe(1) = Pe(0) = 0.5), then the probability of a bit error as a function of the Q-factor can be
expressed as:

BER≈ 1√
2π

exp(−Q2

2 )
Q

(5.28)

Three often used BER-levels are BER=10−9 (Q=6), BER=10−12 (Q=7.03), and BER=10−15

(Q=7.094). With increasing Q-factor, the quality of the links increases.

In the following paragraph, the receiver sensitivity will be determined for direct detection
of an intensity-modulated digital signal∗.

Sensitivity of an optically pre-amplified receiver

If we assume that the received optical power for the "0" state is zero (S0 = 0), we have [111,
112]: √

S1−
√

S0 = GtotPsηe/(2hv) (5.29)

The total noise in the two states (N1 andN0) is given as:

N1 = Nth +Ns−sp+Nsp−sp+Nsh1 (5.30)

N0 = Nth +Nsp−sp+Nsh0 (5.31)

whereNsh1 andNsh0 are the shot noise contributions in the two states "0" and "1":

Nsh1= 2e(Is+ Isp+ Idark)Be (5.32)

Nsh0= 2e(Isp+ Idark)Be (5.33)

whereIsp andIs are defined in relations (5.17) and (5.18).
By substituting the relations (5.29),(5.30) and (5.31) in relation (5.27) and after simplify-

ing, the receiver sensitivity as a function ofQ can be derived as:

Ps = (
hc
λe

)Q
{

Nth

η2G2
tot

+
2e2F

ηGtotηin
(
G−1

G
)BoBe+

e2F2

2η2
in

(
G−1

G
)2(2Bo−Be)Bo

}2

+(
hc
λe

)Q
{

eQBo

ηGtot

}
+(

hc
λe

)Q
{

eQBeF(
G−1
Gηin

)
}

(5.34)

∗IM-DD; intensity modulated direct detection or OOK: On-Off keying.
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Sensitivity of a front-end receiver without pre-amplifier

With a similar discussion for an optically pre-amplified receiver, the mathematical expressions
for the noise and the signal power of a front-end receiver without pre-amplifier, as shown in
figure5.3-left are given as [111]:

Nsh1= 2e(Is+ Idark)Be (5.35)

Nsh0= 2eIdarkBe (5.36)

√
S1−

√
S0 = Psηe/(hv) (5.37)

Again, if we substitute relations (5.35), (5.36) and (5.37) in relation (5.27), the receiver
sensitivity follows as:

Ps = hcQ(
√

Nth +eQBe)/(ηλe) (5.38)

Numerical results

In figure5.6-left, the sensitivities of the front-end and the pre-amplified receiver as a function
of the SOA gain are shown. The front-end receiver sensitivity can be improved by decreasing
the dark current and increasing the quantum efficiency (see relations5.35, 5.36, and5.37).
We also calculated the sensitivity of the pre-amplified receiver as a function of the amplifier
gain. With increasingSOA gain, the sensitivity of the pre-amplified receiver is enhanced. The
receiver sensitivity has a floor, however, at an input power of about –60 dBm, below which
the receiver sensitivity can not be improved by increasing theSOA gain. The difference in
sensitivity between the two types of receiver (front-end and pre-amplified) is depicted in fig-
ure5.6-right, showing the sensitivity enhancement by a pre-amplified receiver as compared to
a simple front-end receiver.

In figure5.7-a the sensitivity enhancement for three bandwidth values of the optical filter
is presented. By decreasing the optical bandwidth from 100 nm to 1.6 nm, about 4 dB sensi-
tivity enhancement can be achieved. The receiver sensitivity dependence on the spontaneous
emission parameternsp is shown in figure5.7-b. For aSOA with a low gain, the sensitivity
dependence onnsp is weak because the receiver sensitivity is dominated by thermal noise.
However, at high gain, the signal-spontaneous noise limits the receiver sensitivity. The ideal
value fornsp is 1 and the minimum value reported isnsp = 1.4 (NTT). In a receiver with a low
quantum efficiency of the photodetector the receiver sensitivity can also be strongly enhanced
with a pre-amplifier (see figure5.7-c). The effect of the bandwidth of the photodetector and
the electrical post-amplifier is presented in figure5.7-d, which shows a receiver sensitivity
difference increase about 2 dB, if the bandwidth is increased from 10 GHz to 35 GHz.

From these figures we conclude that the best way to enhance the receiver sensitivity is to
use a narrow band optical filter after theSOA.
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Figure 5.6: (left) Sensitivity of simple front-end and pre-amplified receivers. (right) Differ-
ence between the two sensitivities showing the improvement in sensitivity with aSOA and
an optical filter.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Difference in sensitivity for three values ofBo = 1.6, 50, 100 nm. (b)
Difference in sensitivity for three values ofnsp = 1.5, 2.5, 3.5. (c) Difference in sensitivity
for three values of the quantum efficiencyη = 1, 0.8, 0.6. (d) Difference in sensitivity for
three values ofBe = 10, 25, 35 GHz. In all simulations we assumedQ = 6 (BER= 10−9).
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Figure 5.8: Cross section of a passive waveguide with widthW and etch depthdetch.

5.5 Multi Wavelength Receiver design

In this section, the components of the pre-amplifiedMWR are described. These components
are: passive (shallow and deep etched waveguides, shallow-deep transitions, anAWG, a multi-
mode interferometer used as a mode filter) and active (SOA and photodetector) components.
For each component, the specification and design parameters are presented. Next the integra-
tion trade-offs between the structure of active and passive components are discussed.

5.5.1 Passive components structure

In this section, we describe the design and structure of six types of integrated passive compo-
nents: shallow and deep etched passive waveguides, multimode interference couplers used as
mode-filter, shallow-deep transitions, and a polarization-independentAWG.

Shallow and deep passive waveguides

The passive waveguides provide confinement and propagation of the optical fields. In figure
5.8, a cross-section of the passive ridge waveguide is shown. The lateral confinement of the
optical field is obtained by partly etching into the waveguide layer. The main parameters in
the design of a passive ridge waveguide are the waveguide width, and the thickness, material
composition, doping and optical attenuation of the layers.

Based on our requirements, which will be explained later, aSI-InP substrate is used. The
passive waveguide is formed by a 500 nm Q(1.25) layer embedded between two InP cladding
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Figure 5.9: Optical attenuation (dB/cm) due to free carrier absorption as a function of
waveguide layer thickness and waveguide width forTE (left) andTM (right) modes.

layers. The width of the ridge determines the number of lateral modes that can propagate
through the waveguide. In the transverse direction the waveguide is monomode. Because of
the monolithic integration of the passive waveguide with other active components, doping of
the guiding and cladding layers is necessary.

In a passive waveguide, a number of mechanisms contribute to the optical attenuation:
scattering, free carrier absorption, and interband absorption. Due to inhomogeneity of the
grown material and irregularities between layers and roughness at the sidewalls introduced
during the processing, part of optical power will be scattered when a guided mode propagates
through the waveguide. The loss due to roughness can be decreased by a proper choice of the
width and etch depth. For low loss, wide waveguides are preferable, but wide waveguides can
guide higher order modes. In other components such as the photodetector and theSOA, higher
order modes can reduce the performance of the device. Therefore, for shallow waveguides the
width is restricted to 3µm.

With increasing doping level of the waveguide layers, the intra-band absorption increases.
Therefore, there is a trade-off between doping level and optical loss of the layers that is dis-
cussed in subsection5.5.4.

To realize the components of theMWR, curved waveguides are employed. Calculations
shows that a curved waveguide with a radius over 500µm has a very low loss while with smaller
curvature radii, the loss will become significant. The optical power will be shifted to the
outer edge of the waveguide and “feel” the roughness stronger, leading to increased scattering
losses, and coupling between the guided mode and radiation modes will occur, leading to
increased radiation losses. For a small device size curved waveguides with small radii are
required. Calculations show that while reducing the radius, the radiation loss can be kept
constant by increasing the etch depth. Due to the higher index contrast the scatter loss will
increase, however, so that deep etched waveguides show higher losses than shallow waveguide
and should be used only there, where strong curvature is necessary.
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Figure 5.10: Offset of the straight-curved junction as a function of the waveguide width for
a bend with a radius of 600µm.

At the junction of the straight-curved waveguides, the modal field can not couple perfectly
from the straight waveguide to the curved waveguide due to the outward shifting of the optical
field in the curved waveguide. Imperfect overlap of modal fields in the straight and curved
waveguides introduces coupling loss. It can be reduced by using a lateral offset between the
straight and the curved waveguides. The other way to avoid the lateral offset is by using an
adiabatic curvature. This is not applied for the present thesis, however.

Shallow-deep transitions

To interconnect the shallow-etched components (such as a shallow-etch passive waveguide
and aSOA) with deep-etched components (such as a deep-etched passive waveguide and a
photodetector), a shallow-deep transition is required. The lateral effective index contrast of
shallow and deep etched waveguides is different which results in a mismatch between their
modal fields. Due to this mismatch, coupling loss occurs at the junction between the two
waveguide types. This loss can be reduced by inserting a deeply-etched taper as indicated in
figure5.11-left.

If the deep-etched taper is directly connected to the shallow part, a very accurate alignment
is necessary to prevent the occurrence of an air gap between the shallow waveguide and the
deep-etched taper. By adding a short straight section to the tapered part that extends into the
shallow region, the misalignment tolerance is strongly improved . The width and length of the
straight part and the taper have been optimized with a commercial software-tool. In figure5.11-
right, the mask layout of the junction is depicted. The wide waveguide at the junction is
connected to the much narrower deep-etched waveguide with an adiabatic taper.

AWG design

In chapter3, different ways to realise a polarization independentAWG are explained. One of
the methods is using a deeply-etchedAWG, in which the waveguide width has been chosen
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Figure 5.12: Birefringence as a function of waveguide width.

such that the waveguide birefringence is zero. This requires 1.5µm wide waveguides (see
figure5.12), which is compatible with the current fabrication technology in our laboratory.
However, the deeply-etchedAWG suffers from higher insertion loss at the junctions between
the deep etched array waveguides and the free propagation regions at both sides of the array.

The main parameters in the design of anAWG are: insertion loss, crosstalk, polarization,
and size. There is a trade-off between the performance and the size of anAWG. For a good
uniformity the free spectral range has to be large, and this requires long free propagation re-
gions and, consequently, a large array. In addition the random variations in layer thickness and
waveguide width cause random phase errors in the waveguide array which result in an increase
of the crosstalk. This effect is stronger for deep etchedAWGS than for shallow etched ones, so
that smallAWGS will have a higher crosstalk. Another source of crosstalk comes from gener-
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ation of higher order modes at junctions of straight and curved waveguides and shallow-deep
transitions.

The main insertion loss of anAWG originates from the junction between the slab region and
the waveguide array. If the gap between the slab region and the waveguide array can be made
sharp, the insertion loss will drop dramatically. Due to the finite resolution of the lithography
and theRIE-etching process, the gap will be widened. Based on the current technology the
minimum gap in the waveguide array in junction regions is around 0.3µm, which corresponds
to a junction loss in the order of a few tenths of a dB per junction. In reference[113] a vertically
tapered gap is applied to anAWG on a Si wafer for making the transition more gradual. An
insertion loss as low as 0.55 dB including fiber to chip coupling loss was measured. This
method requires a complicatedRIE-etching to make a vertical taper, however and has not been
applied in this work.

A compact and polarization independentAWG requires the use of a deeply-etched wave-
guide array to combine a small radius with a low birefringence. The discontinuity between the
shallow-etched slab region and the deeply-etched waveguide array introduces additional cou-
pling loss. To assure a small coupling loss between the shallow and deep parts, a shallow-deep
transition junction is utilized in order to match the modal fields at the junction. In table5.2, the
parameters which are used in the design of the compactAWG are listed.

Multimode interference coupler and mode-filter

In section5.3 it is shown that with an angled-facet input or output waveguide, the facet reflec-
tion for the fundamental mode can be reduced. A drawback of this method is that conversion
to the first order modes will occur. The first order mode can be suppressed by a special type of
MMI coupler which acts as a mode-filter.

The functionality of a multimode interference (MMI ) coupler/splitter is based on the propa-
gation of a number of modes excited by the input field. Due to interference between the various
modes, single or multiple images of the input field are obtained. In a 3 dBMMI power split-
ter with a single symmetrically placed input and output waveguide, as shown in the inset of
figure5.13-right, only the symmetric modes can be excited. The symmetry restriction causes
selective excitation of a subset of all the modes, which leads to a reduction of the imaging
length of a 3 dB coupler by a factor of four with respect to a non-restricted device.

A deeply etchedMMI -section with a length and width of 98µm and 6.8µm, respectively,
appears to be transparent for the fundamentalTE andTM modes and to show an attenuation
of the first order modes higher than 12 dB as shown in figure5.13-left. Utilization of a deeply
etchedMMI mode-filter also suppresses first order modes caused by imperfect alignment of the
input fibre. Because these first order modes will deteriorate the operation of theAWG, mode
filters will improve the tolerance of theMWR.

5.5.2 SOA design

Monolithic integration of theSOAs and high-speed photodetectors requires selective growth
of epitaxial layers onSI-InP. The main reasons for integrating these components on semi-
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Table 5.2: Design parameters of the compact polarization independentAWG demultiplexer.

Parameter Value

InP cladding layer thickness 1500 nm

Q(1.3) waveguide layer thickness 500 nm

Etch depth 1550 nm

Width of shallow waveguides 3µm

Width of the deep etched waveguides 1.55µm

Taper length in the shallow-deep transition 90µm

Minimum gap between array waveguides at fan-out600 nm

Minimum gap between input/output waveguides 1µm

Minimum bending radius in the deep etched region100µm

Length of the free propagation region 430.65µm

Array acceptance factor 4

Central wavelength 1.55µm

Channel spacing 1.6 nm

Free spectral range 35.573 nm

Array order (m) 38

No. of array waveguides 106

Arm length difference 18.22µm
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Figure 5.13: Transmission of the mode-filter for the fundamental and first-orderTE- and
TM-modes as a function of width (left) and length (right).
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Figure 5.14: Cross-section of theSOA.

insulating substrate are to provide a good electrical isolation between the components and to
reduce the parasitic capacitance and theRF-attenuation of the interconnections.

Epitaxial layer stack

Figure5.14shows the schematic structure of a shallow-etchedSOA with lateral n-contacts on
SI-InP substrate. The pin-structure is formed by doping the layers during epitaxial growth (see
section4.4.3). The 120 nm thick non-intentionally doped active layer is quaternary InGaAsP
Q(1.55), material with a bandgap wavelength of 1.55µm. The active layer is surrounded by
two undoped Q(1.25) confinement layers with a thickness of 140 and 190 nm to decrease
the barrier height and to increase the optical confinement. The p- and n-doped layers are InP
material with a graded doping level to reduce the optical loss in the cladding layers and to make
a low resistance path for electrons and holes. The buffer layer is an n-InP layer with a thickness
of 200nm and a doping level of 5·1017 /cm3 with a thin InGaAs n-contact layer below it, with
a thickness of 20nm and a doping level of 1·1018 /cm3 to make a very low n-contact resistance
and for use as a chemical stop etch layer, and a highly n-doped InP layer at the bottom with
a thickness of 800 nm and a doping level of 1· 1018 /cm3for guiding the photocurrent to the
lateral contacts. The p-doped layers are graded with doping levels of 1·1017, 3·1017, 5·1017

and 1· 1018 /cm3 for 50, 200, 300, and 1000 nm thickness, respectively. A highly p-doped
InGaAs layer with 200 nm thickness on top of the p-InP cladding layers is applied to form a
low-resistance ohmic p-contact.
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Figure 5.15: Photograph of the realizedSOAs with various lengths.

SOA structure

TheSOAs, which are used in this thesis-work, operate in a linear regime as optical amplifiers.
The structure of theSOA is similar to the shallow etched passive waveguide. The main parame-
ters for the design of theSOA in a MWR as a linear component are gain,ASE noise, polarization
independence, and speed.

As seen from the figure a gain of 20 dB is sufficient to achieve optimal sensitivity. This
can be achieved with a 750µm long SOA. Relation5.4 shows that theSOA gain increases
exponentially with the length, but also theASE will increase. In our design we had the choice
of three differentSOA-lengths, 500, 750 and 1000µm. The length of theSOA is also limited
by the current distribution on the electrodes which is no longer uniform.

5.5.3 Photodetector

The structure of the photodetector is described in chapter4. We showed that the structure of the
WGPDandSOA can be chosen the same and both devices can be monolithically integrated on a
chip. The pin-WGPD is a deep-etched structure with a width of 2µm. In our design we applied
several lengths, varying from 40 to 100µm with a step of 10µm in differentMWRs. To match
the modal field from the deep-etched input waveguide to that of theWGPD, an adiabatic taper
with a length of 50µm is used to reduce coupling losses at the junction between the waveguide
and the photodetector.

5.5.4 Monolithic integration trade-off

To monolithically integrate the passive waveguide,SOA, and WGPD, we require a compro-
mise in the structure specifications (doping level and thickness of each layer). In table5.3 the
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layer stack specifications of the pre-amplifiedMWR are presented. For each design parameter,
several related parameters which can affect the optical and/or electrical behavior of theMWR

components are mentioned. In chapter4 the effects of the layer stack specifications on the
optical and electrical (RF) parameters of theWGPD are discussed. In this chapter, the effects
on theSOA and passive waveguide are highlighted to construct table5.3 the reference [42, 87]
has been used.

5.6 Characterization

5.6.1 InP-based ridge laser with lateral n-contacts

The main difference in the processing of an integrated MW-receiver on semi-insulating (SI)-
substrate instead of an n-type substrate is that we have to use lateral side contacts. Therefore,
a Fabry-Perot ridge laser with lateral and backside n-contacts was fabricated and characterized
prior to the integration of theSOA, theWGPDand the passive components on a semi-insulating
(SI) substrate. In this way we can compare the behaviour of the two types of contacts. We
expect that the lateral n-contacts onSI-InP will behave similar to those on the n-InP substrate.

Device structure

Figure5.16-left shows the schematic structure of the deeply-etched ridge laser with both a
lateral and a backside contact on an n-InP substrate. The pin-diode ridge laser is formed by
epitaxial growth of the layers on a highly n-doped (1-4·1018/cm3) InP substrate. The rest of the
structure including layer stack, doping levels and the thickness of the layers are similar to the
structure of theSOA explained in section5.5.2. Two cleaved facets provide the mirrors of the
cavity to establish the lasing operation. ASEM photograph of the fabricated device is shown
in figure5.16-right.

Characterization of the laser

Two main characteristics of the lasers are IV- and LI-curves which show the optical and elec-
trical behaviour of the lasers. Figure5.17shows the setup that is used to characterize the ridge
laser. The temperature of the copper chuck was controlled with a Peltier element, a thermis-
tor, and a thermo electric controller (TEC). The current was applied to the lasers with probe
needles: to obtain a reasonably uniform current distribution, two needles for the p-contact and
two needles for the lateral n-contact are utilized.

In figure5.18, the LI and IV- curves of a ridge laser with 1100µm length and 10µm width
are shown at 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40◦C temperature for both lateral and backside n-contacts.
From the figure it is seen that the optical output power, the threshold current, and the measured
IV characteristics for both lateral and backside n-contacts are very close. At higher tempera-
tures the optical output power starts saturating with increasing bias current.
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Table 5.3: The layer stack trade-offs for passive waveguide (PWG), semiconductor optical
amplifier (SOA), and waveguide photodetector (PD). In column I, the layer stack parameters
and in column II, the related parameters are listed. In column III, the effect of changes (↑=
increasing,↓=decreasing,+=positive,−=negative and◦=no effect) are shown.

Design Parameter Related device parameter PWG SOA PD Used values

electro-optic effect ◦ ◦ ↑+

↑ optical loss ↑ − ◦ ↑ − Q(1.55) for

guiding layer non-radiative recomb. in guiding layer ◦ ↑ − ◦ active/absorption

bandgap carrier confinement in active layer ◦ ↓ − ◦ layer and

wavelength absolute refractive index control ↓ − ◦ ◦ Q(1.25) for

pol. ind. deep waveguide ↓ − ◦ ◦ passive structure

confinement guiding layer ◦ ◦ ↑+

↑ overlap electric field-optical field ◦ ◦ ↑+ 500

guiding absolute refractive index control ↑+ ◦ ◦ nm

layer pol. ind. waveguide width ↑+ ◦ ◦

thickness ele. resistance/mic. attenuation ◦ ↑ − ↑ −

microwave bandwidth ◦ ◦ ↑ ±

↑ electro-optic effect ◦ ◦ ↑+

guiding layer optical loss ↑ − ◦ ↑ − non-

doping ele. resistance/mic. attenuation ◦ ↓+ ↓ − intentionally

microwave bandwidth ◦ ◦ ↓ − doped

↑ optical loss in contact layer ◦ ↓+ ↓+

cladding etch time ↑ − ↑ − ↑ − 1.3

height ele. resistance/mic. attenuation ◦ ↑ − ↑ − µm

microwave bandwidth ◦ ◦ ↓ −

↑ optical loss in contact layer ↑ − ↑ − ↑ − varying from

cladding ele. resistance/mic. attenuation ◦ ↓+ ↓+ 5×1017/cm3 to

doping microwave bandwidth ◦ ◦ ↑+ 1×1019/cm3

↑ etch time ↑ − ↑ − ↑ −

buffer ele. resistance/mic. attenuation ◦ ↓+ ↓+ &1

thickness microwave bandwidth ◦ ◦ ↑+ µm

↑ optical loss ↑ − ↑ − ↑ − 5×1017/cm3

buffer ele. resistance/mic. attenuation ◦ ↓+ ↓+ and

doping microwave bandwidth ◦ ◦ ↑+ 1×1018/cm3

optical loss ↓+ ↓+ ↓+

↑ multi-mode ↑ − ↑ − ↑ − 2

waveguide ele. resistance/mic. resistance ◦ ↓+ ↓+ µm

width microwave bandwidth ◦ ◦ ↓ −
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The threshold temperature coefficient,T0, was determined by fitting the equationIth =
I0exp(T/T0) to the extracted threshold current from the measurement results (see figure5.19).
For both lateral and backside n-contacts,T0=50 K was found which is a typical value [68, 87].

The IV-curves of the ridge laser for positive voltages have been fitted to the equation:I =
Is
(
exp
(

eV
nkT

)
−1
)

whereIs is the saturation current,k is the Boltzmann’s constant,T is the
temperature (K),V denotes the applied bias voltage across the pn-junction, andn is a constant.
To extract the series resistance from the measuredIV -curve, optimization software has been
used [87]. The series resistanceR = Rd + Rs, whereRd is the lead resistance andRs is the
ohmic series resistance of the ridge laser at 18◦C have been determined for the ridge laser with
a length of 1150µm and a width of 10µm. From the fitting procedure we found thatR= 3Ω
for the lateral n-contact andR= 2.8Ω for the backside n-contact. These values compare well
to the values mentioned in literature [68].

5.6.2 Eight channel MWR

The circuit scheme of the eight-channel pre-amplifiedMWR is shown in figure5.20 (upper).
The MWR has been designed with four inputs, two of which are fed to a pre-amplifierSOA

before they enter theAWG demultiplexer, while the other two are directly connected to the
AWG, so that we can analyse the effect of theSOA-preamplifier by comparing between the two
different inputs.

For optimal performance the input facet has to be AR-coated. Instead of anAR-coating, we
applied an angled facet with an angle of 11.5 degrees for a passive waveguide withW = 3µm.
The angled facet reduces the power reflection by almost three orders. Directly behind the
angled input waveguides a deeply-etchedMMI mode filter is employed to prevent propagation
of the first order mode which may be generated at the angled facet.
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Figure 5.18: (left) The fiber-coupled output power for a ridge laser with 1100µm length
and 10µm width for various temperatures. (right) IV-curve of the ridge laser for various
temperatures from 10 to 30◦C . The dotted lines show the measurements of the lateral
n-contacts and the solid lines show the backside n-contacts.
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The appliedSOAs are described in section5.5.2. They are 2µm wide and we designed
them with different lengths: 500, 750, and 1000µm. Between the shallow-etchedSOA and the
deep-etchedAWG a 100µm long transition taper is employed to decrease the optical loss. The
AWG is designed with a central frequency of 1550 nm and a channel spacing of 1.6 nm, with 4
input and 10 output waveguides. The eight output waveguides are routed to the deep-etched,
2µm wide photodetectors. The length of the photodetectors has been varied from 40µm to
100µm with a step of 10µm in different MWR designs. In the mask layout, there are four
preamplifiedMWRs in which eachMWR has photodetectors with two different lengths (each
MWR has 8-photodetectors in which the four upper photodetectors have the same length and
the four lower ones are 20µm longer). In this way, we can compare the effect of the length on
the detector performance. The length of the photodetectors and theSOAs is written besides the
photodetectors to facilitate the measurements. With this configuration one can easily investi-
gate the behaviour of the differentAWGs, AWG+SOAs, AWG+WGPDs, andSOA+AWG+WGPDs
(pre-amplifiedMWR), and compare their performance. Two additionalSOAs with the same
specifications as theSOAs used in theMWR have been included next to the pre-amplifiedMWR

to test theSOA performance separately. A microscope photograph of the realized device is
depicted in figure5.20which shows twoMWRs with pre-amplifiers, and additional test-SOAs
at the top and the bottom of the figure. The realized eight-channel multi-wavelength receiver
has been characterized by coupling the optical field from a Tunable Laser Source (TLS) via a
polarizer and a microscope objective to the angled facet of the reference input waveguide. The
generated photocurrent of theWGPDs has been measured using two needles on the signal and
ground electrodes and a Keithly current meter at aDC-bias voltage of –5 V. The wavelength
was swept from 1530 to 1560 nm. The passive waveguides of this first realisation were very
lossy which resulted in an insertion and coupling loss of more than 30 dB for theTE andTM

modes. Despite of these high losses, the normalized spectral response of theMWR for the
TE andTM modes, as depicted in figure5.21, shows an optical crosstalk less than 20 dB. For
RF-characterisation a rerun will be required.

5.7 Conclusion

Before designing theMWR on SI-InP, a deeply-etched laser on a highly n-doped InP substrate
has been fabricated with both lateral and backside n-contacts to compare theLI andIV-curves
of the two types of contacts. This experiment revealed that the difference between the two
types of contact is small. It is, therefore, concluded that the previously usedSOA with backside
n-contact can be replaced by aSOA with lateral n-contacts.

The designed optically pre-amplified eight-channel multi-wavelength receiver onSI-InP
includes a passive input waveguide with angled facet, anMMI mode filter, aSOA, a ten-channel
AWG, and eight waveguide photodetectors. The angled facet of the input passive waveguides
has been used to avoid the need forAR-coating of the facets. TheMMI mode filter with 98µm
length and 6.8µm width rejects first order modes, that may cause crosstalk in theAWG. The
shallow-etchedSOA with 2µm width and 1000µm length compensates the optical coupling
and on-chip losses and improves the receiver sensitivity. The polarisation-independentAWG
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Figure 5.21: The normalized spectral response of the eight-channelMWR.

has four input and ten output waveguides, four of which are used as references input and
output waveguides. The deeply-etchedWGPDs have 2µm width and varying lengths in different
MWRs. All active components (SOAs andWGPDs) have top-side signal and ground electrodes.
TheMWR is characterized using a reference input waveguide. Measured crosstalk is less than
20 dB but due to a high doping level in the cladding layers and sidewall roughness created
during the processing, the insertion loss was more than 20dB. A rerun is necessary to improve
these losses. The detectors were reported in Chapter 4, they combine low dark currents with
a bandwidth of 30 GHz. These preliminary measurements indicate that the chip design is
correct. It can be concluded that if the target doping level of each layer is achieved and the
sidewall roughness is reduced our integration process allows for monolithic integrated devices
including SOAs, photodetectors,AWGs, and other passive components that come close to the
results reported by Infinera[40, 43], where a bandwidth of 40GHz for each channel is reported.
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Summary

Integrated Wavelength Division Multiplexing Receivers

The rapid expansion in the demand for communication capacity has created a requirement to
increase the capacity of optical communication networks. One of the most popular techniques
for increasing the capacity of such networks is wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). A
key element ofWDM-based optical communication networks is the multi-wavelength receiver
(MWR). Today’s commercially available receivers consist of separate components, demulti-
plexers, detectors, and amplifiers, making them expensive and therefore not suitable for the
lower network planes. Monolithic integration of the optical and electronic components of the
WDM receiver offers a promising path toward a high-speed, compact, low-cost and reliable
optical link.

We have chosen for monolithic integration in indium phosphide (InP) based material for
the multi-wavelength detector, because InP-based materials allow for both transparent (rout-
ing, demultiplexing), absorbing (detector) and amplification functionality and can operate at
frequencies above 40 GHz. We studied two different integration schemes.

In the first scheme the absorbing detector structure was grown on top of the transparent
waveguide structure, and fabricated in a so-called twin-waveguide configuration, requiring no
additional growth steps. For the high-frequency amplifier front-end gallium arsenide was cho-
sen in order to reach frequencies around 40 GHz, which is not possible with the silicon or
silicon germanium processes available to us. For theRF interconnections between the receiver
and the amplifier, the characteristics of bond-wires and bond-ribbons have been studied, show-
ing a clearly improved performance of the latter.

The second integration scheme that has been investigated is the so-called butt-joint inte-
gration scheme, in which the transparent and the detector material are in the same plane. For
the detector material we have chosen to use the same material as in our optical amplifiers, but
with a reverse bias voltage applied to the active region in order to get a fast detector response.
This scheme allowed us to realize the detector in the standard process for integration of passive
components with optical amplifiers and to integrate an optical amplifier with the detector, thus
adding extra functionality (amplification in addition to routing, demultiplexing and detection).
This amplifier enhances the sensitivity of the receiver (by 10 dB). The detector performance of
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the butt-joint devices has been compared to that of the twin-waveguide devices realized with
the twin-guide integration scheme. Preliminary measurements indicate a better performance.
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